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Abstract 

The measurement of behaviour by direct observation may be 

improved when observers have been provided with equipment which 

enables real-time recording. There are no data available 

concerning the quality of this type of measurement. Indeed, there 

is no consensus among researchers as to appropriate methods of 

quality assessment. In the present series of studies, observers 

were provided with hand-held computers programmed to act as real- 

time recorders. The quality of their records was assessed by 

three wtraditionallf methods, representative of those which have 

been used most frequently in previous behavioural research: 

interobserver agreement, observer/criterion agreement, and 

relative error. An instrument calibration procedure, the standard 

method for measurement accuracy analysis in the natural sciences 

and engineering, was demonstrated for comparison with traditional 

methods. The traditional methods were found to be unsatisfactory 

for theoretical and empirical reasons. The calibration procedure 

was shown to have some considerable potential advantages for 

applied behaviour analysis. Disadvantages, both statistical and 

practical, were also discussed. 



CHAPTER 1

Measurement by Direet observation in Applied Behaviour Analvsis

Applied Behaviour Analysis

Definition

People interested in applied behaviour analysis (ABA) must

consider themserves somewhat fortunate in that the field was

clearry defined at an early stage in its deveropment. Baer, worf,
and Ris1ey (1968) provided an explanation of the defining
characteristics of ABA in the first issue of the paramount

journal, Journal of Applied Behavior Analysis (19G9 ). ABA

studies were defined by the following criteria:

A. Applied to socially important behavioursi

B. Behavioural, i.e., concerned with observable physical

events (performance) rather than inaccessible or
hypothetical entities such as cognitions or abilities;

C. Analytic, i.e., including believable deruonstration of the

effects of controlling variablesi
D. Technological, i.e., developing procedures to alter

behaviours;

E. scient,ific, i.e., having procedures related by conceptual

systems (reinforcement and stimulus contror, for exanple)

to an integrated and comprehensive theory of behaviour,

e.9., Skinner (L938);

F. Effective, i.e., producing a clinically or socially
significant change;



c- capable of producing a generar desirable change to all
the settings, times, behaviours, and subjects of
interest.

Baer et aI. (L987) have described these defining characteristics
as having been derived from an anthropological perspective. That
is, the criteria constitute a description of the field as they
saw it, in L968, becoming distinct frorn the experimental analysis
of human behaviour (EAB) . Deitz (t-978) has argued that the
definition constitutes a series of prescriptions for ABA, which
hinder the deveropment of a science of human behaviour. To

analyse the main disagreements between Baer et al. (Lg6g) and

Deitz (L978) as they relate to issues of measurement, it is
helpful to examine basic assumptions implicit in the arguments.

The most basic assumptions of behaviour analysis (EAB and

ABA) are those shared with other sciences. These are:

L. That natural phenomena (including behaviours) result from
Iaw-like processes;

2. That instances of behaviour (responses) occur in response

to past and present environnrents;

3. That the causal rerati-ons between environments and

behaviours (i.e., the r1awstr) can be described.

To put the third assumption in a different way: Variability in
behaviour can be explained by variations in environmentar
variables (Johnston & pennypacker, 1g8o; sidman, 1g5o). The

ultimate goals for behaviour analysis are to understand behaviour



(the scientific goal) and, if necessary, change it by arranging

appropriate changes to the environment (the technological goal).
Baer et a1. (L968) inplied that large variations in

behaviour are the subject matter of ABA (definitional criterion
F), whereas Deitz (1978) argued that the investigation of smarl

changes is also important for a science of behaviour. If
behaviour analysts aim sorery or prematurery at deveroping a

technology (criterion D) to produce these socialry significant
changes, then the scientific criterion (E) wirr have been

discarded. rn some cases, even small variations in behaviour may

be socially significant (Birnbrauer, 198L).

Purpose of measurement

The phenomena under investigation in ABA (behaviours and

environments) reguire quantification in arr their relevant
dimensions to fulfil many of Baer et arrs. (l_968) definitional
conditions. The sociar importance criteria (A and F) suggest

measurement of typical levels of behaviour to ascertain the
discrepencies between the referred individualfs behaviour and

those of the peer group, both before (criterion A) and after
(criterion F) arterations to the environment. The social
comparison method of social validity assessment (Kazdin, lg77l
involves these measurements (e.g., Barton, Brulre, & Repp, 19g2).

The analytic criterion (c) requires that the amount of behaviour

(B) be ascertained through measurement to provide a basis for
evaluation of the believability of change. To fulfil the
technological reguirement (D), the amount of change in
environments which produced the change in behaviour needs to be
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quantitatively reported to enable replication. At issue here is
the reporting of the actual, rather than prograrn:ned, variation in
the independent (environmental) variabres (e.g., Billingsrey,
White, & Munson, 19gO).

rf some of the definitionar criteria of Baer et al. (L96g)

are rejected in favour of a more fine-grained anarysis
reconmended by Deitz (L978), the measurement requirements rnay

werr be further emphasised. so, the issues to be discussed and

investigated henceforth are, perhaps, even more rerevant to EAB

and Dietzrs conception of ABA than to ABA as described at its
genesis.

From a pragmatic viewpoint, there are two main reasons why

behaviours and environments need to be measured. First, for
deseriptive purposes; to describe subjects and environments for
social comparison, and to increase the probability of choosing
effective environmental changes (interventions) by cornparing

current descriptions with baseline levels of behaviours and

environments in previously successful interrrentions. Second, to
guantify the effects on behaviours of environmental changes

whether these be trnaturalt fructuations or the result of
deliberate, planned, therapeutic interventions (Nelson & Hayes,

Le79) .

Direct Observation

Given that the dependent and independent variables of
greatest interest to ABA are observable physical events, dDy
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reliance on measurement of variables other than those directty
observed must be seen as inappropriate or, at least, severely

compromising. The generality criterion irnplies that behaviour

must be assessed in natural settings, even though treatment may

be conducted in contrived environments (Kazdin, L979).

Measurement of behaviour by direct observation in naturalistic
settings has been described as the rrcriterion techniquerr for
behaviourar assessment (Nelson, L9g3). From the definition of
ABA, it seems that this method is the only satisfactory
technigue. Indeed, the vast najority of published studies in the

field have included data derived from direct observation (Bass &

Aserlind, L984i Kelly, 1-977).

The measurement systems eschewed by ABA include those

purporting to quantify inferred entities, e.g., Ie testst
inferred traits, e.9., personality inventories; and, inferred
betraviour classes, e.g., behaviour ratingr scales (Baer et al.,
L968i Hayes, Ne1son, & Jarrett, 1986). While data from these

systems may be excluded as prirnary data for ABA, their inclusion
as contributions to description of subjects may be desirable on

the grounds that they assist communication from ABA to members of
other disciplines within psychology. eualitative information
about behaviour, such as that derived from interviews with
clients or their caregivers, may be essential in establishing the

historical antecedents to referral. It must be recognised that,
although the focus in ABA is on observable current behaviour and

its situational determinants, history is not completely

irrelevant (OrLeary, L979). Usually past behaviour and

environments are not amenable to direct observation, and



qualitative reports must suffj-ce.

The remainder of this chapter is concerned with nethods by

which direct obse:rration of behaviours and environments can

result in quantitative descriptions, the prinary data in ABA.

Direct Observational Measurement

When investigating the interactions of a personrs behaviour

with the environment, behaviour anarysts need to be quite crear

as to what are behaviours and what are tfnon-behavioursil. The

following, apparently non-controversial, general definition of
behaviour is taken fron Johnston and Pennypacker (L980) and wiII
provide the basis for further discussion: frThe behavior of an

organisrn is that portion of the organisrnrs interaction with its
environment that is characterized by detectable displacement in
space through time of some part of the organism and that results
in a measurable change in at least one aspect of the environmentrl

(p. 48). FuIl explanation of each of the elements of this
definition is provided by Johnston and pennypacker (1980) and B.

H. Barrett, Johnston, & Pennypacker (l_996) but, briefly, it
should be noted that only living things can behave and, as for
Baer et al. (1968), a behaviour is a physical, observabre, and

measurable event.

The environmentr ds a whole, does not behave, according to
this definition. People (and animals) in environments behave, and

peopre can be affected by behaviour, as can inanimate objects, in
that they can be measurabry changed by behaviour. There are
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plenty of environmental variables which may affect behaviour

which are not themselves behaviours, e.g., the weather, lever and

type of illumination, architecturar styre. There are some

organismic variables which can not be categorised as behaviours.
carled rrstatesrf by Johnston and pennypacker (Lggo), these do not
involve movements, thus are not behaviours. fncluded as states
are: being under the infruence of a drug; being wet, hungry, or
mentally retarded. While these variables may be of interest, and

more or less measurable by direct observation, only behaviours
will be further considered. As far as measurement is concerned,

it makes no difference whether the behaviour is studied as a

dependent or an independent variabler or for descriptive or
treatment evaluative reasons.

Specific behaviours of interest in the case of a particular
person can be defined by satisfying the general requirements of
the definition of behaviour (above). Description of movements

(di-spracements in space through tinre) , the aspect of the
environrnent being affected, the means of their detection, methods

of recordingr, and nethods of guantifying (i.e., measurement) must

be included in the specific definitions. Each of these five
components of definition of behaviour will be discussed.
Description of movements

The range of movement topographies of interest to behaviour
anarysts has been too extensive for thorough review. An

indication of the variability of behaviours of int,erest to
behaviour analysts may be gained through perusal of textbooks on

behaviour modification in general (e.g., craighead, Kazdin, &

Mahoney' L981) r or concerning narro$rer populations, e.g. ,
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mentally retarded (Repp, t-983), or school-aged (Alberto &

Troutman, 1986i Sulzer-Azaroff & Mayer, L9771. Topographies range

from ltross motor acts, e.g[., body-rocking (HoIIis, L97gr, to
small movements, e.9., speaking words (Hart & Risley, L97Sl; from

movements which are behaviours even in everyday parlance, e.g.,
trmisbehaviours" rike freguent screaming (Dick & Jackson, 1993),

to those less obviously subsumed by the definition of behaviour,

e.9., epileptic seizures (Zlutnik, Ma1ruille, & Moffat, L9TS), and

changes in heart rate (R. P. Barrett, McGonigle, Ackles, &

Burklrart, L987) .

Johnston and Pennypacker (1980) have urged development of
functionarly defined classes of behaviour for the purposes of
measurement to reflect the behaviour-environment relationship
emphasised in their definition of behaviour. An example night be

self-hitting, a topographical description, which could serrre the
functions of gaining attention or terminating an undesirable

activity, amongl other possibilities (e.g., carr, Lg77 t Durand &

carr, L987). self-hitting, in this case, would be defined in two

ways. rn most natural environments, however, there are too many

competing hypotheses as to the function of a particular instance

of behaviour. Until methods of assessrnent of function become less
probablistic, topographical definitions of behaviours are

sufficient, although the goal of functional definition should be

kept in sight (Johnston & Pennypacker, L98O).

Effect on environment

The aspect of the environment changed by a behaviour may be

explicit as in the case of : ',Eye poking .,, [was defined as] ...
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entry of any part of finger or thumb to the eye socket such that
pressure was exerted sufficient to displace the eveball from its
normar positiontt (waddelr, singh, & Beale, 1984, p. LoAi emphasis

added). The underlined portion of the definition quoted specifies
the environmental change produced by the topography of the
behaviour, finger movement near ey€, which was required to record

an instance of eye poking. This is, incidentarly, an occasion

where part of the environment of the behaviour is part of the

behaving organisrn.

Quite often in ABA, the only defined part of the environment

changed by a behaviour during observation is the response

detection equiprnent. rn these cases, the environmental change

required to qualify a response as an instance of the defined
behaviour is only inplicitly included. For example:
rrHyperventilation defined as panting audible to the observer

at two metres or more such that two or more forced breaths
occurred in successionr' (waddell et aI., L984, p. 104). The only
implied environmental change was to the eardrum of the observer.

No doubt some physiological change within the behaver was also a

consequence of hypervent,iLating behaviour. A recent study (R. p.

Barrett et aI., l-987), sirnilar in that the behaviour of interest
was aberrant respiration, incruded measures of consequent.

physiological changes leading to an increased understanding of
the behaviour, the scientific goar of ABA. whire both studies
contributed to technological (treatrnent) knowledge, the inclusion
of environmenta] changes, other than those in the observer, must

be seen as an advantage to ABA.
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Detection of behaviours

Regrardless of the variety of consequentiat changes produced

by the form of a behaviour, there is one environmental change

absolutely necessary in the measurement of any behaviour: That

the behaviour produce a change in the equipment selected to
detect its occurrence. There are two broad categories of
behaviour detection devices: Automated and human.

Automatic detection devices potentially useful to behaviour

analysts have been reviewed by Pfadt and Tryon (1983) , Tryon

(L984), and Rugh, Gable, and Lemke (1986). A journal, Behavior

Research Methods, Instruments, and Computers (1994 -), is a

continuing source of infonnation on advances in the area. For

some topographies of behaviour, the employment of automated

systems is essential I e.9., detection of heart activity in the

already cited study by R. P. Barrett et a1., (t-982). With some

behaviours, their use is highry convenient and also can provide

an important element in treatment r e.g., nocturnal enuresis

alarms (e.9., Doleys, L977 i Sorotzkin, L984). However for many,

if not most topographies of behaviour, automated equiprnent for
detection, let alone treatment, is not yet available. considering

the recommendation of Johnston and Pennypacker (1980) that
antecedents and consequences ought to feature in the definition
of behaviours, it seems unlikely that fulI automation of
behaviour detection will be possible soon, if ever.

When detection of occurrences of behaviour by machines is
not practically possible, human observers are employed.

Typically, observers are trained to respond appropriately to
occurrences of the behaviour being measured and to withold
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responses, or respond differently, to non-occurrences. The

appropriate response in each case depends on the rules for
recording serected by the experimenter (behaviour anaryst) for
the study.

Methods of observational recordinq
some behaviours naturally leave their own permanent product,.

For exampre, behaviours involved in writing produce marks on

paper. In these cases, it may be convenient to measure behaviour
by quantifying its products. This type of measurement will not be

discussed further because it does not involve direct observation
of behaviour.

The recording of behaviours detectabre onry by human

observers and not reaving permanent products has proved
problematic in ABA. Reviews of methods used can be found in
Foster and Cone (1986); Sackett (1978); Springer, Brown, and

Duncan (L98i-) i and ABA textbooks (e.g., cooper, Heron, & Heward,

1986; Kazdin, L982). The early history and subsequent development
of methods have recently been reviewed by wasik (r-989). For the
purposes of the present discussion, an rideal methodrr wirr be

described, followed by summary of the various rcompromise

methodstr which have been, and continue to be, used,.

rdeallv, recording of behaviours should be continuous and

complete (Johnston & Pennypacker, L980). The ncontinuous idealrl
means that recording should be conducted throughout a1l times
when, and in arr settings where, the behaviour of interest
(target behaviour) may occur. The rrcomplete idealn demands that
all dimensions of the behaviour rnay be unequivoeatly derived from
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the observersr records. The basic dimensionsr ot parameters, of
behaviour are count (how many times it occurs) and duration (how

long it lasts). Other parameters are latency (tirne to first
response or between different responses), frequency (how often
the behaviour occurs), celeration (rate of change in frequency),

and interresponse time (tine between responses)1. To enable this
idear to be satisfied, the time of onset and offset of every

occurrence of the behaviour needs to be recorded (Johnston &

Pennlpacker, L980). The demands of an ideal recording system

appty to every behaviour of potential interest in a study,

including collateral behaviours, those which may vary with
variations in some dirnension of the target behaviour (Evans,

Meyer, Kurkjian, & Kishi, in press; Voeltz & Evans, LgA2).

Further, in applied settiDgs, the behaviours of peers and

therapists (e.9., teachers, nursest or parents) rnay require
simultaneous recording to satisfy the requirements of ABA

discussed earlier.

The important issues involved in the selection of behaviours

to measure are outside the scope of this dissertation. The

forlowinlf presumes that the behaviours of interest have been

identified and their topographies defined. Further infornation
about selecting behaviours to measure and their definition can be

found in, for instance: Hawkins and Dobes (L977) i Hayes et aI.
(1986); and, Foster and Cone (1986).

Quite obviously, the demands of the idear can become quite

1 The temporal relations between behaviours which may be
evaluated by Markov Chain or Seguential Lag Analysis (e.g.,
Gottman & Notarius, 1978; Sackett, L979, LgTg) are not,
specifically, included in this dissertati_on.
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overwhelming. Compromise methods have been developed to enable

some form of measurement of behaviours to be undertaken in ABA.

The first compromise is usually in continuity, and this can take

two forms: intermittent scheduling of observational sessions, and

intermittent recording of behaviours within sessions,

rnterrnittent sessions may be forced by lack of avairable
obsenrers when the target behaviour can occur during many hours

of the day.

fntermittent recording within sessions is involved in the
widery used interval-sampring and time-sampring methods of
behaviour recording (Bass & Aserlind, l-984; Bijou, peterson, &

AuIt, 1968; Repp, Roberts, Slack, Repp, & Berkler, Lg76l, and

their combinations and variants (e.g., Test & Heward, 1994). The

observation session is typically divided into egual intervals of,
say, ten seconds. observers are provided with apparatus, €.g., €r

timer or personal audiotape player, which signals the end of each

interval. observers mark a recording sheet when the end of the
intervar is signalled, according to the rules for recording
chosen by the experimenter. The common methods are defined by

interval length and the rules for recording. with urornentary time-
sampling, the behaviour is scored as occurring if it is observed

at the instant that the interval ends. rn whole-intervar
sampling, the behaviour is scored if the behaviour has occurred

throughout the intenrar. when partiar-intenrar recording is
required, observers record the behaviour if it was seen to occur

at any time during the interval.
Intermittent recordin€t can be avoided when the experimenter

is interested in only one of the basic parameters of behaviour.
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The number of occurrences of behaviours may be counted by

tallying. Tota1 duration of a behaviour can be obtained by using

a cumulating stopwatch. These methods, called event and duration
recording respectively, obviously compromise the cornpleteness

ideal. A record of one dimension or the other, but not both,
provides an inadequate quantification of behaviour, especially
where the dirnensions vary independently, as illustrated in
studies by Springer et aI. (L981). Analysts of the interrnittent
strategies, outlined above, recognise this independence and have

sought to find some compromise (Altmann, L974i Ary & Suen, L9B3;

Suen & Ary, L986).

Ouanti fvincr behaviours

The quantification of behaviour is achieved by analysis of
the observersr records after the observation session has been

completed. The aim of quantification, the last stage of
measurement, is to provide summary data about the parameters of
behaviour from the session. If the records for analysis have been

obtained from continuous recording within sessions, comprete

quantification is possible: A11 the dimensions of behaviour can

be computed from the records. The measurement units can be the

standard units of number (or count), for how often the behaviour

occurred, and seconds, for time-based measures, i.e., duration
and latency. For the other dimensions of behaviour, derived

standard compound units may be used, e.g. I number per second for
frequency.

The units of measurement attached to summary data derived

from intermittent recording within sessions are irnposed by the
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rules for recording. For instance, from ten-second mornentary

time-sampling, behaviour can only be quantified in the units of
rrnumber of moments, ten seconds apart, at which the behaviour was

occurringlrr. From partial-interval recording, the units are
rrnumber of tine-blocks in which the behaviour occurred for at,

least some of the timerr.

Effects of Measurement Compromises

From review of the foregoing material, it can be deduced how

Iess-than-ideal measurement strategies may comprornise atternpts to
provide adeguate quantification of subjectsr behaviours for
description and/or treatment evaluation. For many types of
compromise there is ernpirieal evidence a1so. As an aside, one may

wonder why empiricar evidence is required to support valid a

priori arguments: If an effect can be deduced, why does it need

to be dernonstrated with data, i.e., a posteriori? I suggest that
many behaviour analysts share an historical environment which has

conditioned. rejection of deductive processes. fn the evaluation
of measurement practices, a priori argruments have more generality
than a whole series of empirical studies. For exampre, in the
hundred pages on behavioural measurenent in Johnston and

Pennypackerts (l-98O) book, Strateqies and Tactics of Human

Behaviorar Research, the authors have deliberatery excluded

reference to ernpirical studies. with many of their potential
readers preferring data to logicar argument, this may explain
apparent liurited impact of their conclusions regarding

the
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measurement. One value of empirical studies in this area may well
be in demonstrating effects to those who require it. While the

logical and mathematical inevitability of compromises has been

identified (Ary, 1-984), empirical studies show the strength of
the effects, the significance of which may depend on the purpose

of the study and the variability in dimensions of behaviour.

The ideal measurement system has been described as complete and

continuous. To discuss the compromises involved in typical ABA

measurement systems, a generalised description is provided,

following from informal analyses by Baer et a1. (L986) and

Johnston and Pennypacker (L980) and ernpirical analyses by Kelly
(L977) and Bass and Aserlind (1984). A. Observation sessions are

of a fixed and apparently arbitrary duration. B. Human obserrrers

record behaviours within sessions by rnarking pieces of paper

according to the rules of a within-session behaviour sampling

system.

A. Observation session duration

Behaviour analysts investigate the variability of behaviour

in relation to variability in environments. The guestion is how

much apparent variability is due to inadequate sampling of the

whole tirne that target behaviours can occur. The aim is to choose

the amount of observation time required to provide a

representative sample of behaviours in an attempt to reduce, or
at least assess, the extraneous variability imposed by having

observation sessions of inadeguate duration. A priori analysis of
this problem would suggest that infrequent behaviours with highly
variable interresponse times provide the greatest difficulty for
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direct observation, in that samples wiII have to be large to be

representative. Regularly occurring (i.e., relatively invariant

interresponse tines) high freguency behaviours provide the least

difficulty for representative sampling: That is, relatively short

duration samples will be sufficient.

While logic may suggest the causes and effects of sarnpling

problems due to choice of session duration, ernpirical analysis is

required to assess the size of the effects, or degree of

extraneous variability. Thus, data need to be collected

throughout the whole time of interest to determine the form of

distribution of behaviours. Then, sample sessions of various

duration may be extracted from the continuous record. Summary

quantifications from the samples rnay be cornpared to those from

ttre continuous observations.

A study to demonstrate the differential effects obtained by

varying session duration was conducted by Mudford, Beale, & Singh

(in press). The whole time of interest was a 2.5-hour training

session for multiply handicapped profoundly mentally retarded

adults. Observers used a continuous recording system within the

whole sessions to eliminate the effects of the second type of

sampling compromise (discussed in the next section). Behaviours

which occurred for more than 5O* of the whole session, and were

relatively evenly distributed through the session, were

quantified to within 20? error by 45-rninute sample sessions.

However, the guantification of behaviours occurring irregularlY,

and occupying between one and three percent of the whole session

lras more than 20t in error, even when 9O? of the whole session

was sampled.
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other studies have empirically determined appropriate

observation session durations (Alevizos, DeRisi, Liberman,
Eckman, & Callahan, LgTg; Butcher, L983; Van Bienrliet, 19g2).
However in these studies, comparison of session durations may be
confounded by errors imposed by within-session sampring
(discussed in the next section).

Three further points shourd be made about this issue. First,
ernploying observers can be expensive in terms of time and/or
money. Researchersr resources invested in a study may be used
more efficientry if the adequacy of session durations has been
determined empirically. second, sornetimes researchers are
interested in behaviours which can occur onry in the presence of
certain antecedent condj-tions, and these conditions are present
for rirnited periods of time. An example is meal-time behaviour
(e'g-, Quattrochi-Tubin & Jason, r-9go). rn simirar cases, there
seems to be no reason why observation sessions can not cover the
whore tirne of interest although, if empiricarly deterrnined,
observation sessions of shorter duration may be sufficient.
Third, the degree of representativeness required by a researcher
depends on the purpose and intended outcome of the study. rf, in
an intervention study, large changes in some of the parameters of
the target behaviours are sought and expected, then perhaps a
larger amount of extraneous variation may be torerated.

rt has to be recognised that practicar considerations often
determine the duration of observation sessions. Efficient use of
available observers and reduction of observer fatigue are areas
of future research, which may assist in decreasing compromises
forced by these practical difficulties.
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B. samplinq within sessions

The causes of error in quantification contributed by within-

session sanpling of the various types already described can be

identified without recourse to empirical study. As in the session

Iength problem, the distribution of responses within a session is

the critical variable in selecting the most appropriate interval

for, or between, successive observations. The duration of

responses, oEr more specifically, the variability in durations is

the critical variable in choosing the most appropriate method,

e.g., time- or interval-sampling.

Numerous empirical studies have investigated the degree of

compromise produced by the various sampling procedures (e.9.,

Green & Alverson, L978; Green, McCoy, Burns, & Smith, L982,

Klesges, Woolfrey, & Vollmer, L985; Mansell, L985; Milar C

Hawkins, Lg76; Mudford et dI., in press; PoweII, Martindale, &

KuIp, Lg75; Powell, Martindale, Kulp, Martindale, & Bauman, L9'77i

Repp et a1., L976; Rojahn & Kanoy, L985; Sanson-Fisher, Poole, &

Dunn, L98O). Ary (l-984) has shown how these empirical results can

be mathematically predict,ed. The general conclusion frorn review

of these studies is that: While a sampling system can be tailored

to minimise error for a set of particular values of the

parameters of behaviour, changres in these parameters, as would be

expected in an inte:rrention study or when comparing'across

subjects, more or less invalidate the data obtained, in that a

variable and unknolrn amount of extraneous error is inextricably

included by the measurement method.

A further, and overarching, problem arises from the units of

guantification, which are forced by'sampling systems. These
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units, described earlier, are rerated in a complex manner to arr
the parameters of behaviour. However, the values of none of the
parameters can be derived unequivocally from sampling units.
AIso, the units from one sampling system bear no formal relation
to those from another, which prohibits unarnbiguous comparison of
data obtained from different systems.

The effects of the compromises involved in within-session
sampling, in terms of the purposes of measurement in ABA, are

clear. First, attempting to compare subjectsr baseline levels of
perfonnance is virtually impossible when even the basic
parameters of behaviour can not be obtained from the data with
any confidence. Second, when comparing baseline with post-
intervention data to evaluate a treatment study, the extraneous

variability in behaviour imposed by sampling error will be

different in each phase, if the treatment really has changed any

of the dirnensions of behaviour.

It seems that there are two reasons why interrnittent
recording has continued to be used in ABA studies. Perhaps there
is an element of professional perseveration rei.nforced by

treatment utility (Hayes et a1., t-986). In other words,

behavioural treatments have been shown to be effective in terms

of the measurement methods; both anarysts and consumers are

satisfied with outcomesr so there is no reason to change. A

second, and more justifiable reason, is that the equipment best

suited to assist observersr continuous recording is more

expensive and less widely avairabre than paper and pencils.
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More on Continuous Recording within Sessions

The arguments against the continued reliance on measurement

through within-session sampling strategies have been outlined.

There is wide agreement that continuous recording is preferable,

when possible (e.9., Connolly, L973i B. H. Barrett et aI.' 1986;

Evans et al., in press; Foster & Cone, 1986i Sackett, 1978i

Sidowski, Lg77). rn this section, the general principles involved

in continuous recording will be described, followed by a brief

review of equipment which has been used.

General principles

The aim of continuous recording is to prese:rre the temporal

dimensions of behaviour in a manner that allows all the

parameters to be retrieved and analysed. IdeaIIy, this record

consists of the time of onset and time of offset of each bout of

behaviour. While all responses have some extent in time (that is,

they can not be absolutely durationless), the duration of some

behaviours may be so brief and relatively invariant that these

may conveniently be considered as discrete. For examPle, a

teacher saying rrNorr ildy, for most imaginable purposes, be

recorded as a discrete response. For many behaviours of interest,

the duration of their bouts may be a critical parameter, in which

case onsets and offsets must be recorded. These behaviours can be

described as continuous (Ho1lenbeck, 1-9781, even though bouts may

be composed of many responses of unvarying topography and brief

duration. For example, stereotypic behaviours (Berkson 6t

Davenport, L962), bouts of repetitive, apparently functionless
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responses, may be considered continuous for the purpose of

recording.

Generally, a code is allocated to each of the defined

topographies of behaviour. The simplest form of coding is of a

single character assigned to each topography. For discrete

behaviours, the code and the time of its occurrence is recorded.

For continuous behaviours, the onsets and offsets are similarly

recorded. Post-session analysis identifies the onsets as odd-

numbered cumulative responses and offsets as even-numbered ones.

Equipment for continuous recordinq

Minimally, the three stages involved in describing a defined

behaviour by its dimensions are detecting, recording, and

guantifying. The addition of further stages is not economical

and, if human decision-rnaking beyond the initial detecting and

recording response is required, Iiable to introduce more error.

Some continuous recording systems, which have been

described, require an extra element between the recording and

guantifying stages. once the behaviours have been recorded, a

further set of hurnan observations are required before

guantification. Lovaas, Freitag, GoId, and Kassorla (r-955)

described a system in which observers pressed a key when a

behaviour began, and released it when the bout teminated. While

a key was depressed, a pen marking a continually moving scroll of

paper was defJ.ected frorn its normal path. Ttre pararneters of

behaviour were then obtained after counting the deflections, for

the rate parameter, and summing the distances between starts and

ends of deflections, for the duration measures, The counting and
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the measurement of distances were performed by observers. Thus,

human observation was required twice: of the behaviour directly,
and of the paper record of prior observersr responses.

other systems can be sinirarly criticised, e.g., speaking
codes into a portable audio-tape recorder (Landesman-Dwyer &

Sackett I L978, ' and using portable printers to list behavioural
events (Buckley, Frazer, & St. Amour, L979).

Equiprnent for recording which is directly cornpatible with
eguipment for quantifying removes the need for double

observation. Computers are suitable for this purpose. As computer

technology has advancedr so has available equipurent for assisting
obserrrers with direct observation. Early computer-assisted
systems were expensive, noisy, riabre to breakdown, and far from
portabre (sackett, stephenson, & Ruppenthar, tg73; simpson, Lg7g-

schinke & wong, 1977; white, t971,). The next generation of
equipment consisted of purpose-built record.ers, which were

portabre, but not commercialry avairable (e.g., sanson-Fisher,
Poole, smarl, & Fleming, ]-97g) or, if available, retatively
expensive (e.9., the Datanyte, Torgerson, Lg77l. Many researchers
have been unabre to justify the cost (e.g., van Biervriet, Lggz).

Microcomputers have been suggested as potentiarly useful data
collection and analysis devices (Frowers & Leger, Lgg2) and have

been used in direct observations in naturalistic settings (e.g.,
Mudford, 1987; Mudford et al., in press). Microcomputers are
widely available, and the expense is not dedicated to data-
collection alone. However, usually they are not portable and

reguire an external source of power.

Recently, hand-held computers have become available. These
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have the benefit of portability, in addition to the advantages of
rnicrocornputers. The def inition of the ternr rrhand-heldrr seems to
vary from one manufacturer to another and from one behavioural
researcher to another. The ability of an obsenrer to record data
while walking around to obtain the best view of a behaver is an

obvious advantage and is irnptied by the term hand-held. However,

the onry published reports of such equipment being used in
behavioural research cite thand-heldr computers the size of a

telephone book, with a weight of l-.6 to L.8 kg (Drury, L9B7i

Repp, Harman, Fe1ce, Van Acker, & Karsh, j-999) .

fn the series of studies described in this dissertation,
observers have collected continuously recorded naturalistic
behavioural data with the assistance of psion organisers,
genuinely hand-hordabre computers weighing .30 kg and smalrer
than a vHS videotape. Now this is not leading to some bizarre
claim arong the lines of tf r rve got a smaller, but better, one

than you (e.9., Repp et ar.)". while it does seem sensible to
provide observers with eguipment of mininal weight, and bulk,
there is no atternpt here to evaLuate other computer-assisted
rnethods.

Summary and Conclusions

The variation in behaviour as a function of variation in
environments is the subject rnatter of behaviour anarysis,
including applied behaviour analysis. Behaviours and environments
need to be thoroughly described to satisfy the scientific and
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technological aspects of applied behaviour analysis. A fully
guantified description of betraviour includes aI1 the dimensions

of behaviour. Measurernent methods commonly in use, involving
sampling strategies, do not permit such full description, due to
the inherent errors associated with sampling and idiosyncratic
units of quantification. Continuous recording of behaviour by

observers can avoid these problems, even when direct
electromechani-cal transcription of behaviour cannot be achieved.

Suitable electronic equiprnent to assist obserrrers to record

continuously in natural environments has become available.
Neglect of its use to obtain potentially conplete guantification
of behaviour rrcan only be seen as the Stone Age of behavioral

observationrr (Johnston & Pennypacker, L98O, p.168).
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CHAPTER 2

Assessment of the ouality of Data by rnterobse:rrer Aqreenent

and bv Psychometric Analysis

Methods for achieving complete guantification of behaviour

by observersr continuous recording have been outlined (Chapter

l-). However, the crj-teria of completeness and continuity are only

two by which the adeguacy of direct observational measurement

systerns may be judged. Although a system may be evaluated,

conceptually, to have the potential to provide measures of the

dimensions of behaviour recommended, the crualitv of data obtained

from its use is an empirical matter. When human sensory

mechanisns and perceptions are invorved in the detection of
behaviours and human responses required to record them, there
exists the potential for human error and bias (Boice, 1993;

Hancock, !987 i Harris & Lahey, L9A2; Kazdin, L977). Because

continuous recording can remove most of the error due to sarnpling

within observational sessions, attention to human factors should

be increased.

The reasons for concern about the guality of data arise from

the purposes of behavioural measurement. Data are collected to
assist in decision-making. The decisions taken in appl-ied

behaviour analysis rely on assessment of individualsr behaviour

and evaruation of the effects of environmentar changes on

betraviour (Nerson & Hayes, 19791. Given that these assessments

are of sociarly important behaviours, it seems to be ethically
and morally inperative that decisions be based on data of
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sufficient quarity. rt has even been suggested that there may be

future legal reguirements concerning the quality of data for
decisions about therapies (Springer, Brown, & Duncan, 19gL).

Aside frorn these issues, the scientific criterion of appried

behaviour analysis irnplies a requirernent for quality of data to
be of utmost concern (Baer, Wolf, & Risley, L95g). It has been

argued, from a scientific viewpoint, that the quarity of data can

be more important than the purpose of the specific study for
which it was corrected (Deitz, L978; siduran, L96o). Good guality
data can be subjected to an inductive process, whereas poor data

or those of unknown quality can not contribute to the database

for a science.

Data obtained from continuous recording have been reported

by a number of research groups (e.9., Booth, Mitchell, & Solin,
L979; Evans & Voeltz, L982; Harmatz, Mendelsohn, & Glassman,

L975; Johnson, Baumeister, Penland, & fnwald, Lg82; Klesges,

Woolfrey, & Vollmer, L985i Lovaas, Freitag, GoId, & Kassorla,

l-965; Mudford, Beale, & Singh, in press; Poole, Sanson-Fisher, 6,

Thompson, 198Li Repp, Harman, Felce, Van Acker, & Karsh, 1999;

Schinke & Wong, L977; Springer et al., 1981 ) . Where the quality
of these data has been assessed, interobsenrer agreement

statistics have usualry been enployed. The tradition of using

interobserver agreement as the measure of observational data

guality has persisted since before the inception of applied
behaviour analysis (Bijou, Peterson, & AuIt, 1969) and has

continued (Bass & Aserlind, l-994,- KeIIy, L97Z).

fn this chapter, interobserver agreement and some

alternative methods of assessing data quality will be discussed.
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These alternatives invorve the psychometric concepts of
reliabitity, varidity, and generalizability. As in the previous
chapter, the issue of treatment utility as an indicator of data
quality (Hayes, Nerson, & Jarrett,, 198G) will be excluded as it
addresses target behaviour and treatment selection, which are
outside the scope of this dissertation. Thus, it is presuned that
the behaviours to be measured have been selected and

topographically (or functionally) defined.

fnterobserver Agreement

The assessment of interobserver agreement involves
comparison of the records of behaviour obtained from two (or
sometj-mes, more) peopJ-e observing the same series of behavioural
events and using the same observationar recording method.

Methods

Selection of the most appropriate method of comparison and

subsequent computation (i.e., formula or algorithur) is a subject
of continuing debate (e.g., Baer, LgTz; Hartmann, Lg77; Hawkins &

Dotson, L9'75; Page 6. Iwata, 1996; Suen & Lee, 19g5i Suen, Lee, &

Prochnow-Lagrow, t-98s). rndeed, it has been said to be unrikely
that a single method is appropriater or even desirable (Johnston

& Borstad, 1973). choice depends, first, on the level of analysis
desired. within-session rnethods, also named interval methods

(Page & rwata, 1996), and triar reriability urethods (Hartmann,

L977), check agreement between observers for each entry in their
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records. whole-session methods (Repp, Deitz, Boles, Deitz, &

Repp, L9761 , or session reriabitity (Hartmann, L977) , or total
agreement (Page & rwata, l-996), check agreement between

observersr sunmary totals from the session.

There have been two whole-session rnethods used: Correlation
and S/L. Correlational coefficients address the consistency of
deviations between observerst whore-session totals. A high
correration coefficient does not neccessarily indicate high
agreement as to the level of some parameter of interest.
Therefore, it does not approach an adequate method for assessing

data guarity (Page & rwata, i,986) . s/L is a method in which the
smaller total from two observers is divided by the larger. While,
unlike the correlation coefficient, it is sensitive to systematic
deviation between observers, S/L suffers several problems which
precrude its general reconmendation: 1. There is no assurance

that observers ever agrreed on any individuar instances of
behaviour; 2. The index varies in sensitivity depending on the
amount of behaviour recorded (Foster & cone, Lg96); 3. There is
no formar relation between s/L and any of the within-session
methods (Hartmann, L977). For these and other reasons (see suen

et ar., L985) , s/L is not reconmended. Further discussion of
whole-session agreement appears rater in this chapter and in
Chapter 3.

The second factor in choice of method concerns the dependent

variable for agreement (Johnson & Borstad, Lg73). That is, should

a single index of agreement be computed for a whole coding
system, or should separate indices be obtained for each of the
elements of that system, i.e., the individuarry defined.
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behaviours? It seens to be generally agreed that separate indices
ought to be computed (Hartmann, L9g2; House, House, & Campbell,

1-98L) although, if parameters of behaviours with different
definitions have been summed for presentation of data, agreement

for all combined behaviours as a single index rnay be appropriate
(Foster & cone, L986i Johnson & Borstad, L973'). For the present

purposes, discussion wiII be limited to the quality of recording
of single behaviours within multicategory coding systems.

A third consideration is choice of a suitable fornula. The

algorithms by which the degree of agreement nay be calculated are

numerous. Berk (1,979) and House et ar. (199L), for instance, have

risted 22 and 20 methods, respectivery. Many of these formurae

are forrnally, i'e., mathematically, rerated (House et ar., r.9g1t

Suen' AtY, & Ary, l-985). For continuous obser:rrational records,

methods of assessment of agreement between obserrrers have been

suggested by Hollenbeck (l-979) and by Maclean, Tapp, and Johnson

(l-985). onry their methods wirl be discussed further, because

they are representative of the rnultitude of formulae, and have

been most commonly used or recommended with within-session
sampling and continuous recording.

Percentagre agreement methods have been used to assess data
quality in the najority of published applied behaviour analysis
studies (Bass & Aserlind, l-984; Kelry I L977). Macl,ean et ar.
(l-985) have reconmended their use for continuous records, and the
methods have been adopted recently by researchers using
continuous recording (Repp et al., 1999)

The general formula for percentage

/ (Agreements + Disagreenents) ) x 1OO I

agreement

(Bijou et

(Agreernents

, 1968).

l-s:

al.
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Variations in application of the formula can be described by the
definitions of rragreementrr and rrdisagreementrt. OnIy two

variations will be described: agreement on occurrence and

ag'reement on non-occurrence (see page & rwata, 1996, for review
of others). The reason for concentrating on these two measures is
that the problem of chance leve1s of agreernent can be minimised,

if they are interpreted correctly (Bijou et al., L968; Hawkins &

Dotson, L9751. Also, they can be considered as the rnost

conservative measures of the percentage agreement type,
conservative being preferred (Hartmann, L992, House et aJ-.,

r.e8L).

wit'h agreement on occurrence, an agreement is counted when

both observers have recorded the behaviour as occurring in the
same tirne-interrral. A disagreement is scored when only one

observer records the behaviour within the inte:nraI. For the
agreement on non-occurrence measure, dD agreement is counted when

both observersr records agree that the behaviour did not occur

within an intervat. A disagreement is defined in the same way as

for the agreement on occurrence measure. Kratochwill and Wet,zel

(L977) have reconmended that agreement on occurrence be the
critical measure when behaviour is recorded in fewer than 20t of
intervals, and agreement on non-occurrence be the rnore

interpretable index when behaviour is recorded in greater than go

z of intervars. rt is not crear why 20 and go I were chosen.

Perhaps 50? courd be a more sensible cut-off point for each.

Routine reporting of both measures has been recornmended (Bijou et
dl., L968; Hawkins & Dotsont L97si page & rwata, 1"996), and that
seems reasonabre, provided consumers can identify the more
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sensitive measure in terms of the 2o/goz or so/so* rure.
Wtren percentage agreement is computed for continuous data,

intenrars must be imposed on the data-stream (Maclean et ar.,
L985). They have suggested one-second intenral lengths. Thus,

observersr records are compared on a seeond-by-second basis, and

agreements on occurrence and non-occurrence and disagreements

counted. However, the requirernent that both observers record the
same event within the same second may be too harsh, a point
recognised by Maclean et al. (L985) and, previousry, by Bijou et
al. (L958). A torerance of a certain number of seconds in
defining an agreement (and, consequentry, a disagreement) has

been suggested as a solution to this over-conservatism. Maclean

et aI. illustrated torerances of prus and minus (+/-) 2,3, and 5

seconds. Repp et al. (L989) report that they generalry allow a

two-second tolerance. The subject of tolerance is fully covered

in Appendix 3. The point is that some tolerance ought to be

considered appropriate.

Kanpa (Cohen, l-960) has been suggested as an appropriate
measure of agreement for continuously recorded data (Hollenbeck,

1978) and has been used in some research applications (e.g.,
Klesges et a1., L985; Mudford et d1., in press; poole et al.,
L979'). The formula for Kappa is: (po-p") /(L-p.|, where po is the
proportion of obse:rred agreements, and p. is the proportion of
agreements that would be extrrected by chance. Kappa will be

discussed in more detail than might seem warranted frorn its
somewhat infreguent use. However, it is discussed as being

representative of a class of correlation-Iike measures, including
weighted Kappa, Pi, Lambda, and phi (House et al., 198L).
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some reviewers (Hol1enbeck, l-928; Landis & Koch, Lg77i suen

& Lee, L985i and, especially, Hartmann, L927, Lgg2), have argued

that Kappa possesses properties which suggest that its use as an

estimator of interobserver agreement ought to be more widespread.

Advantages are said to include: 1. ft takes chance agireement into
account; 2' rt can be subjected to statistical test for
significance, the nul1 hypothesis being that obtained agreement

is not different from that which could be due to chance; 3. rt
has a formal relation to psychometric statistics; 4. It can be

used for whole-session and within-session agreement measuresi

and, 5. rt can be used with nultipre observers (i.e., more than
two) .

Horlenbeckrs (L97e) forrnutation of Kappa for continuous

recording produces a single coefficient for a murticategory
recording system. This is usually inappropriater ES discussed

above, and appears to have been rarery used (Mudford et al., in
press, are an exception). Poole et aI. (L979) produced Kappas for
each behaviour in their coding system, which is in accord with
Hartmannrs (L977, L982) recommendations.

rn none of the applications of Kappa to continuous data has

mention been made of tolerance for counting agreements. In fact,
it seems unlikely that Kappa can be used when tolerance is to be

allowed. The probrem arises when contemprating the appropriate
value of the denoninator in calculating the proportions required
in the formula. rt night, dt first, seem that arlowing torerance
is the same as widening the interval for agreement from one

second to a nurnber of seconds equal to twice the tolerance plus
one, e.9., five seconds for a tolerance of +/- 2 s. However, the
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rrintervarlt varies depending on how much of the torerance is
actually required from one recorded event to the next. AIso, when

a continuous behaviour (one whose duration is being measured) is
considered, many seconds in succession may contain the behaviour,
and when tolerance windows are created they overlap. rn other
words, allowing tolerance is not the same as widening intenrals.
so, if tolerance is alIowed, Kappa can not be computed.

Kappa can arso been criticised as being too far removed

conceptually frorn the data evaluated (Kratochwirl & wetzel,
L977). That is, interpretation of a reported Kappa coefficient
requires considerably more statistical sophistication thanr sdy,
percentage agreement. one of the supposed advantages of Kappa is
its amenability to significance testing. However, to guote cohen

(1960, p-441 , rr-.. to know merery that k is beyond chance is
trivial since one usually expects much more than this in the way

of reliability in psychological measurementtr. To illustrate the
criticisrns in this paragraph, the reader is asked to consider the
quality of data obtained when interobserver agreement is reported
in terms of I'Percent occasions on which obtained Kappa was

significant at p < .05'r (poo]e et ar., LgTg; sanson-Fisher,
Poo1e, & Dunn, l-980).

Taking the risk of being accused of frogging a dead

statistic, there is one further problem with significance testing
for Kappa: When occurrences of behaviour are not independent of
other occurrences of the behaviour, serial dependency (Jones,

L973) or autocorrelation (suen, Lg87 ) is said to exist (e.g.,
Faraone & Dorfman, i-989). This seems armost inevitable when

durations of bouts of behaviour are consistently greater than the
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controversy (e.9., Huitema, L9g5; Jones, Vaught, & Weinrott,
L977; Sackett & Landesman-Dwyer, Lge2i Suen & Ary, 19g7). With
autocorrerated data-streams, the probabirity of a Type L error,
incorrect rejection of the nulr hypothesis, is changed by an
unknown amount (suen, r-ggg) - Thus, Kappas nay appear, falsely, to
be greater than would be expected by chance.

one example wilt be examined in some detai}. sanson-Fisher
et al- (1980) pooled continuous observational data on eight
psychiatric inpatient subjects, each of whom contributed eight
five-minute observations. The total dataset, therefore, included
L9200 seconds (8 x 8 x 5 x 60). one of the behaviour categories
measured was eglocentricity. This hras recorded as occurring on 50
occasions, the average durations of which were Log s, for a total
duration of 54oo s. For all but so of these seconds, a second of
egocentricity was preceded by a second containing the same

behaviour. The assunption that autocorreration was not present in
the record (dataset) of egocentricity seems unwarranted. To
report that Kappa was significant at p < .05 on 83.3g of
agreement checks is not interpretabre as p is, in fact, unknown.
rn liqht of these criticisms, what confidence can we have j-n the
guality of the record of egocentricity? The answer has to be: We

do not know.

To summarise this section on choice of interobserver
ag'reement methods for continuous data: The use of Kappa can be
seen as controversial, dt best, and will be excluded from further
consideration; percentage agtreement on occurrence and non-
occurrence may be suitable and should be further considered, even
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if onry because of their traditional- and continuing use.

r will- now turn to some more basic difficurties with
interobserver agreement as a measure of the quality of data.

ouestionable assumptions

The rationale underlying the use of interobseryer agreement

as a measure of data quality is that a reasonabre degree of
agreement is assumed to indicate that the data are not the
product of idiosyncratic, potentially nonreplicable, measurement

(Foster & cone, l-986). That is, if two obserrrers recorded a

similar amount of defined behaviour, we can have more confidence
in the measurement process than if data were obtained from only
one obseltver.

As has been noted by reviewers (Foster & Cone, LgBG; Harris
& Latrey, L9a2; Kazdin, L977; Wildman & Erickson, j-977), this
assumption requires further examination. Obserrrers may agree that,
behaviour occurred at a particular time, or that a certain anount

of a behaviour occurred during an obserrrational session, but may

be incorrect. This could be due to a number of empirically
demonstrated factors: 1. rrObserver drift refers to the tendency

of observers to changre the manner in which they apply the

definitions of behavior over timert (Kazdin, L97'I , p. L43); 2.

observers may be biased by expectation of behavioural change to
record change when there is nonei 3. observers may collude or
cheat to produce high levels of agreement; and, 4. observers may

be biased by feedback from the experimenter, which reinforces
spurious agreement. Arthough empiricar studies have not
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identified these problems when observers record continuously,
there is no reason to believe that they will disappear because

obserrrers are provided with more technologically sophisticated
recording devices (Bass & Aserlind, 1984).

Usually interobserver agreement is assessed intermittently:
20 to 25? of obserrrationar sessions has been recommended as

appropriate (Kazdin I Lggz). There is an assumption that the
guality of data collected during sessions which have not been

recorded by rnultiple obserrrers is similar to the guality assessed

when interobserver agreement checks have been made. This
assumption, too, has been guestioned (Kazdin, Lg77l. rf observers
are aware when agreement checks are being made, the quality of
datar ds measured by interobserver agreement, is rikely to be

higher when checks are made than when they are not (e.g., Reid.,

LeTO).

Recommendations for mininising observer bias due to ttre
factors mentioned have been given (Kazdin, Lg77). An omnibus

approach is to ensure that a permanent product of every session
is retained for potential agreement checking after completion of
the study, and that observers are made aware of this. Kazdin has

suggested that videotapes courd provide the best, but most

elaborate, solution.

Unresolved dif f iculties
Two further probrems with interobserver agreement have

identified. Firstr dn acceptabre lever of agreement has not
estabrished, arthough 8o* for percentage agreement methods

appears to have become a standard recommendation (Hartmann,

been

been

L977 i
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Kazdin, L977; Page & rwata, l-986). Rather than serecting an

arbitrary percentage as indicating acceptable agreement, some

authors suggest that chance Ievels of agreement should be

calculated to compare with obtained levers (e.g., Hopkins &

Hermann I L977 i Yelton, wildman, & Erickson, L977). Hopkins and

Hermann (L977) have provided formulae for calculation of chanse

agreement on occurrence and on non-occurrence between two

observers. For occurrence, chance agreement is: ((o1 x o2)/T\ x

L00, where OL and 02 are the number of occurrences recorded by

observer 1 and observer 2, respectively, and T is the number of
intervars in the observation session. unfortunately, when

tolerance for agreement is arlowed, the number of intenrars (T)

can not be specified; the same problem as in carculation of
Kappa. The forntula of Yelton et al. (L977) cannot be used for the
same reason.

Second, the role of agreement measures in the evaluation of
experirnental or treatment effects is obscure. As stated earlier,
behaviour analysts need to know whether the data are of
sufficient quality to enable decisions to be nade. Asid.e from the
likelihood of observer biases affecting quality, and the problems

concerning agreement by chance associated with all agreement

measures, there are difficulties caused by the laek of
correspondence between unj.ts of measurement and units of
agreement. To take an irnaginary illustration: Two obserrrational
sessions of 3O rninutes produce sunmary data for the occurrence of
a behaviour with durations of 6 rninutes and 5 minutes. say

agreement on occurrence is reported to be 8Ot on both sessions.
Can i-t be determined whether the data are of sufficient quality
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to conclude that the observed difference of one minute in total
duration of the behaviour is not due to observer variables? The

answer is rrNorr, arthough attempts have been made (see Morris &

Rosen, L982, for review).

Birkimer and Brown (]-979) proposed a graphicar method for
presenting agreement (and disagreement) and chance agireement data
which would enable research consumers to judge the quality of the
data in relation to the levels of behaviour measured in different
phases of intervention studies. Not only did their method att,ract
inmediate controversy (Hawkins & Fabry, Lgzg; Kratochwirr , LgTg) |

but also it appears not to have been used, in pubrished reports,
in the ten years since their suggestion. As exprained earrier,
the calculation of chance agreement, when tolerance for agreement

is considered reasonable, is not possibre by present formurae
(e.9., Hopkins & Hermann, L977). Generalry the adequacy of data
quality for decision-making is unknown when guality has been

evaluated by agreement methods.

More trenchant criticisms
I have attempted to describe, in an evaluative manner, some

of the difficulties associated with the use of interobserver
agreement as an index of data quality. It must be noted that some

authorities in the behavj.our analysis fietd have been more

straightforward in their condemnation of the basic assumptions of
interobserver agreement. Johnston and Pennlpacker (19gO) describe
the use of nultiple observers to establish the quality of data as

being a tr ... blatant attempt to encourage the acceptance of data
as reriable and valid on the sole basis of our experiential
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conviction that if two people reported seeing the same thing,
then it probably happened'r (p. L68). Deitz (1989) has argued. that
a quotation from the philosopher wittgenstein is rerevent to
discussion of interobserver agreement: ItAs if sorneone Irere to buy

several copies of the morning paper to assure hirnself that what

it said was truerr (wittgenstein, cited in Deitz, 198g). To these
could be added an aPposite quotation from cynic Ambrose Biercefs
The Devilrs Dictionarv, trproof, n. Evidence having a shade more

of plausibility than of unlikelihood. The testimony of two

credibre witnesses as opposed to that of only one.r (Bierce,

teo6/Le78l ,

Psychornetric Concepts Applied to Data euality

Test theorv

Classic psychometric test theory views an observed score as

a composite of a rrtruerr score and error (Gulliksen, 1950; Lord &

Novick, L968). rrscorerr refers to the summary of infor-mation

derived from some test of a hypothesised stable intra-individual
or i-ntra-psychic variable, e.g., interligence, ability, attitud.e,
or personality trait. Because of the hlpothetical nature of the
variables measured in psychometrics, the true score can only be

derived statistically. That is, the magnitude of a variabre can

only be inferred, ds it can not be subjected to the usuar

physical measuring processes involving, for example, rurers,
clocks t or scales.

rrErrorrr, which must be assumed to be randonly distributed
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and independent of the true score, refers to measurement error.
The error variance obtained when comparing observed scores from
more than one administration of the same test is the concern of
cl-assical reliability theory. Errors obtained when the observed

scores from different tests, purporting to measure the same

variabre, are compared are the domain of crassical varidity
theory (Cone, L977; Tuckman, j-978). Comparisons between scores

or, rather, groups of scores are quantified by correrational
procedures.

The reliability of a psychometric test can be assessed in a

variety of ways, each of which reflect different concerns about

the stabirity of scores, e.g., test-retest, interscorer, intra-
scorer, alternate-forms, split-half, and Kuder-Richardson

(Anastasi, 1988; Tuckman, L9z8). Exampres of validity assessments

include concurrent, construct, content, convergent, and

discriminant (Anastasi, 1988). When test developers investigate
the consistency of their test using these classical methods, a
correlation coefficient is obtained from each type of reliability
and varidity assessment. [As an aside: The reration between

interobserver agreement and reriabirity and/or varidity is
debatable (Mitchell, r979i suen, L98g), but will not be

reviewedl. This approach can been described as piecemeal, in that
assessment of each type of reliability or validity constitutes a

separate study. There is no way to estimate the rerative
contribution of the various sources of error (Coates & Thoresen,

r-e78 ) .
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General izabil itv Theory

More recentry, the issues of reliabirity and validity have

been coalesced to form a theory of generalizability (G-theory;
cronbach, Gleser, Nanda, & Rajaratnam, Lg72l. rn G-theory, the
classical concept of a true score has been replaced by a
ffuniverserr score. The universe is defined by a number of
rrfacetsrr, each of which represents a probabre source of
measurement error. For exarnpre, the test developer rnay be

concerned about error contributed by instability of the variable
being measured on different occasions (test-retest reliability),
when scored by different scorers (inter-scorer reliability), and

in comparison with another test purported to measure the same

variable (concurrent validity). rn this example, the facets are
occasions, scorers, and tests. G-theory seeks to estimate the
consistency of the universe score under conditions in which all
three facets are varied. Ttre errors of measurement can be

differentially assessed and formalry compared. Anarysis of
variance procedures are employed to estimate the contribution to
overall instability of scores by the various facets investigated.
Thusr dn obsenred score is composed of a universe score and

error; error being apportioned to the facets and their
interactions.

Relevance to direct observational measures

A number of authors have argued for the relevance of the
concepts and methods associated with G-theory to direct
observationar measures of behaviour (e.g., coates & Thoresen,

L978; Cone, 1977; Frick & Semmel I L|TB; Hartmann, Lgg2i Haynes
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wirson I L979; Mitchell, Lg7gr. There have been some exampres of
the application of G-theory methods in the behavioural literature
(Alevizos, DeRisi, Liberman, Eckman, & callahan, LgTg; Berk,
L979; Booth et a1., L979i coates, Rosekind, strossen, Thoresen, &

Kirmal-Grdy, L979,' Hansen, Tisdelre, & orDerr, l9g5i Jones, Reid,
& Patterson, L97s; shrout & Freiss, Lg79; strossen, coates, &

Thoresen, 1'979; Wieder & Weiss, 1-980), and educational literature
(Erlich & Shavelson, IgTg; Karweit & Slavin, tgg}i Lomax, J.ggzl'

McGaw, wardrop, & Bunda, L972; Rogosa, Floden, & wilrett, Lgg4i
Rowley, L976, L978; shavelson 6. Dempsey-Atwood, Lg76), wherein
session totars from direct observational procedures have

constituted the scores. Cone (L977) has suggested that six facets
of generalizability ought to be of concern in the assessment of
behaviour: A. scorer,' B. rtem; c. Time; D. setting; E. Method;

and, F. Dimension. rn the present context, frobserverfr may be

substituted for scorer. The item and dimension facets are

concerned with the selection of target behaviours and their
definition, outside the scope of this thesis. Method has been

specified as continuous direct observation and comparisons with
intrinsically inferior methods of behavioural measurement are
unneccessary. The facet of tirner or occasions, has been

approached elsewhere (Mudford et ar., in press). Finalry,
settings have been specified as natural environments (Baer et
dI. , l-968) .

while further discussion of G-theory will be restricted to
the facet of observers, it shoutd be noted that oLher authors
have rejected the relevance of G-theory methods to behavioural
measurement, but not neccesarily its concepts (see Hayes et a1.,
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l-986; Jones, L977; Nerson, Hay, & Hay, L977r. The main conceptual
criticisms evolve from examination of the basic assumptions about

the variables controlling behaviour. A universe score nay be of
interest to those investigating (hypothetically) stabre
(supposedly) causative intra-psychic entities. on the other hand,

behaviour analysts assume, in the absence of empirical individual
data to the contrary, that the dinensions of behaviour (scores)
are not stable, even within facets of generarizabirity.
rndividual scores, which are item-, time-, setting-, method-, and

dirnension-specific, rather than universe scores, are the measures

of study.
rrErrorsrr in estimating universe scores due to varying

environmental variables rearly are errors of measurement, if
stabirity of scores is assumed. rn other words, variabirity of
scores can be seen as a nuisance for psychometricians, [the

resurt of irrerevant, chance factorsn (Anastasi, 19gg, p.109). rn
the behavioural paradigrm, however, the variability in scores

across occasions, settings, methods (e.g., physiological versus
behavioural), and behaviours (items and dimensions) is the
substance of study (sidrnan, t96o). rnvestigations of the
environmental correlates of inconsistency of measurement outcomes

is the aim of behaviour analysis. In general, rrerrorrrr ds

conceived by psychometric theories, is a concept without
relevance in behaviourar theory (Hayes et ar., 1,986). pertinent
to the issue might be a comment that A1bert Einstein is reported
to have made: rrscience can progress on the basis of error as long
as it is not trivialfr (cited by Koshland, Lgg8).

The generalizabirity facet of observers has received
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considerably more attention than other facets in the behavioural
and educational literature, possibly due to dissatisfaction and

confusion surrounding interobserver agreement (Berk, IgTg; Booth

et al., L979; Mitchelr, L9z9). when studying the observer facet,
a number of obserrrers record the same set of behavioural events,
and the whole-session sunmary scores are subjected to ANovA

procedures, in which observers are specified as a factor. If the
amount of variance due to observers is small relative to other
facets of interest (e.g., experimentar conditiotrs), then
generalizability across observers is considered satisfactory.

one advantage of the G-theory approach to interobserver
reliability over interobserver ag:reement methods is that the
relation between observer error and change in levels of behaviour
due to environmental changes (experirnental conditions) is
guantified. unfortunately, the comparison must be made between

variance eomponents, which are rather detached frorn the raw data
and require a higher level of statisticar sophistication in
consumers than, even, Kappa.

A second advantage is that a G-theory study of observers
operates on whole-session totaLs in a more satisfactory manner

than simple correlation or s/Li satisfactory, that is, from a
statistical point of view (Hartmann, Lgg2; Mitchetl, LgTg; suen

et aI-, L985). The importance of having an agreeable rnethod for
quantifying data quality at the session-total level_ can be

by considering the different perspectives that consumers of
night have, depending on their proxirnity to the study. The

behaviour analyst who plans a study and organises observer

seen

data

t'raining must be concerned with evaluation of the within-session
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performance of observers. fn this role, closest to the raw data,
within-session measures of data quarity would seem appropriate.
However, the end-consumer, e.g., reviewer or reader of a report
on the study, shourd be more interested in the quarity of the
data presented for evaluation, usually whole-session totals. As

previously pointed out, within-session measures of quality bear
no formal relation to whore-session measures. rf only within-
session data quality is assessed, the end-consumer can make only
tentative judgenents about the adeguacy of measures of behaviour.

A third advantage has been mentioned by Booth et al. (1979)

and follows from the G-theory emphasis on whole-session totals.
when data quarity is assessed at that revel, there is no need to
allow tolerance for agreement when observers have collected.
continuous data.

Disadvantages, not usually acknowledged by recomrnenders and

users of G-theorY, include inadeguacy of the model when data are
autocorrelated t ot synonymously, serially dependent or subject to
linkage (shavelson & webb, L981) . rrBecause our [G-theory] urodel

treats conditions within a facet as unordered, it will not deal
adequatery with the stability of scores that are subject to
trendsrr (cronbach et dl., L972, p.3641. As discussed earlier,
replicated single-subject observations, a feature of appried
behaviour analysis method, may well display this feature. whire
autocorrelation may be present in successive whore-session
totars, it is even more likely to be a feature of part-session
scores if a G-theory analysis were to be considered to assess

within-session data quality. This, and further problems, with the
application of G-theory to behavioural data have been explicated
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by Jones (L977r, Lomax (]-9BZ'), Rogosa et al. (l_984), and

shaverson and webb (1991), arl of whom appear to have had

experience with generalizability studies.

Summarv on psvchometric apgroaches

There has been some use, and much written, of a

generalizability theory perspective and its methods in relation
to data obtained from direct observation. rt has been argrued that
the conceptual assumptions required, both by G-theory and classic
test theory, and the meaning of the sorutions g'iven are
inappropriate to behaviour analysis. The degree to which

behavioural data-sets approach the statistical assumptions for
psychometric analysis is unknown, but possibry inadeguate.

Arthough a generarizability anarysis may be theoreticarly
preferable to interobserver agreement assessment, it seems that
this type of analysis can not provide an acceptable answer to the
problems of data quality.
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CHAPTER 3

The vast majority of the reviehrers mentioned in the previous

chapter ratere cited in connection with approaches to data quatity
assessment which have been found inadequate in several respects.
usually the principal compromise has been acknowledged: that
neither interobserver agreement nor generalizability assessnent

pretend to evaluate directry the correspondence between

observersI records of behaviour and rrrealityt. The ultimate
question concerning the guarity of data as a contribution to
decision-rnaking must be: I'To what extent do these data faithfully
guantify the true dimensions of behaviour?tt. The accuracy of data

is the least equivocar criterion by which its quality may be

judged (e.9., Barrettr. Johnston, & pennypacker, L9g6; Bass &

Aserlind, l-984; Deitz, l-989; Foster & Cone, 1996i Hayes, Nelson,

& Jarrett, 1986; Johnston & pennypacker, Lgso; Kazdin, lg77; page

& Iwata, l-986; Suen, t-988). It bears repetition that this
assertion is valid only if behaviour for measurement has been

adequately selected and defined, but r wirr, again, assume this
is so.

Definition of the concept of accuracy has proved

controversial to behaviour analysts (suen, 1998). The problem may

result from a history of subjection to psychometric theory in
psychological education, which is probably experienced by most.

Commonly' accuracy has been defined in terms of the various for-ns

of reliability and validity. A natural science approach suggests
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that measurement of behaviours as physicar phenomena is guite
distinct from measurement of intra-psychic entities, for which

psychometrics are required. Johnston and pennllpacker (1980),

taken as exemplars of behavioural theorists with the natural
science perspective, have succinctly summarised the dichotomy:

rrln both the theory and practice of psychological

measurement, distinctions are made among the various kinds
of validity (concurrent, construct, face, content, etc. ) ,
but all share the property of being statements about the
quality of measurement that cannot be estabrished in terms

of correspondence to an independently known true varue.

Because such correspondence can be established in the case

of measurement of dimensionar guantities of behavior, the
term accuracv is used instead to refer to that quality of
measurement reflected by the correspondence between measured

and true valuesrr (p.l-92, their emphases).

Tvo particurar issues arise from this quotation. The first
concerns the methods by which true varues may be obtained.

Second, how is the correspondence between the measured and true
varues to be quantified? Each will be approached separatery.

True Values

Perhaps it hardly requires mention, but the word rtruer

means something guite different in Johnston and pennypackerrs
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rrtrue valuesrr from its psychometric definition in rrtrue scoresrr.

The following example of behavioural measurement is offered to
illustrate the difference. Consider two ways by which the elasped

time from start to finish of the winner of an Olympic l"OO metres

race night be measured. rn the first case, the 60, ooo spectators
are asked to judge the time taken and write their estimate on a
piece of paper. The papers are collected, and the mean of
estimations is computed. The mean is the true tirne from a
psychometric orientation. The measurement error would be

quantified from the standard deviation of those spectatorsl

estimates. In the second case, the starting gun activates a

stopclock of some sort, which is electronicarry stopped by the
winner interrupting a right-beam across the finishing 1ine. The

crock shows the true time to the nearest l/L0oth of a second,

This rrtruerr is equivalent to Johnston and Pennypacker I s rrtruerr,

true within the lirnitations of the clock, defined by its
accuracy. The accuracy of the clock is defined by its calibration
procedures involving comparison of its performance with that of a

more accurate clock, perhaps even the most accurate crock (by

definitionr), an independently known true value if ever there was

one.

It is widely recognised that absolute accuracy of
measurement is impossible in both theory and practice: theory,

t. The ultimate standard for measuring time is given by the
International Organization for Standard.ization as: trThe slcond
is the duration of 9,L92,53L ,77o periods of the rad.iation
corresponding to the transition between two hlperfine levels of
th9 ground state of the caesium-t-33 atomrr (fSO, L992, p. 39).
This defines the absolutely true value in time measurernent it
present.

a

t-n
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impossible, as explained by Heisenbergrs Uncertainty Principle;

and, in practice, because of inevitable errors (however snall)

produced by using even the most accurate instrument (Hayes et

aI., 1986; Jones, L97L). Although these problems may hinder the

progress of experimental sub-atomic physics, most natural

sciences and their technological counterparts seem to have

achieved some pragmatic compromise with respect to true values.

Writing from the perspective of an engineer concerned with

accuracy of the measurernent instruments essential to his field,

Doebelin (L966) suggests: trThe term true value, then, refers to a

value that would be obtained if the quantity under consideration

lrere measured by an exemplar method, that is, a method agreed

upon by experts as being sufficiently accurate for the purposes

to which the data will ultimately be puttt (pp. 4L-42, his

emphases). In this case xtruetr does not imply absolutely true,

and this is explicit. The exemplar method, in turn, must have

potential for traceability (Bragg, L974; Doebelin, 1966). That

is, its accuracy could be traced back to its ultimate standard

set by the fnternational Organization for Standardization (ISO,

le82).

Exemplar nethods in behavioural measurement

Behavioural measurement experts seem to agree on at least

some exemplar methods appropriate to guantification of the

dimensions of behaviour. Johnston and Pennypacker (L980)

reconmend the use of an automatic transducer as a standard

against which to judge the quality of measurement with a human

detector. In the absence of an appropriate machine (usually the
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case), a scripted performance by bogus subjects or measurement by

repeated viewing of, and consensuar agreement with, a videotape

of real subjectsr rndy provide the true varues (Barrett et al.,
1986). The use of an trexpertrr obsemer to obtain true values has

been suggested also (Suen, L988), although there is no evidence

that there is general acceptance of this particular method.

There have been examples'of each of these types of exernplar

method in studies evaluating the accuracy of obsenrers using
sampring rnethods, e.9., erectromechanicar recording (Kapust &

Nelson, 1"984); scripted perforrnance (Dorsey, Ne1son, & Hayes,

1986); videotapes (Boykin & Nelson, 198L) i and, Eul expert
observer (worfe, cone, & wolfe, Lgg6). There have been no studies
which have assessed the acsuracy of observers equipped with
apparatus for recording continuously, but there is no reason why

exemplar methods of measurement should be different if such a
study vrere perfor:med.

Exemplar methods produce a true.record of behaviour as it,
happened in rear-tirne, that is, events (occurrencesr or onsets

and offsets of behaviour) and the tirne at which they occurred are

accuratery recorded. This type of exemprary record has been

calred by different names I e.g., criterion protocor (Bass &

Aserrind, L984; DeMaster, Reid, & Twentyman, rg77; wolfe et al.,
1986), or criterion measure (suen, l-9gg), however rcriterion

recordrr seems an apt and simpre description. Recalling the
features of a continuous record (Chapter 1), the criterion record
can be thought of as an accurate version of a continuous record.

It has often been stated that, if
it could be used to measure behaviour.

exemplar method exists,
other words, vrhy

an

In
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compromise measurement accuracy by using any method other than
the best? Ttrere are two answers to this question. First, exemplar

methods of behaviour measurement can be resource-consuming in
terms of experimenter and observer tiure and/or in terms of the
equipment reguired. second, it nray be that the chosen, non-

exemplary, method produces data of adequate quality, in
comparison with the exemprar method, so the compromise is
minimal, and resources are spared. Both suggested answers reguire
empirical validation, involving comparison of methods.

A further anslter, to any who rnight suggest that production
of a criterion record is a laborious extravagfance, can be drawn

from Kazdinrs (L977) recommendation that the only way to be

really sure about the degree to which obsenrer biases are

affecting the quality of data is to maintain and check permanent

product records of observational sessions. This reconmendation

was made in the context of review of difficurties with
interobserver agreernent. Kazdinrs suggestion amounts to the
creation of criterion records. The point is that the practical
difficutties are neither greater nor lesser when interobserver
agreement is used (properly, as defi.ned by Kazdin) as an

indicator of data quarity than when accuracy is assessed.

Quantification of accuracy

Review of the methods

between observational data

include the same issues as

by which the degree of correspondence

and true values can be reckoned nust

$rere covered in the previous chapter.
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Thus, the level of analysis (within-session vs. whore-session)

and selection of appropriate algorl-thms will be discussed.

Level of analysis

one point of view on the issue of within-session and whole-

session anarysis of accuracy can be derived, by analogy, from a

reliability theoristrs perspective. tAs a general principle,
reriability assessments should be conducted on the unit of
behavior subject to visual or statistical analysisrt (Hartrnann,

L977, p.104). Because, grenerally, session sunmary totars are
presented for anarysis, whore-session accuracy seems to be the
measure of choice.

on the other hand, this reconmendation is not universal.
Johnston and Pennypacker (i-990) suggest that within-session
accuracy is the ideal assessment:

rrAssessing accuracy for a collection of behavioral events
(such as for the number of responses in a single
observational session) arso depends on the requirement of
assuring perfectry instance-by-instance correspondence. This

rnay be difficurt to arrange, and the experimenter nay be

limited to the position of merely comparing the observerrs
report of the sum of the measured dimensionar guantities for
a session with the known true composite value for the
sessi-on. rr (p. L94 )

of course, perfect instance-by-instance correspondence wirr
guarantee perfect whore-session accuracy, but the retation
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between imperfect within-session accuracy and whore-session

accuraey depends on the degree of fonnality of the reration
between the formulae used to cornpute each. It will be recalled
(from chapter 2) that this was an insoluble probrem with
percentage agreement measures and S/L.

fn attempting to resolve these conflicting points of view, I
would like to consider the distinction between the process of
measurement and the product of measurement. The process, in a

typicar apptied behaviour analysis study, is described under

various sub-headings in the itmethodr section of a report, such as

observers, observer training, observatj_onal equipment,

instructions to observers, and observationar procedures. The

products of measurement, contained in the rrresultsrr section, and

usualry visuarly presented, are the reported outcomes of the
process. when product and process are conceptually separated, it
becomes clear that assessment of within-session accuracy actually
involves evaluation of the process of measurement. Whole-session

measures of accuracy indicate the degree of confidence we night
have in the accuracy of the product. Although, as argued in
chapter 2, the organiser of the study needs to attend to the
guarity of the process, it is the guarity of the product that is,
arguably, more important in the long run.

rt can be seen that r have disagreed with both points of
view (Hartmann, L977 i Johnston & pennlpacker, lgg0). Both within-
session and whole-session measures are important, but for
different reasons as they address different concerns, and are the
relevant dimensions of accuracy for behaviour analysts in the
role of experimenter (gua supervisor of data colrection) and
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consumer, respectivery. These conclusions appry to all the
dimensions of behaviour listed by Johnston and Pennypacker (t-980)

and other parameters, e.9., sequential relations.

within-session methods for cruantifving observer accuracv

Interobserver agreement nethods have been reconmended for
accuracy assessment (Foster & Cone, L9g6; Suen, 19gg). Varieties
of percentaqe a€treement measures have been used in obserrrational

accuracy studies, e.9., Boykin and Nelson (l-991), DeMaster et al.
(L977), Dorsey et al. (1"986), Kapust and Nerson (r.994), worfe et
al. (1985). Kappa has also been used (Dorsey et aI., j-986). In
assessing accuracy by these methods, the criterion record is
treated as if it were the record of another observer.

Because these studies have investigated the accuracy of
observers recording behaviour according to the rules of sampling

systems, the question of torerance for counting agreements has

not arisen. As discussed in chapter 2, Kappa can not be used when

tolerance is allowed.

Percentage agreement statistics can arrow torerance in
accuracy assessment. However, some of the problems with
percentage agreement (e.9., chance agreement, reasonable

tolerance, and acceptable level of agreement) are not renoved by

the substitution of a criterion record for the second observerrs
record.

An advantage of evaluating data quality by observer

accuracy, using percentage agreement methods, over interobserver
aqreement is that one can be sure that one record (the criterion
record) is true. This is not the case with interobserver
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agreement. Thus, more confidence may be had in the guality of
data when that quarity has been assessed by comparing an

observerrs record with the criterion record. The probrems of
obserrrer drift and bias, undetectable through interobseryer
agreement assessment, are identifiable when accuracy is the
criterion by which data quarity is judged. This is not to say

that the problems disappear, but their presence may be detected,
the first step toward their elimination.

A rnajor assumption incorporated in percentage agreement

formulae is that neither observational record is awarded a higher
statusr ds far as being rrmore truerr is concerned. Of course, that
is a necessary assumption when interobserver agreement is
assessed. When one of the records is a criterion record, however,

the assurnption is not only unnecessary but also restrictive, in
that possible and irnportant information for assessing the guality
of ttre measurement process cannot be obtained. To explain: With

interobserver ag:reement, a disagreement is defined by the
occurrence of a recorded event in one record without a

corresponding event having been recorded in the other record.
There can be no information about which observer, if either, tras

correct. When one record is a criterion record, this uncerlainty
is removed: The occurrence of a disagreement means that the
observer was wrong, not merely that there was a disagreement

between records. Further, there are two ways the obsen/er could
have been incorrect in recording: First, by an error of onission,
meaning that the observer missed a behavioural responsei or,
second, by an error of commission, i.e., the observer recorded a

response when none actually occurred. The co-rningling of these
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types of error into a singre category, disagreements, removes

information which would seem of great importance in improving ot,
at least, assessing the quality of the measurement process. This
seems, largely, to defeat the very purpose of within-session
accuracy assessment.

The types of observer error defined above courd be

classified in the signal Detection Theory (sDT) terms of farse
positives (errors of conmission) and false negatives (errors of
omission) (e.9., Pastore & scheirer, lg74i swets, 19gg). This
could be followed by sophisticated statistical analysis of
sensitivity, criterion, ROC curves, etc. (e.g., Baddeley &

Colquhoun, 1-969) or a Matching Theory analysis (e.g., Baum,

1975). r surmise that this type of assessment wourd appeal to
statisticar fetishists. Johnston and pennypacker (1980)

favourably refer to signal detection. However, this course would

be unwise, considering that the supervisor of data corlection
probably does not require a formal statistical summary. Further,
the statistical assumptions required for SDT analysis may not be

approached with continuous, within-session records (e.g., Long &

Waag, 1981).

The argument against consideration of SDT analysis and for a

simple, usefur, method of assessing within-session accuracy can

be cornbined with a summary of the foregoing discussion:

l-. Within-session accuracy assesses conformity of obserrrers

to the rules for recording behaviour, i.e., the process of
measurernent;

2. When whole-session summary totals constitute the d.ata for
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substantive analysis, within-session measures of accuracy are of
use only to the person supervising the data-corlection;

3. The reporting of within-session measures of accuracy to
the end-consumers of data nay be considered unnecessary, or even

undesirable, due to the equivocal relation between within- and

whole-session measures i

4. Interobserver agreement nethods applied to assess within-
session accuracy remove the potential for assessing obsenrer
performance in terms of errors of omission and commission;

5. The first step in algorithrns for conducting SDT analysis
(and percentage agreement analysis) involves construction of two-
by-two contingency tabres with celrs containing hits, misses,

false alarms, and correct rejections;
6. These contingency tables can be subjected to visual

analysis by the experimenter to assess the quarity of the
observersr performance, and provide a basis for feedback to
observers on the quarity of their within-session performance;

'7. Further analysis or sunmary by signar detection (or any

other) statistics seems to be not necessary, even if possibre.

Visual analysis of contincrencv tables has been suggested as

an appropriate method for assessing interobserver agreement as an

aid to observer training by House (1990). perhaps with multi-
category observation systems, the contingency tables illustrated
in Horlenbeck (L9z8) nay be even more suitabre for the purpose.

More recent,ry, it has been suggested that such interobsernfer
contingency tables ought to be included in final reports of
studies (Harrop, Foulkes, & Daniers, L9g9). My argument above is
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simirar to that nade by House, although it has been extended to
observer'criterion agreement. r disagree with Harop et ar. that
contingency tables need be published, provided that whole-session

accuracy is assessed, as (I have argued) it ought to be.

The comparison of session totals derived from obsenrersr

records with totals derived from criterion records has received
littre attention in the recent literature on accuracy of
measurement. This is probabry due to the emphasis on within-
session accuracy assessment. Analogous to the assessment of the
accuracy of observers is the accuracy of sampling rnethods (the
compromise recording methods, ds described in chapter J.).

Sarnpling accuracy or error has invariably been investigated at
the rever of session totars: To do so at any other revel would

make no sense. The variety of dependent variables created from

the raw data in sampling-accuracy studies has been extreme, ds

has the variety of statisticar and graphical rnethods for
presenting the resurts. Rojahn and Kanoy (L995) have reviewed

some of these studies and have tabulated some of the data

transformations employed.

To review, list, and criticise all these various methods at
this stage would, &s will be seen, realry only involve a

particularly eraborate setting up of a rrstraw manr. rnstead, r
will describe what r will argue is an appropriate method:

Appropriate, that is, frorn a naturar science perspective.

Examples of rnethods used in previous studies will be drawn upon

only for the purposes of cornparison.
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rnstrument calibration. Johnston and pennypacker (t-9go)

repeatedly rnention the concept of rrcalibrationr with respect to
establishing the accuracy of recordings of behaviour by machine
and by hurnan observers. Calibration procedures involve supplying
the recorder with a range of inputs of independently known true
values, then comparing the recorderrs output with the true va1ue.
The range of inputs shourd cover the full range which the
measuring system may encounter. calibration studies should be

conducted before the recorder is actually used to collect data
and, periodically, during the data-collection phase to assess
accuracy for the purposes of correcting drift and bias. with
human observers, the prelininary calibration procedures can be

seen in terms of observer training. ongoing calibration checks

can be viewed as accuracy checks on the data, similar to the
familiar, but controversial, interobserver agreement checks.

unfortunately, Johnston and pennypacker (r.980) are
pecuriarly vague about the methods by which the outputs of a

recorder subject to calibration study are to be cornpared with the
inputs: ItReporting or displaying such results Ifrom calibration
studiesl nay take many forms depending on the nature of the
stability and accuracy data and the display format of the
experimental data' (p. l-95). rn a later section (p. 3G5), they
remark that SDT analysis could be considered. with their penchant

for within-session measures of accuracy, it must be presumed that
instance-by-instance calibration procedures are required, and

that whole-session measures should be subject to calibration only
as a last resort. Given previous discussion, one must agreer dS

far as preriminary calibration studies are concerned., and,, for
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the experimenter, in ongoing checks. But for reporting accuracy

to a wider audience, whole-session calibration procedures need to
be employed, although only for the data presented.

The procedures for caribrating physicar and engineering
measurement instruments are well-estabrished (e.g., Bragg I ]-g74i

Doebelin, Lg66)2. Inputs of known true value and their
corresponding outputs are compared by linear regression (yamane,

L964, chapter L4, contains a particularry comprehensible

explanation of the procedures of linear regression analysis). One

assumption, which must be accepted in using this form of
analysis, is that the true values constitute fixed variables.
That is, there is no distribution associated with the values. The

implication is that one must accept that values derived from the
criterion records are true. rf we accept exernprary methods of
measurement, this is no problem.

The employment of regression analysis may be criticised on

an a priori basis as being too statistically sophisicated for a1I
possibre end-consumers. r would have to agree if, sdyr only the
straight line parameters were reported in the form of y" : a * bX

(Yamanet 1964, eguation L, p.3741 . However, if the scatterqram,
regression (or calibration) line, and confidence intervals were

included for visual analysis, the analysis problern nay be greatly
alleviated. As the raw data are shown on the scattergram, there
can be no criticism that the method roses contact with data

' It should be noted here that within-session methods do not
seem to have an analogue in the scientific literature, that I ama$rare of. An observer eguipped with a hand-held computercollecting continuous data would have to be assessed by a dyiramicdigital calibration method (see Doebelin, L9G6, for exp-tanaiion).
I have been unable to locate such a method.
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(Kratochwill & Wetzel, Lg77).

rn chapter L, the difference between behaviour and non-

behaviour hras discussed. It is, perhaps, due to such a
distinction that the accuracy of measurement of behavioural
parameters, in contrast to environmentar and organismic

variabres, has not been assessed from a naturar science
perspective. An obvious advantage of adopting standard

calibration procedures with behavioural measurement systems is
that the accuracy of recording behaviour is assessed in the same

way as the recording of other, non-behavioural, physical
variables.

A further advantage can be found in relating the quantity of
error assessed to the guantity of behaviour measured. Linear
regression analysis can include computation of trprobable egorrr
in the same units of rneasurement as were attached to the
particular dimension of behaviour, e.g., responses per minuter oE

tirne spent responding. rn chapter z it was nentioned that this
was not possible with interobserver agreement. Thus, with the use

of calibration methods, it can be assessed whether the data are
of sufficient quality for the purpose for which they were

collected. If the difference between two whole-session sunmary

totals (i.e., data-points in an intenrention study) is found to
be greater than the error of measurement, then a real difference
between the totals can be inferred.

rt is uncrear why some ethorogicar studies add.ressing

accuracy of data collection by sampling use Pearson correlation
anarysis to compare the true varues of, for instance, count and

total duration of responding with obtained varues (e.g., Leger,
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L977; Rtrine & Linvi.lle, l-98o). The weaker assumption of bivariate
distribution in correration seems unnecessary. correration
provides no information about the difference between sets of
scores, which could be large but undetectable. fn the
behavioural/psychorogical riterature, on the other hand, it is
quite obvious why calibration/regression techniques have not been

ernployed. A seemingly inevitable first step in the studies
reviewed was to make some transformation of the raw scores, i.e.,
session totals. Examples include calculations of: Deviation and

average absolute error (Farkas & Tharp, Lggo); percentage

difference (Orl,eary, Kent, & Kanowitz, LITS); measurement error
(Murphy & Goodalr, 1980); absolute error (e.g., Harrop & Daniers,
1986); relative error (e.g., Rojahn & Kanoy, 1985); percentage

difference and percentage error (e.g., Mudford et al., in press);
S/L (Kent, Kanowitz, Orl,eary, & Cheiken, L977)i et cetera. If
Kratoctrwill and Wetzelrs (L977) recommendation for staying close
to the raw data had been forlowed, the proliferation of
transformations of a mathernaticalry dubious and/or vagonotic
(Johnston & Pennypacker, 1990) nature may not have occurred.

The (admittedly superficial) dismissal of the statistical
toors of the profession is made with reference to the present
issue, i.e., assessment of observer accuracy for the benefit of
end-consumers. The point r wish to make is that, arthough
sanpling-accuracy studies might seem analogous to obsenrer-
calibration studies, there is a rnajor difference in their
purpose, which may well be reflected in differentialry
appropriate analyses. The above-cited and many other studies of
the effects of sanpling have had the aim of assessing the
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contribution to error in obtained data by variations in the
parameters of sampling and of the behaviour sampred. However, in
using an assessment of accuracy as an aid in evaluating the data
presented, the cause of any inaccuracy is irrelevant. This is not
to say that the causes of error are not interesting: Far from it,
they are important variables for scientific investigation.
However, analytical reguirements for the study of the variables
affecting observer accuracy are guite different to the mere

quantification of accuracy. It is the mere cruantification that is
being addressed presently.

The only study located, in the general area of quality of
observational measurement, which uses the approach to calibration
involvin€t regression anarysis, has been by Linscheid, Feiner, and

Sostek (1984). They evaluated the correspondence between data

collected by observers counting events in two conditions: 1. From

videotape recorded at normal speed; and, 2. From videotape

recorded by a time lapse recorder. The data from the each

condition were entered on a scattergram, with those from

conditj-on l- as the Y-variabre. rnterestingry, the quality of the

data was assessed by the S/L rnethod of interobserver agreement

and averaged 92.L2 for condition l and 9L.6eo for condition 2

data. ft, could not be said that the condition l- method had the

status of rrexempraEytt, although it seems to have been awarded

criterion status on its apparent face varidity. The agreement

data further indicate that neither set of variabres could be

considered as ttfixedrr. rt does not appear that Linscheid et al.
(L984) have used the calibration method with data suitable for
ir.
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Brief fntroduction to Ernpirical Studies

Empirical studies concernj-ng the guality of data collected
by observers using a cornputer-assisted continuous recording
system have not yet appeared in publications. A series of studies
was designed to provide preliminary investigation and

irlustration of the issues arising from chapters r, 2, and 3.

First, a single-subject treatment study was conducted which

satisfied rnost of the criteria of appried behaviour analysis.
This is fulry described in Appendix 2. rn this study, observers

collected continuous observational data in vivo. AI1

observational sessions were videotaped.

Subseguently, criterion records were made from the
videotapes (described in the Method section of chapter 4). Then

observers continuously recorded data from videotaped sarnples of
the original sessions.

In Appendix 3r €ID investigation of tolerance for agreement

was conducted. Percentage agreement on occurrence was computed

for interobserver and obsenrer/crLterion agreement at various
tolerances.

chapter 4 contains a report on the empirical rerations
between: l-. Interobserver agreement; 2. Obserrrer/expert observer
agreement; 3. observer/criterion agreement; and, 4. A whole-
session measure of error.

Finally, also in Chapter 4, are examples of the calibration
of observers as scienti-fic measurement instruments.

Notes: 1. Percentage agreement measures feature often in these
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Etudiesr itt sBi,te of, prior eritieisn. lfhey have beelr included
because they seem to be popuJ.ar, and to iLruetrate ttreir
def,iel'encies.

2. A]-f tbree studl.eE (Chap:ter 4, Appendl.ce 2 and 3) haVe

been llritten as ilstand=:4ts116[ nep:o-r,ts f,or sepaiate subnissioU tor
publ.i.catf..on. Etltts, ther,e le, n9G€s.s:Bri1y, sone repetitLon fron
appendix 2 ts Ghap*ter 4, alid trr,om Appendlx 3 to Cftaptef 4.
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CHAPTER 4

Assessment of the Qualitv of itReal-timerr Obsenration Data:

Empirical Analyses

Abstract

Six trexperiencedrr and 26 rttraineetr observers recorded behaviours

from videotape using a continuous, real-tirne, obserrration

protocol. Records of one behaviour defined as a discrete event

and one behaviour with measured duration were chosen to
illustrate rnethods of quality assessnent when number of events

and duration of behaviour are the parameters of interest. The

quality of observersr records was assessed by computation of
interobserver agreement, within-session accuracy by conparison

with criterion records, and whole-session error. An alternative
wbole-session analysis, involving a standard instrument

calibration procedure, was also demonstrated with the experienced

observe,rsr records. Methods hrere compared, and some advantages of
the calibration nethod for accuracy assessment were discussed.
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Assessment of the euality of tReal-tine'r observation Data:

Empirical Analyses

Reports on the use of hand-herd computers to assist
observersr recording of behaviour have been published recently
(e.9., Drury, L987 i Repp, Harman, Felce, Van Acker, & Karsh,

L989). whether they will provide benefits to the science or
technology of behaviourar assessment remains to be seen, but
there is both anticipation and some evidence of advantages (Repp

et aI., L989). urtirnatery, the contribution of such eguipment

wirl be judged by the quality of data observers can correct.
There are certain a priori advantages of continuous data-

correction in 'treal-tir€tt, which is facilitated by computer

assisted recording', in comparison with the traditional paper-and-

pencil measurement-by-sampli-ng systems. Concern for the inherent
error introduced by sampling within observation sessions (e.g.,
Ary, 1"984; Repp, Roberts, Slack, Repp, & Berkler, L976i Sanson-

Fisher, Poore, & Dunn, i-980) is substantially reduced by

continuous recording. Also, behaviours so measured may be

guantified, in all their dimensions, and in standard scientific
units (Johnston & Pennypacker, 1"980) .

The quality of observational data can be assessed in
relation to its adequacy for a technology of behaviour changer or
its adequacy for a science aimed at understanding behaviour. In
the first case, treatment utility (Hayes, Nerson, & Jarrett,
L986) rnay be sufficient. For the scientific component, however,

behaviour analysts may need to be oriented to the established
practice of instrument caribration (e.g., Bragg, Lg74; Doebelin,
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1"966r, as reconmended by Johnston and pennypacker (tggo) .

fnterobserver agreement measures seem to have served the
technological aspect of behavioural assessment reasonably weII,
i.e., their functional utility has been widely accepted. Variants
of the percentage agreement method have been most conmon (Bass &

Aserrind, L984; Kerry, L977). This method has been suggested as

suitable for real-tine recording, with modifications to arrow

tolerance for less than perfect second-by-second agreement

(Maclean, Tapp, & Johnson, L9g5). Researchers using continuous

data have adopted these reconmendations (e.g., Johnson,

Baumeister, Penland, & fnwald, L9g2; Repp et al., L9g9).

rt has long been noted that the rerationship between

interobserver agreement and observer accuracy is equivocal (e.g.,
Deitz, l-988i Hartmann, L977; Kazdin I Lg77r. Arguments for
assessing obserrrer accurdcy, rather than agreement, have been

strengthening recently (e.g., Foster & cone, 1996, Hayes et al.,
L986). These reviews have recommended the assessment of accuracy

by conparing a criterion record of behaviour with the observerrs
record' followed by quantification of accuracy by interobserver
agreement indices or Pearsonrs r. This approach to accuracy

assessment may be found in, for example: DeMaster, Reid, and

Twentlrman (L977) i Dorsey, Nelson, and Hayes (Lgg6) t and., Wolfe,
Cone, and Wolfe (L986).

The level of analysis of observer accuracy in these studies
has been within-session, i.e., agreements between obserrrers and

criterion records have been counted on an interval-by-inverval
basis. However, the end-consumers of the data really require an

indication of the accuracy of the data subjected to substantive
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analysis, usually whole-session sunmary data (Hartmann, Lg77r.
with respect to the accuracy of whore-session data, within-
session accuracy assessment can be seen as irrelevant, or even

misreading. The reason for this is that, generarly, within-
session measures and whore-session measures do not formally
(i.e., mathematicalry) relate to each other. within-session
measures of accuracy can be viewed as addressing the guality of
the process of measurement, whereas whole-session accuracy

assessment relates to the guality of the product, arguably more

important.

Generalizability analysis has been recommended as the method

by which whole-session accuracy ought to be assessed (e.g.,
Hartmann, I982i Suen, Lgg8). However, the functional utility of
this type of analysis has yet to be demonstrated, i.e.,
researchers rarery use it. Further, in line with the natural
science perspective (Johnston & pennypacker, l_9gO; Sidman, Lg6O),

accurate measures of physical phenomena (including behaviours)

seem more appropriate than statistically derived, gleneralizable

measures of hlpothetical entities (not incruding behaviours).
one of the najor difficulties in deterrnining the accuracy of

a measuring systern lies in choosing an appropriate standard
(criterion) against which to judge the data obtained frorn the
system' Electro-mechanicar transduction and recording (e.g.,
Kapust & Nelson, )-984) nay be idear but rnany of the types of
behaviour measured in applied studies can not yet be so recorded,
in spite of significant technorogicar advances (Rugh, Gable, &

Lemke, L986; seeley & Brozoski, L9g9; Tryon, L9g4). Further, if
automatic equipment is available, there should be no need to
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compromise accuracy by enpl0ying human observers, thus
introducing observer error. scripted performance by actors has

been employed in some accuracy studies, with the scripts acting
as the standard (e.9., Dorsey et aI., r-996i powelr, Martindare,
Kulp, Martindale, & Bauman, L9771. However, these performances

are only approxirnations to the real behaviours of subjects in
applied settings. A further alternative standard consists of
criterion records produced by repeated viewing of videotapes,
recorded in natural settings, to obtain consensual agreement on

the occurrence of defined behaviours (e.g., DeMaster et al.,
L977; Boykin & Nelson, 198L). The reast unequivocal, but perhaps

least effortful, standard may be the record of behaviour obtained.

from a criterion obse:lrer, one who has been extensively trained
to high interobserver agreement levels (e.g., Mansell, 19g5,'

Sanson-Fisher et aI., 19gO).

The analyses of data guality j_n the present paper

performed to irlustrate some of the issues addressed.

within-session measures of guality were computed, i.e.

have been

First, some

,

interobserver, observer/criterion observer, and

observer/criterion record agreement. Arso, a whole-session

neasure of error was obtained. second, the relations between

these measures of data guarity were examined. Third, a whore-

session measure of observer accurdcy, invorving standard

instrument calibration nethods was demonstrated.
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Method

Subj ects

Tvo groups of observers, labelled as rrexperienced observersrl
and rrtrainee observersr, participated. Data from the groups were

not poored at any stage of the study and are described
separately.

Experienced observers. Six third-year psychology

undergraduates, in their early 2os, were enrolled for a course on

applied behaviour analysis that reguired experience in direct
observation. Five were women. None had had previous experience or
training in formal recording of human behaviour. The tabel
rrexperiencedrr refers to their role in this study.

Trainee obsenrers. Twenty-six training officers,
institutional teachers of peopre with intellectual handicaps,
participated to complete teacherrs certificate reguirement,s (1g),
or for ongoing post-certificate training. Average age was 2a

years (range l-9-56) , nine lrere men, and their experience in
teaching ranged from 4 rnonths to L3 years (nean = 3.5 years). Arl
had received training in recording behaviour using paper and

pencil methods, and 25 clairned some experience with their use.

Four had used continuous recording nethod.s with a different
coding systern (Mudford, L987) frorn that developed for this study.
Behaviour recordinq equipment

six hand-herd computers (psion organiset 2, noder xp) were

prog'ranmed to record observersr responses to the observational
materials [Programme rrJoHNt, in Appendix 1]. These computers

weigh .30 kg, with external dirnensions of L4 x g x 3 cm. They

have a two-line r'RD screen above a 36-key keyboard. A rigid
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protective cover for the keyboard is retracted for use. Attached

to the cover hras a rist of arlowabre letter-codes, the name of
behaviour which each code represented, and whether the behaviour

was to be recorded discretely or continuousry. A list of code-

letters was disprayed arong the top line of the screen during
observation. A picture of a Psion, as used, is shown in Figure 1.

Figure L about here, please

When a key for an allowable code was pressed, the tine (in
hours, minutes, and seconds) was stored in sorid state memory,

along with the letter-code. Key presses to unallocated keys hrere

ignored by the software. For discrete behaviour codes, a single
key press recorded the occurrence of the behaviour, and a star
(*) appeared underneath the corresponding letter on the screen

for .2 s. For continuous behaviours, the first key press (and

subseqr-rent odd numbered cumulative responses on that key) denoted

the start of a bout of the behaviour. A star appeared below the

corresponding retter on the screen. The bout and star were

terminated by the next response to the same key. There were no

automatic terminations of a bout in cases of mutual exclusivity
of behaviours, €rs have been described in other versions of
software for data-collection with psions (Mudford, L9g7).

After the compretion of an observation session, raw data

were transmitted to an fBM-cornpatible personal computer (PC) via
a RS-232 cable (Psion link-up pack), and stored on disk [rrINpUTr,

in Appendix l-l for immediate and subseguent analysis.
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Obserrrational materials

oriqins. observations were of videotapes recorded by the
author during a study in which the effects of various treatments
on stereotyped behaviour were investigated (see Appendix 2 for
fulr report). The subject, John (not his real name), was a L4

year-old boy described in his hospital files as being moderately
or severely mentally retarded with rrmarked autistic featuresn,
due to maternal rubella. John also had sight and hearing deficits
but sensory metricians had described these as unquantifiable. The

observers in the treatment study v/ere the group described as

experienced. Eight stereotypies of distinct topography lrere
recorded using Psions, ds were one neutral behaviour (sitting),
and four environmental variables: The training officer saying and

signing rfNorr i rstopil; giving manual g'uidance to task following
No or Stop; and the type of activity, functional or non-

functional (from Reid, parsons, Mccarn, Green, phirlips, &

Schepis, 1-985). The treatment study extended over 34 sessions of
30-40 mins duration. The observers had spent at least three hours
recording the behaviours of the subject and other subjects, both
in vivo and from video, before data collection commenced. Three

observers were present for each session. They rtrere interchanged
through the rores to be described, and the composition of the
teams of three was varied. Recordinqt was split between two
primary observers. The third observer acted as agreement checker

for one of the prinary observers, arthough the latter were not
informed as to which one vtas checked until after the session.

At every session, John was provided with educational or pre-
vocational activities that were performed while he was sitting.
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The training officer in his class continued to teach John and his
two crassmates to use the materiars appropriatery, as welr as

administering the various treatments for stereotypy.
Ar1 sessions were videotaped by a camera (National, model

A2) praced 4 m from, and directly in front of, Johnrs desk. The

camera was manually focussed on John, with a field of view of
about L m radius from the centre of his chest. The camera

operator started the observation sessions by saying rOne, two,

three, startrr to the observers. on,startrr the timer in the
camera was activated. The tine from the start of the session, in
minutes, seconds, and hundredths of a second, was recorded on the
videotape at the bottom of the frame in a position that did not
obstruct the view of the subject. consent to videotaping and to
treatments had been obtained from Johnrs parents, as weII as from
the institutionts ethics committee. obserrrers srere misled as to
the purpose of the videotaping, having been informed that the
author was continuing his interest in the representativeness of
behaviour-sampling (Mudford, Beale, & Singh, in press).

There were several reasons for choosing John as the subject
in the obsenrational materials: (a) previous studies of his
behaviour (unpublished, and Appendix 2), using psions and

conventional recording methods, had encountered low interobsesrer
ag'reement, i.e., John was a chalrenging subject for recorders;
(b) his stereotypies were archetypal, consistent with likely
generalizabirity across stereotypies; and, (c) his visual
deficits reduced the likelihood of reactivity to videotaping.

criterion records were produced forlowing the treatment
study for the first L5 nin of the videotapes from 2L of the
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sessions. These samples began at rstartr and 00:00.0o on the
tape. The serection of these sampres was randorn with respect
the present study. The records were made for Johnrs hand

stereotypy, headshaking stereotypy, and for sitting. Also
recorded were the training officerrs instructions rtstoptr and
rrNorr. See Tab1e 1 for the definitions employed.

to

Table l- about here, please

To produce the criterion records, three observers viewed the
L5 min samples on a video monitor connected to an editing
controller (National A-500) with a video casseLte recorder (VCR,

National Nv-8500) as input. The observers vrere the author
(always) and any two of the six experienced observers. The pairs
were interchanged, and all experienced observers contributed
equally. samples were viewed at normal, rrreal-tiil€r,, speed until
one or more of the observers indicated that they had seen an

occurrence of one of the defined behaviours. The tape was then
adjusted using the variable speed and direction editing control-
wheel until the two experienced observers agreed that the
behaviour was described by the written definition and that the
defined point of occurrence (for discrete behaviours) or onset or
offset (for continuous behaviours) had been reached. Then two

observers independently wroter orr recording sheets, t6e letter-
code for that behaviour and the time since the start of the
sample in rninutes and seconds from the controlLer's time and

video-frame counter. Frames, i.e., parts of a second, were

ignored. Any disagreements were deart wiLh by the author, who
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acted as arbiter. This usually required repeated viewings at
various speeds and/or orientation of the obset yers to the written
definitions. The obsen/ers spent one hour recording with at least
a three-hour break between sessions. It required about G0 mins to
transcribe a L5-min sample, although this varied between 3o and

9o nins, depending on the frequencies of behaviours in the
sample.

The raw data from the recording sheets were manually entered

into the PC. The second copy of each set of data was also entered

to check the accuracy of recording codes and times and data-
entry. No disagreements occurred.

The guality of four of the criterion records was assessed by

repeating transcription of them with a different pair of
experienced observers, who hrere unaware that they were repeats.

The second transcriptions agreed with the first to within +-1 s
for every event, except in the case of the headshaking

stereotlpy, for which 92t of the transcription agreed. Observers

were not inforrned of this result. The correspondence between the
tirne on the controller and the time on the videotape was compared

at the end of every session. somewhat surprisingly, the times

always agreed to the second, but not at the revel of frames

compared to hundredths of a second (24 frames = 1.00 s). This
confirms the precision of the eguipment used considering that,
for some samples, severar hundred changes of tape direction
occurred. On this point, we had first tried the procedure with an

earrier model of VCR (National Ac-6Loo). The tirnes disagreed by

up to 6 s after transcribing a S-min sample.

The experienced observers were told that the criterion
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records were being produced so that the accuracy of future
observers could be assessed. They lrere explicitly told that this
was their last contribution to the present study (another

deception) .

Selection of samples. The frequencies and/or durations of
all codes in the criterion records rrere computed I rBASpARrf , in
Appendix Ll. Nine sampres contained events of each type. These

hrere serected as the observational samples, without regard to
frequencies or durations. Table 2 lists the basic parameters of
the samples used.

Table 2 about here, please

Preparation of sampres. The samptes were edited from the
original videotapes onto a nen one in random order. preceding

each sras a striped colour test-card followed by 20 s of
continuous footage of John. The start cornmand was clearly
audible. After 900 s the picture changed back to the test card.

Definition training tape. From unused samples, six examples

of each behaviour to be recorded were edited onto a different
tape. These exampres covered the range of topographies of the
behaviours.

Procedures

Experienced observers. After the last sessj-on transcribing
the criterion protocols, this group of obsenrers were invited to
participate in further recording. They were told that they lrere

to observe nine of the 15-nin samples, for which criterion
records had been produced by then. partly to increase the
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probability that they wourd volunteer for further work, but
mainly to motivate accurate recordingi, they were offered paynrent

for recording. It was explained that the contingencies attached
to the payments were as follows:

(A). Percentage interobserver aqreement on occurrence for
the discrete code and for the onsets and offsets of the
continuous codes would be computed between their records and

the criterion records [e.g., ITFEEDBACKT, Appendix J_];

(B). A reasonable time-tolerance on each event was arlowed

by the computation, but not how much (it was, in fact, +-4

s);
(c). These percentages would be averaged across samples and

codes; [They were not inforrned untir after the extrreriment

v/as concluded that the codes for headshaking and sitting did
not contribute to the assessment of averaqe interobserver
ag'reement. For the former, the reason was that the criterion
records were not perfectly accurate. For sitting, the code

vras so rarery required that agreement would be artificially
infrated, i.e., in all samples, John was sitting at rstartrl

and, in most, stayed in his chair throughout the sample. l
(D). They would be paid that percentage of the pool

available to thern, which was NZg 63 (nine samples at $Z

each);

(E). They would receive no payment if they did not comprete

alr samples. Most of these students had part-tine employment

which paid $6 to $9 per hour, but by recording perfectly
they could earn $Z in 15 min.
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AIl six accepted the invitation and completed all sarnples.

The observers recorded behaviours using the definitions in Table

L. obserrrations lJere performed by one observer at a time, with
the author being the only other person present in a quiet, and

relatively barren, windowless room. The samples $/ere viewed in a

previously determined and individualized random order. Three

sarnples were recorded in each of three, hour-Iong sessions. Only
one session per day per observer was scheduled. There was a 5-min

break between sampres. There was no feedback about recording
accuracy until all observers had completed all sampres. Every

sampre was timed to check the prayback speed of the vcR, which

was always 900 s.

The average accuracy computed by the method described. was

82.62 (range across observers, 79.L4 to 87.5s). Thus, these
observers received between $ag.zo and $ss.rz for their three
hourrs participation.

The data for the codes for hand stereotypy and stop/No from
all experienced observers in alr samples was included in
subsequent analyses. Stop/No provided an example of a code which
had freguency as an important dimension. Hand stereotlpy was an

example for which duration was an interesting parameter. The

coding of headshaking and sitting can be considered as

standardised distraction.
Trainee obserrrers. The training officers received a verbal

and audio-visual report of the original treatment study and an

explanation about continuous recording compared to the
traditionar methods with which they vrere farniliar. They were

informed that the purpose of the study was to investigate the
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accuracy of recording using Psions. The production of the

criterion records was explained, and they were told that their
performance would be judged against these by the interobserrter

alfreement method used for the experienced observers. Then they

v/ere allocated to subgroups of five or six for the obsenration

sessions. As with the experienced group, they observed three

samples in a 6o-min session, the sessions being held on

consecutive days. Prior to each session, they were shown the

definition training videotape. observations lrere made in

subgroups, each menber being equipped with a Psion and seated so

they could not see othersr recording behaviours.

The order in which the trainee observers recorded the

samples was dictated largely by the requirement that they

received a training that both they and their employing agencies

saw as worthwtrile. The order of difficulty of the nine samples

$/as assessed from the experienced obse:lrers I data. The sarnple

with the lowest average agreement was defined as the most

difficult. The four easiest samples were observed for a partial

coding condition. The other five were obsetrred in order from

least to most difficult in the complete coding condition. The

order in which samples in Table 2 have been listed nas the order

in which the trainee observers recorded the samples.

In the nartial coding condition, observers recorded only

some of the behaviours from Table L. Although they always

recorded sitting, in the first session they recorded hand

stereotypy for their first sample, headshaking for the second,

and Stop/No for the third. Sample L had ttre rnost number of

occurrences of hand stereotypy of the easiest samples; sample 2
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had the highest occurrence of headshaking of the three remainirg;
and sampre 3 had the rnost freguent requirement for the stop/No
code of the two remaining. Observers received individual prj-nted
feedback on their a€Jreement with criterion records before
subsequent sessions [e.9., ,FEEDBACKT + 'B3pRrNT'r, Appendix 1],
and any questions were answered. The first sample in the second

session required coding of continuous behaviours only.
For sampre 2 in the second session and al1 subsequent

samples, observers were instructed to code alt behaviours. This
was the cornplete codinq condition. The final session, which

involved the three most difficult samples, was conducted after
obserrrers had received feedback on their performance from the
second session. only data from these last three samples and for
stop/No and hand stereotlpy were included in the subsequent

analyses for this group of observers.

Dependent variables

Measures of obserrrer performance were computed using an fBM-

compatible personal computer (Pc). The variables were stored on

disk for subsequent transfer to a mainframe computer (IBM 434Lr.
DVl. rnterobserver agreement on occurrence (within group) was

computed for arr records and for both codes analysed. [DVl was

originally cornputed for a study of agreement tolerance (Appendix

3) , using the progranme trDuRrot for the continuous code, and
nDrsrorr for the discrete code (Appendix 1). These two progranmes

provide examples of alr computations of the within-session
agreement t1pel .

For both obserrrer groups, each observerrs record was

compared with that of a randomly chosen other obserrrer from the
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same group. The constraints on randorn selection were: A. No

record could be compared with itself; B. Each record stas used as

a comparison only oncei and C. The random selection was made

using the BASIC RND function.

DV2. fnterobserver acrreement on occurrence ftrainee vs.

experienced observers), i.e. . observer/criterion obserrrer

agreement, was conputed for the trainee observersr data on1y. To

obtain a value for this variable for every trainee record, dD

experienced observerrs record of the same sample was randomly

selected for comparison. There were no constraints on randomness

except that, again, the BASIC RND function was used. Experienced

observers were awarded rrcriterion observertr status on the basi.s

of their experience, not because they had been trained to high

Ievels of agreement. A criterion for high agreement has yet to be

established with real-time recording.

DV3. observer,/criterion record aqreement on occurrence was

computed for all obserryersr records by comparing the observer

records with the criterion records.

In computing each of the variables above, algorithms similar

to those described by llacl,ean et al. (L985) hrere used, with a

tolerance of 4 s allowed, i.e., + or - 4 s, for both codes. This

tolerance value had been ernpirically justified for these data

(See Appendix 3 for full report).

DV4. Who1e session error was computed by the formula:

((observerrs score - criterion score) / criterion score) * 100

[programrne ItDV4rr, Appendix 1]. The measure is the percentage of
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the criterion score by which the obselrred score was in errorr or
relative error. The rrscorerr was the duration in seconds of the
hand stereotypy coder or the number of events recorded for the
stop/No code. This type of error measure is not unconmon in the
literature concerning the accuracy of behaviour sampring
techniques (e.g-, Green, Mccoy, Burns, & srnith , Lggz; Rojahn &

Kanoy, L9g5). For the following analyses, the sign of the error
was made positive, if found negative. The reason for producing
unsigned error was that the other dependent variables are
insensitive to the direction of error. For example, gor agreement
gives no information as to the types of disagreement between

records, i.e., errors of omission and commission. By de-signing
the error, all variables convey similar lack of information, thus
creating data more appropriate for comparison.

Datasets

The fo]-lowingr sets of data vrere transmitted to the mainframe
computer for statistical analyses:

Experienced observers. For each of
were values of three dependent variables
for two codes, and for nine samples.

Trainee obserrrers. For each of the
values of all_ four dependent variables,
three sample sessions.

the six observers, there
(1, 3, and 4, above),

26 observers, there rrere

for two codes, and for
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Results

Trainee observers

The average level of the dependent variables was computed.

For the discrete behaviour-code (R. Ston/No): The mean of
interobserver agreement (Dvl-) was 93.242 (range across samples

and observers,89.73 to 71-.62)i for obsenter/criterion observer

agreement (DV2), 83.30* (92.97 to 65.06); for obsenrer/criterion
record agreement (DV3) , 89,702 (94. j-9 to 82.37) i and, for
unsigned relative error (DV4) , 7.2l-2 (3.37 to J.4.42,).

If the generally reconmended minimum criterion (Hartmann,

L977; Kazdint L97'l i Page & fwata, 1986) of gO? agireement is
appried to the within-session guality measures, it can be seen

that, oD averagte, the data for stop/No are of acceptabre quality.
However, only for within-session accuracy (DV3) was this
criterion consistently exceeded.

For the continuous code (G. hand stereotwpv): The mean for
DVL was 57.442 (72.44 to 47.L9)i for DV2, mean:65.272 (7S.O5 to
58.75) t for DV3, mean = 65.968 (76.57 to 59.32); DV4, mean =

27.ozZ (L0.L8 to 40.22).

For none of the within-session measures was the got

criterion reached. These data for hand stereotypy may werl be

rejected as being of insufficient guality.
Relation between measures. Pearson correlation coefficients

were computed to compare the variables. These are shown in Table

3. The negative varues obtained from correration of within-
session measures with error reflect the relation between

agreement and error. As ag'reement increases, one would expect

error to decrease.
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Table 3 about here, please

The coefficients can be interpreted as folrows: DV2 was a

better predictor of (i.e., more highry correlated with) Dv3 and

DV4, than was DVt; DV3 was superior to DV1 and DV2 in its
correlation with Dv4. Thus, Dv2 gave a better indication of
within-session observer accuracy (DV3) than did DVL, but DV3 was

better than both DV2 and DVt- at ind.icating whole-session

accuracy.

These qualitative relations between measures were to be

expected. If Dv3 is accepted as the criterion measure of within-
session accuracy, one would anticipate that trainee/experienced
observer ag'reement (DV2) would predict this standard better than
trainee/trainee agreement.

From examination of the guantitative relations shown in
Table 3, the correlations between DV3 (within-session accuracy)

and DV4 (whore-session error) were particularry interesting.
Although the coefficients were high, dt .80 and .76, they were

far from perfect. This provides an illustration of the lack of
fornal (mathematical) relation between within- and whole-session
measures of data guality.
Experienced observers

The mean levels of measures for code R (Stop/No) lrere: DVl,

86.66t (range, 97.39 to 64.44)i DV3, gL.zgZ (98.33 Eo 74.t7li
and, Dv4, 8.262 (1.85 to 25.00). on averaqe, the Bog criterion
was exceeded, but not consistently. with Dv3, however, the
average percentage agreement was less than g0g for sampre g,
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only. These data, generally, would probably be judged by

behaviour analysts as being of sufficient quality.
For code G (hand stereotypy), the average levels were: DVl,

71.004 (range 84.L4 to 59.77)i DV3, 23.08* (88.23 to 60.Zgli and,

Dv4, 20.8L4 (3.37 to 75.00). The 80* standard was surpassed in
sample 4 for DVL, and samples 4 and z for DV3. Thus, the data for
hand stereotypy for this group of observers, too, may welr be

rejected as being of insufficient quality.
Relation between measures. Correlations between the three

dependent variables for this observer-group are reported in Table

4. The gualitative (and guantitative) relations were similar to
those obtained with the trainee observersr data.

Tab1e 4 about here, please

Surnmarv and discussion of results presented above

Due to differences between observer-groups in the procedures

applied to obtain the data, comparisons between the groups will
be avoided. For exampre, the experienced observersr data were

obtained from nine samples, whereas trainee observersr data were

from three samples. That both groups produced the same patterns
in the analyses increases confidence in the generality of these
patterns. It is these general patterns that will be highlighted.

L. By all measures, obserrrers were better at the recordinq
of stop/No (R). than of hand stereotvpv (G). There are several
likety reasons for this. First, the occurrences of the
instructorrs commands gtere clearly obvious to observers: The sign
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and the spoken word ltere quite distinct. Some instances of hand

stereotypy, however, were rather subtre. second, R was a discrete
behaviour, not, as with G, requiring recording of onset and

offset. Third, R was the onty code which required a right-handed
response; G, M, and S were left-handed responses. (It was

observed that most observers held the Psion with both hands, with
the thumbs free to press keys). Fourth, because observers had

been told about the treatment progranme (Appendix 2), the
instructorrs comrnands were usually predictabre from Johnrs

behaviour, which r/as usuarry unpredictable. Mash and McErwee

(L974) found that predictabre sequences of behaviour led to
higher accuracy of recording, under some conditions.

2. Of the within-session measures of data quality,
observer/criterion record agreement was consistentlv the hicrhest.

This finding is consistent with the results obtained by Boykin

and Nerson (l-98L) , and by Dorsey et ar. (j-986). when obsernrers

were told by experimenters that accuracy of recording was

desirabre, observer/crit-erion record agreement was higher than

interobserver agreement. when interobserver agreement, was

emphasised, however, the result was reversed. rn the present

study, accuracy was emphasised. Further, the experienced

obserrrers were paid contingent on their accuracy and the trainee
observers had received individual feedback on their ascuracy.

Interestingly, there were records of behaviour in sorne samples

which were unacceptable by interobserver agrreement, but
acceptable by observer/criterion record agrreement. The most

extreme case, in the experienced observersf data, was for code R

in sample 2z Average interobserver agreement was 72.22*, but



obser:ver/criterion ag'reement was 86, 1L8.

3. The qenerallv unacceptable levels of, even,

the earlier statement about the difficulty of recording

stereotypic behaviour. Speculation about the reason was

Appendix 3. ft bears repetition that the present series
studies concerns quantification of data guality, not the
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variables affecting it. The results of the data quality analyses

conducted above nust be viewed as disappointing, when the
experienced observer-grouprs recording of hand stereotypy is
considered. Given that these observers had 3 hours of training,
1o hours of in vivo recording experience, T hours of detailed
examination of the observationar samples whire preparing the

criterion records, and were paid contingent on their accuracy,

one uright have expected higher agreement, of both types.

obsenrer calibration analysis

The continuous records of the experienced observers were

further analysed by calibration analysis (Doebelin, L966). None

of the trainee observersr data was similarly analysed.

whore-session totals for each of the nine sampres were

computed from the criterion recordsr ds shown in Table 2. Total
criterion time (in seconds) spent at hand stereotypy and totar
criterion number of events of Stop/No were designated as fixed X-

variables. fndividual observersr session tot,als of time in hand

stereotypy and number of stop/No events were conputed for each

sample, and became Y-variables (with, assumed, normal

distribution) . separate rinear regression anaryses (Doebelin,
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1955i Yamane I L964) were conducted for each observer and for each

of the two codes. Initial analysis was conducted using Sigrmaplot

PC database software. Only the first-order regression (straight
line) was computed, ds there were no a priori reasons for
suspecting that the relation between observersr totals and

criterion totals would not be linear.
The raw data and regression lines for aII observer x code

analyses are shown in Figur? 2, with the hand stereotypy data in
the left panels and Stop/No data on the right. The associated

regression statistics are presented in Table s, along with
individual observersr average agreement with the criterion
records (DV3).

Figure 2 about here, please

Table 5 about here, please

For the hand stereotypy code, all observers produced

regression lines with a slope of less than l-.00, and a positive
bias. This can be interpreted to indicate that, at low total
durations, observers measured more stereotypy than actually
occurred, while the reverse was generally true at higher

durations, For the Stop/No code, the slopes were closer to L.OO

and bias was minimal, with five of the six observers showing a

negative bias of less than one event.

Subseguently, 952 confidence intervals in the estimates of Y

from a variety of selected X-values were computed for data shown
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in Figure 2. The Sigmaplot software did not include a procedure

for this type of analysis; nLINREGT' (in Appendix f-) was written

to do so (translated into BASIC from Yamane, L964, p. 427 ,

eguation 7). The values of X for code G were 0, 4O,48.6 (the

mean of criterion times) , 80 , L2O, and 160 s. Corresponding

values for code R were 0, L5, L8.7, 30, 45, and 60 events. The

confidence intervals so computed are syrnmetrical about the

regression line. The area enclosed by the intervals may be called

the |tconfidence bandrr.

To illustrate the confidence bands, three examples were

selected for the hand stereotypy code (G), and two from code R.

These examples were chosen from perusal of Table 5. For G:

observer T could be judged as the trbesttr observer on the basis of

producing a slope not significantly different from 1.00; however,

Observer F night be rrbestrr as the standard deviation of the slope

was lowest, i.e., Observer F was rnost consistent, although this

observer may also be judged rrworstrr, oD the basis of slope being

nost different frorn L.oO; and, observer Ers data were chosen

because there $ras more variability in measurement than with the

other observers. For R, Observer C might be seen as rrbestrr and

Observer G as rrworstrt, aII regression statistics (in Table 5)

considered. The confidence bands are shown in Figure 3 (code G)

and Figure 4 (code R).

Figure 3 about here, please
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Figure 4 about here, please

When confidence bands are created as described, the band is
at its narrowest at the mean of the original X-values, i.e.,
prediction of Y from a given X is most accurate. The band becomes

wider as x-values depart further from the original mean. The

minimum and maximum confidence inte:rral values in Figure 3 were:
+/- l-0-l-2 s and +/- L2.62 s, for observer Ti +/- z.Lo s and +/-
8.85 s (obs. F); and, +/- 19.94 s and +/- z4.gg s (E). All other
observers data feII between those of F and E. The data for code

R, exenplified in Figure 4t ferr within the extreme values set,
as anticipated, by observer c (rnin. - +/- L.7g events, max. - +/-
2.24 events) and observer G (nin. - +/- 4.42 events, max. - +/-
5.57 events).

Returning to Table 5 (extrerne right-hand. column), it is
interesting to contrast individual obse:rrersf mean levels of DV3

with the data obtained by calibration anarysis. rt can be seen

that the rbesttr two observers of hand stereotypy, T and F, and

the rtlrorstrr observer, E, alI obtained about the same level of
within-session agreement with criterion records. The three
rfintermediaterr obserrrers obtained rnean DV3s nearly L0g higher. In
code R, the xworstrr observer obtained the highest mean value of
Dv3 at 9s.6t !
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Discussion

Two groups of observers contributed data for guality
analysis by what may be termed standard behavioural assessment

procedures. The outcomes of these analyses have arready been

discussed, but to summarise briefly:
1. Of the within-session measures, the level of

observer/criterion observer agreement was a better predictor of
obsenrer/criterion record agreement, than was interobserver
aqreement i

2. observer/criterion record agreement was the most lenient
measure of within-session data guality, i.e., obtained
percentages were higher for this measure than for the other
measures of this form;

3. None of the within-session measures of guality
consistently reached the generally recommended 808 criterion, for
obserlrerst measurement of hand stereotlpy;

4. Within-session accuracy correlated imperfectly with the
measure of whole-session accuracy.

Perhaps the conclusion with the most irnportant implication
for researchers is the second. rf observers have been instructed
to record accurately, expricitry or impricitly, the quarity of
their recordings ought not to be assessed by interobserver
agreement. fn some cases, their data nay be rejected incorrectly
as racking sufficient quatity, if judged by within-session
agreement between obse:nrers. The common assumption that
assessment of interobsen/er agreement provides some sort of
short-cut to assessment of accuracy seems to have been falsified
by these data. obtaining high levels of within-session agreement
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and of within-session accuracy simultaneously may be more

difficurt than obtaining high revels of accuracy alone;
difficutt, that is, in terms of observer training.

The apparent inability of observers to record hand

stereotypy with sufficient accurdcy, judged by standard rneasures

and criteria' was disturbing. The observational protocol (Table

l-) does not appear overry cornplex, especiarly when compared with
reports of successful real-time concurrent measurement of 20 or
3O variables (Repp et a1., L989). The generality of this
inability may weII be severely lirnited by the actual dimensions

of behaviours measured (Table 2). However, in any successful
intervention to reduce this type of behaviour, the parameters

relevant to difficult recording must be encountered at some time.
calibration (regression) rines and 95& confidence bands

constructed for individual observers (Figures 3 and 4) permit
accuracy of observersr records to be evaluated differently. Frorn

a technologicar aspect, their measurements of hand stereotypy
were sufficiently accurate to detect differences in real duration
that were greater than the width, in seconds, of their confidence

band. For exarnple, if recordings were made of two samples with
obtained durations of hand stereotypy different by 25 s, we could
infer that the difference was not likely due to observer error in
the case of observer F or observer T, but may have been due to
error if observer E had been the observer (see Figure 3). This
type of empiricar reration between evaruation of observer

performance and obtained data cannot be established when within-
session agreement or accuracy has been evaluated (Morris & Rosen,

1-982). The relation between observer-measured data (y-values) and
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'rtruerr (X-) values is discussed in the next chapter.

Although the hand stereotypy data may have been rejected due

to 1ow obtained agreement and within-session accuracy, instrument

calibration analysis can give a rationale for accepting or

rejecting it (the data) on empirical grounds. An arbitrary
criterion (e.9., 80t agreement) is less appropriate, especially

considering the lack of relation between within-session accuracy

and regression statistics (see Table 5).

A particular criticisrn that some behaviour analysts may have

of the demonstrated calibration analysis concerns the inplicit
assumption about the status of criterion session totals of number

of events, or durations (or, any other interesting dinensions of

behaviour, or relations between behaviours). These must be

assurned to be fixed variables, i.e., rrnaivelyrt true values.

Measurers of other physical phenornena, e.9., natural scientists
and engineers, recognise the impossibility of absolute accuracy

of many types of measurement but, pragrnatically, grant rrtrue

valuerr status to their standard measures (Doebelin, 1965). Why

should those who measure behaviour as physical phenomena be more

reserved about the accuracy of their criterion measures?

other assumptions to be accepted in using linear regression

analysis may need further exarnination before general use is
recommended. First, that the relationship between X (criterion

measures of behavioural dimensions) and Y (observer-measured

parameters) is linear really requires empirical justification. In

Figure 2 (left panels) it can be seen that the highest criterion
time datapoint is generally below the regression line and the

points at 80 s and 84 s fall above the line. Perhaps this
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indicates a ceiring for observer performance was approached,

i.e., accuracy was falling off in busier samples (those requiring
more keypresses). with only one point at the high level, this can

not be determined with confidence. Second (and third, and fourth)
additional assumptions concern the reguirements of equal variance
and independent error of normally distributed Y-values (yamane,

L964). This group of assumptions has been subject to continuing,
and so far inconcrusive, debate in the behaviour analysis and

assessment literature (see Chapter 2). It rnust be concluded that
uneguivocal acceptance that these assumptions hold for the type
of data gathered in behavioural studies is not advisable.

In view of the caveats demanded by the assumptions

discussed, some tentative reconmendations for assessing and

presenting accuracy data can be made:

1. rf whole-session sunmary totars are to be the data for
substantive analysis, accuracy assessment should be performed at
this level;

2. A permanent record of behaviour shouLd be made of every

observational session for potential'roff-rineil accuracy

assessment;

3. The somewhat laborious process involved in the production
of second-by-second criterion records need not be undertaken,

given that this is reguired only for within-session accuracy

assessment;

4. Alternative criterion measures could be obtained with the

aid of cumulating stopwatches and event counters, or by computer-

assisted collection of data on one behaviour at a time when in
vivo observers have used a multi-category coding protocol. ReaI-
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time records of individuar behaviours can, of course, be merged

to form a rnulti-category record (as in Appendix 2);
5. rn vivo measures of behaviour can be plotted against

criterion measures (as in Figure zI. whether researchers plot
regression lines and confidence intervals on these graphs rnight

depend on their view of the applicability of inferentiar
statistics. ff they choose not to, the raw data are presented for
those who may wish to perform their own favored anarysis (e.g.,
calibration, or generalizability) ;

6. These accuracy graphs can be displayed alongside visuar
or tabulated presentation of the behavioural data, to assist end-

consumers evaluation of the data;

7. The nurnber of calibration checks reguired depends on the
width of the confidence bands necessary to establish the obtained
data as sufficient for the substantive analysis to be undertaken.

However, six checks may be the ni-nimum to provide enougtr data for
regression analysis.

8. calibration checks should be made across the entire
range of values appearing in the presented data, i.e., the furl
scale of neasurement (Doebelin, L966).

Finally, for this chapter, sone of the practical
implications of a natural science approach to data quality can be

derived. some of these points were previously made by Johnston

and Pennypacker (t-980). First, only one observer need record in
vivo. This person courd, in many settings, operate the permanent

recording equiprnent simultaneousry with computer-assisted

recording of behaviours. second, the obserrrer(s), being well
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avaEe ttrat anl, of tbeir oo-serrrations may be subj ected to a curacy

as-seEsnentT Br€ lutkely to rres:grd as a'c.eurateLy as theg ;Gdtl.

Third, to Lncrease their aecutaey (and to make e,niterion m@sures

o'f, behaviours directLy conperabre with in vivo neasurest,

ob,sernrers should be invotved i,n the crea'tion of extrrJ.iclt

definitisns of behaviours at the sutset o:f the study, i.e.,
be.f,sre ba.seline.s are ,beg|un.
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Code Name Definition

Hand stereotypy

M Headshaking

Sitting
ilstop|l
or lrNoll

End of session

Repetitive and apparently functionless
hand or finger movements made without
object(s) in hand(s) involved and above
desk-top: Repetitive = at least three
movementsi Functionless : not part of
task. E, front or back of hand(s)
placed over mouth and/or ears. (Onset
tirne is start of first movement or time
hand is stationary over mouth/ear;
offset time is end of last movement or
hand starts being removed from over
nouth/ear. )

Rythnic turning of head from side to
side, not accompanied by hand stereo..
Must be at least three lateral
movements of head. (onset time is start
of first movenent, offset time is face
toward camera on last movement. )

Behind on chair seat.

Spoken and signed rrstoPrr.
or spoken and signed rrNorr.

{occurrence time is when instructorrs
hand is first directlY in front of
Johnrs face regardless of elevation.

Defined by coloured bars on screen.
tTine on editing controller is
l-5: 00:00. )

R

Tab1e L. Cod^es, names of behaviour,
of definitions in curly brackets { )
of the criterion records.

and definitions. The elements
were required for production
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Behaviours and pararneters

Hand stereo Headshaking sitting Stop/No

Sample Freq. Dur. Freq. Dur. Freq. Dur. Freq.

1_

2

3

4

5

6

7

I

9

29

3

6

L7

I

I

7

L7

35

a4

6

t-5

80

18

19

24

32

r.59

L7

10

6

6

5

1

Lo

9

Ll.

59

L7

20

2L

25

2

L8

31

25

808

900

900

702

900

900

900

900

894

2L

2

49

1-5

48

4

9

4

16

1

L

2

2

1

L

1_

1

3

Tab1e 2. Durations and/or freguencies of behaviours computed from

criterion records. Frequency is the number of occurrences in 900

s. Duration is the nurober of seconds behaviour tlas occurring' It

should be noted that the criterion records for headshaking were

not perfectr 4s explained in the text.
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Agreenent bet$t€en

ObS t rE fraineer/EEp . Ob's . /Crit. Ernor

(DvI) (D{t2) (Dv3} (D174}

DVz .57

DV3 .62 .78

DV4 -.5,'$' -,68 -,80

CODE R

We .6:8

DV3 .7Q .88 coDE G

DV4 -.54 -.7-3 -.76
!!- 

--:--- --F ---3 - ---r-- - - --

Fab,le 3. Corre,Iation goeffieients ob air,red from trainee

observersr data. All eoef,ficien€s we.rce signifieant at E < .oOo1-
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Agreaent between

obs| rs Obs.y'Crit. Error
(Dvl) (Dv3 ) (Dv4l

+:-----_ r--i;--------------- 
----i----------

DV3 .69

DV4 -.64 -.92 CODE R

D\/3 ,58

DV4 -.47 -.72, CODE G

Table 4. Correlatisn coefficients obtained f,r:orn experienced

ob$eliversr data. All coefficients were significant at p < .0001,

except for the DVXr/DV4 (Code G) oorreLation Chich was slgnificant
at p < .0003.
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Code Obsrr r Bias (sd) Slope (sd) obs/cRt

G c

E

G

J

F

T

c

E

G

J

F

T

.99

.98

>.99

.99

>.99

>.99

>.99

>.99

>. 99

>. 99

>.99

>.99

3,75

6. 65

3.28

2.09

7.24

6.86

.58

.05

.75

. t_8

.94

.L3

(2.7Ll

(3.83)

(2.2L1

(2.54')

( r.. 36)

(r..e4)

( .35)

( .62)

( .88)

( .53)

( .3e)

(.40)

. eo (.04)

.84 (. 05)

.e2 (.03)

. eo ( .04)

.8L (.02)

. e5 (.03)

r-.0r- (.02)

L.02 (.03)

r-.11 (.04)

1.03 ( .02)

.e7 (.02)

L.02 (.02)

77.7

68.4

78.9

77.L

69.0

67 .6

92.2

87.7

95.6

90. L

87 .4

94.7

R

Table 5. Linear regression statistics from comparison of

criterion times with recorded times for code G (hand stereotypy)

and criterion count of evenLs with recorded number of events for

code R (Stop/No). Shown are: Correlation coefficient (r); Bias in

seconds for G, numbers of events for R; Standard deviation of the

bias; Slope of regression line; and, Standard deviation of the

slope. These data relate to the regression lines shown in Figure

2. In the right-hand column, average percentage agreement (on

occurrence across samples) with criterion records is included for

comparison purposes.
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Figure 1 caption. A Psion Organiser, as provided to observers.
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Fiicrurse 2 :carotLon. Obseruersr recorded' whole-session totalsr fore

duratio-n o,f hand stereotlpy (left panel) , and for nunber of
even€s of S,top/No (rtgbt panel,) plo,tted ag,ainst trnre duratLons,,

and tme gount o,f 'events, respecbivef,y. I-,inear regrressLon

(c-atri,bration) Iines have been lncluded,
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Flenure 3 g.aPtion. Regression lines ,(fr.on Figure 2) and 958

confiidens-e bands for eode G (hand Stereotlpy) . the top panel. Was

deriv,.ed f.rcln ohsen/exi l[i the middle panel from Obserrrer Fi aird,

the lo.wer Panel f,r'om observer E'
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Fiqure 4 caption. Regression lines (from Figure 2) and 958

confidence bands for code R (Stop/No). The upper panel was

derived from Observer Crs data; the lower panel was from Observer

G.
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CHAPTER 5

Further Discussion

The enpirical analyses in Chapter 4 have illustrated the

difficulties associated with t'conventionalrr methods of assessing

observational data guality. ttConventionalrr refers to the most

cornmon methods in applied behaviour analysis, not to the

conventions of the natural sciences. Although the problems could

have been identified in the absence of datar dS in Chapters 2 and

3, the extent of the practical irnplications were shown to be

significant with real behavioural data.

f find it rather extraordinary that observerst records of

hand stereotypy should be rejected by conventional- criteria, but

acceptable (within known limits) by a normal science analysis of

accuracy. A revie$Ier for Behavioral Assessment wrote: ttMy

experience is that even with a tolerance of +-4 sec' obtaining

observer agreement scores of .85-.90 is much more difficult than

when using ten sec observe, five sec record paper and pencil

system. It may well be that new standards for agreement will

develop I for continuous recording] t' (Anonlmous personal

communication, August 1"989). As a conseqluence of the foregoing

theoretical and empirical analyses, it may be asserted that it is

not a new standard of agreement that is required, but a new

method for assessing the guality of behavioural data.

The instrument calibration approach which was demonstrated

may be an appropriate alternative to conventional methods. There

wiII, ilo doubt, b€ questions about the degree to which whole-
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session totals of obserrrational data fu1fil the assumptions

reguired by linear regression analysis. However, as outlined in

the discussion in the previous chapter, there are |tfa1l-back

positionsrr from the full statistical analysis, which may satisfy

those who find distasteful the possible abuse of inferential

statistics.
The first group of issues to be discussed in this chapter

concerns calibration anaLysis and its inplicat,ions.

Calibration Analysis

Advantaqes

Some of the advantages of calibration anal-ysis have been

mentioned already, however there may be others:

1- An estimate of rrtruetr values can be derived. In Chapter

4, it was mentioned that a real difference between two

behavioural samples can be identified if the obse:lrer-measured

difference is greater than the width of the confidence band for

that observer. It should be added that it is the width of the

band at the measured levels of behaviour that is the critical

value here, not the minimum or maximum width (although the

difference was not very substantial with the present data). It is

also possible to use the confidence intetrrals in a different way.

Starting from an observer-measured level of behaviour (i.e., a

value on the Y-axi-s in the calibration graphs) , a rrtruerr value

(i.e., value on X-axis) can be obtained with confidence

intervals. The X-value can be computed frorn the regression

equation for the obsenrer. The confidence intetnrals for the X-

value are the intervals as computed in Chapter 4 divided by the
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stope of the regression Iine.

To provide an exampler saY that Observer T measured hand

stereotlpy to be occurring for 4O s in a 15-min session, which

was not subject to an accuracy check. The questions are: L. What

is the best estimate of the X-value; and 2. What bounds of error

can be put on this estimate?

1. The regression eguation is Y = A + BX, therefore for a

given Y, )( = (Y - A) / B, where A is bias (i.e., intercept on Y-

axis) and B is slope. From Table 5 (Chapter 4), the values of A

and B (for observer T, hand stereotypy) are 6.86 and -95,

repectively. With Y at 40 s, X = 34.88 s.

2. The 95? confidence intervals around this estimate of X

can be derived by dividing the confidence intervals for Y by the

slope of the regression line. At X = 35 s, the intervals for Y

were approximately +- LO.z s, so the intervals for X were about'

10.7 s.

There is no information added by reporting data with qreater

precision than the derivational accuracy of the equipment used

(Foster & Cone, L986). fn other words, the Psion measured tinre in

seconds, not parts of a secondr so data should be rounded to the

Second. So When Observer T measured 40 s, the rrtruerr time was 35

s +- l-l- s. ff Observer F had measured 40 s, the corresponding

values are, 40 s +- 9 s. With Observer E, measured 40 s could be

transformed sinilarly to 40 s +- 24 s.

rt needs to be considered what rnight be done with these

rrtruerr valuesl lttruerr, in the sense that they have been derived
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from calibration analysis, not by exemplary rnethods. In the

present empirical study, all sample-sessions observed ttere

subjected to accuracy analysis. If the calibration method were

used to assess data quality in a real applied study, Iike that in

Appendix 2, not all observersr data would be so analysed. (If one

were to do so, there would have been no reason to enploy in vivo

observers). For the purpose of discussion' Iet us assume that 9

sessionsr data out of 34 sessions of a real study have been

analysed for ongoing observer calibration. We have 9 sessions

with observer-measured and true (criterion) data and 25 sessions

with observer-measured data only. There are several options open

for presentation of these data:

A. The observersr data could be presented graphically' along

with calibration graphs. [It can be noted here that only one

calibration graph (per behaviour per dimension of behaviour) need

be presented, with only one in vivo observer. If different

observers have observed on different sessions, a singrle composite

graph may sufficel. In this option, observer error contaninates

the presented data. It is the responsibifity of the consumer to

evaluate the effect of error in relation to the conclusions of

substantj-ve analYsis.

B. Criterion data could be plotted for the 9 sessions for

which these data are available and observer data for the other

sessions. Perhaps each type of data could be identified by a

d.ifferent type of data-point. Agrain, calibration graphs would

have to accompany the presented data to aid evaluation.

C. Again, the criterion data would be plotted for 9

sessions, but for the other 25 sessions, rrtruerr values, derived
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from the calibration analysis (as demonstrated above), could be

included. In this case the calibration graphs would not need to

be presented. ft is this option which seems to appeal to Johnston

and Pennypacker (L980). Systenatic observer error is removed from

the data before its presentation.

2. Random and systematic errors are differentiated. Random,

or uncontrolled, error is inirnical to scientific measurement

(e.g., Sidman, L960). Systematic errors of measurement rnay not be

troublesome (Johnston & Pennypacker, 1980). To explain with the

help of data presented in Chapter 4, transformed to rrtruer!

values: The observer with the most random error for recording

hand stereotypy r/ras Observer E, as that observerrs measurements

attracted the widest confidence intervals in estirnation of X-

values. The observer with the least amount of random error was

observer F. In ottrer words, Observer F was most precise, and

Observer E was least precise (Bragg, 19741. Systematic error is

measured by the slope of the calibration line, once bias has been

removed: A slope of 1.OO indicates the absenee of systematic

error; a slope greater than L.OQ indicates systematic over-

estimation; and, a slope of less than 1.OO corresponds to

systematic under-estimation. From Table 5 (Chapter 4), it can be

seen that, for hand stereotypy, the recording by Obsenrer F was

most subject to systenatic error, with a slope of .81-. That is,

this person produced records which were consistently biased

towards under-estimation of the total- duration of hand

stereotypy. Systematic error can be rernoved by the calibration

statistics, random error remaj-ns to contaminate the data. (These
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types of error will be discussed in more detail later) -

The most important dimension by which the guality of

observersr records may be judged is the error in estimating

rrtruerr values for the parameters of behaviours. As above, this

dimension is defined by: confidence interval for estimating Y,

divided by the slope of the calibration Iine. Mininisation of

both random and systematic error contribute to higher accuracy.

For measuring hand stereotypy, Observers F and T can be said to

be most accurate. However, distinctive styles of accuracy can be

identified. If Observer F could be said to be biased but precise,

Observer T was unbiased but less precise.

3. Calibration of observers mav be economical of resources.

If the neccesity of only one in vivo observer for a1l

observational sessions is accepted, there are obvious savings of

observer-time compared to the reguirement of two observers during

the traditional interobserver checks. In conducting the treatment

study (Appendix 21, three observers had to travel 40 km-

(University - Hospital - University) for each session (or pair of

sessions, when two were conducted in one afternoon). Sessions

could not be scheduled during mornings because there were no days

when any three observers were available at the same time.

Adnittedly, using two prirnary observers concurrently was unusual,

but, if we had planned to analyse accuracy (rather than

generalizability), the third would never have been required. The

point is that, given available human resources, it is likely to

be more economi-cal to use one less observer at a time.

It is true that observer-time must be used to obtain
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criterion measures, but this can be scheduled at a time (and j'n a

place) convenient to the observers. Although we spent many hours

creating criterion records, the necessity of this type of

criterion was questioned. I have no data to support the

contention that acquisition of accurate whole-session criteria is

less time-consuming than production of second-by-second criterion

records, but I suspect that this is so.

one of the compromises in measurement of behaviours,

explained in Chapter L, concerns the duration of observational

sessions. In fact, this was no problem in the study in Appendix

2, as the whole time-of-interest was included. However, in many

studies, the session durations are restricted by practical

considerations, such as availability of obserrers and observer

fatigue due to the requirements of the observational- protocol.

First, using one observer rather than two (concurrently)

increases the nurnber of observation-hours available. Second, I

strongly suspect, again in the absence of data, that continuous

recording is less fatiguing than traditional paper and pencil

methods. If so, observation sessions could be lengthened to

occupy a larger proportion of the facet of time'

The currently recommended rrbest practicerr for training

observers involves their repeated exposure to behavioural samples

until within-session agreement or accuracy reaches a certain

criterion for all dimensions-of-interest of all behaviours, say

8O&. Although it seems somewhat counter-intuitive, sufficient

(and relevant) accuracy criteria may be easier to achieve'

Perhaps time may be saved by calibrating observers, assessing

their consistent idiosyncrasies (systematic errors), and
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subsequently removing these errors (option C, above).

Disadvantages

The difficulties associated with continuous recording of

behaviours can create special problems for calibration analysis,

which may not arise when interobserver aglreement criteria are

used to evaluate data qua1itY.

:t - Definitions of behaviours. The behaviours measured in

Chapter 4 were not unusual examples of the classes of behaviour

measured in applied behaviour analysis. The complexity of the

definitions in Tab1e 1 varies across behaviours, e.9., Stop/No

(instructor verbal behaviour) was easily and unequivocally

defined as a discrete event, whereas the onset and offset of hand

stereotypy required considerable explanation. The latter example

will be discussed in some detail to itlustrate the problem, which

has been identified by other users of real-time recording (e.9.,

Simpsont L979; Springer, Brown, & Duncan, 1981").

Hand stereotypy was defined by t'wo general topographical

descriptions. The first type was of repetitive movements. The

second type was of hand placement in relation to parts of Johnrs

head. ft may be asked why these different topographical classes

were cornbined to form a rnixed definition. The reason was that the

treatrnent described in Appendix 2, manual guidance to task, was

thought likely to be most effective with stereotlpies involving

John I s hands - That is, the responses rltere combined into an

encompassing class of behaviour for clinical reasons. The second

type of stereotypy was not difficult to define and need be
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discussed no further. For repetitive movements, however,

particular difficulty arose in defining the onset of a bout. We

(the experienced observers and I) decided that three movements

was the minimum number required to define a bout. A rrperfectrl

observer v/ould have had to count three movements, then press G on

the Psion before the fourth, then press G again when the last

movement stopped. Such an observer would actually consistently

under-measure this behaviour, as the first three movements would

have been excluded from every measured bout. Fortunately, from a

measurement point of view, Johnts stereotyped repetitive hand and

arm movements were high freguency within bouts (about 10 per

second for finger movements, and about 5 per second for giross arm

movements) , thus the trmissingrr three movements were unlikely to

bias duration measurement when the recording equipment had a

derivational accuracy of one second.

With the headshaking stereotypy, another recorded behaviour

defined as possessing duration, the rronset problemrr was more

pronounced. The freguency of a complete cycles (facing front -

facing left facing front - facing right facing front) $Ias

lower than witn repetitive hand stereotypy, at about one cycle

per second. Therefore, one or two seconds would have been lost

from every bout (minirnally three seni-cycles) by the perfect

observer. euite often, the instructor was able to intervene with
rstopr before the fourth semi-cycle. For these bouts, the perfect

observer would not record the bout as having occurred at all.

The definitional problems associated with headshaking were

exacerbated by a low amplitude (about L5 degrees, side to side) '
Iow frequency (about 1-,5 to 2 seconds per cycle) tremor which was
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observed in some sessions. This tremor had the same movements as

headshaking, although slower. The tremor was less invariant in

arnplitude than headshaking, and may have had an entirely

different motivation, perhaps organic. We found extreme

difficulty when atternpting to differentiate these movements while

transcribing the criterion records. This resulted in the obtained

disagreements for headshaking when four criterion records were

checked.

The difficulties introduced by difficult-to-define onsets

and offsets and ill-defined discrimination between responses are

not peculiar to continuous recording. However, other researchers

may find (as f did) that these problerns are exaggerated when

producing the criterion records or exemplary measures to obtain

the true values of behavioural dimensions required by accuracy

calibration.

2. Systematic and random errors. As outlined earlier,

systematic errors can be identified by calibration analysis. It

nay be recalled that the problems of observer drift, bias,

cheating, collusion, and expectation have been identified as

particular problems when interobserver agreement is used as the

sole measure of data quality (e.9., Kazdin, L977) - These

(Iargely) systematic errors rnay be reduced when obselrrers have

been told that their accuracy can be checked. The error remaining

can, potentially, be removed by calibration.

Randorn errors can cause special problems in continuous

recording, i.e., there are specific types of observer errors

which result from observer-computer interaction. Some of these
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errors were inforrnally identified during the course of the

studies: L. Pressing wronq keyt 2, Forgetting to turn continuous

code offi 3. Holding key down, resulting in rnultiple entries; 4.

Pressing key for on and off for a discrete code; 5. Treating a

continuous key as if the corresponding behaviour ltere discrete;

and, 6. Detaying or anticipating the start of a session. of

course, it is possible that these errors could become systematic

if not identified during pre-baseline training.

These errors may be identified by the experimenter if

within-session accuracy is monitored by observer/criEerion record

contingency tables. Another suitable method night be to plot a

cumulative record of observersr responses' together with a

cumulative record of criterion protocols (e.g., Bass & Aserlind,

r-e84 ) .

3. Permanent records that are reqluired for the type of

accuracy analyses demonstrated may be very much easier to

require, than to produce, i.e., rreasier said than donerr. These

archival rnaterials must be of sufficient guality that exemplary

methods of measurement may be applied to them.

The criterion records that were produced for the present

studies were of behaviours which seemed to be permanently

recorded with sufficient quality. As explained above, headshaking

turned out to be an exception. The camera angle, face on to

subject, did not permit accurate measurement of the amplitude of

lateral head movements. Tt rnay have been neccessary to position a

camera directly above John, facing down at the top of his head,

if such measurenent had been considered essential.
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Seeley and Brozoski (l-989) have described a l-aboratory

application for definition and measurement of stereotYpy, which

may have potential for applied use. They used a computer to

analyse videotapes of behaviour. The computer ttas programmed to

distinguish between the normal movements and stereotyped

novements of rats following adninistration of an amphetamine.

If the accuracy of recording of the whole range of

behaviours recorded in the Appendix L treatment study had been

contemplated, probably no single video record could have been of

sufficient quality. Perusal of the types of behaviours measured

(Table 1(a), in Appendix 2) can suggest particular difficulties.

Mouthing and nosing were hard to detect in vivo, but, for a

permanent record, may have required extreme close-up videotaping

to see small objects being placed in the mouth. Auditorily

detected responses were obscured by environmental noise and not

adeguately measureable from the vj-deotapes. Noise stereotypies

and teeth-grinding may have been recorded by a small cordless

microphone, attached to Johnrs clothes. Hov/ever, the forner

behaviour produced sounds considerably louder than the latter,

suggesting difficulties in measuring both behaviours with the

same sensitivity. An overarching problem with these two

behaviours vras that they were defined in terms of their effeet on

the observersf auditory perceptual skills. A criterion record

witn behaviours defined differently just would not be comparable

to the in vivo recording. other behaviours originally recorded in

the treatment study can be seen to have similar problerns, as far

as potentially adeguate permanent records are concerned.

It can be explained now why the original treatment study
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recordings by observers were not subjected to accuracy analysis.

Even the most visually obvious stereotlpy (hand) could be

confused with another behaviour, despite close examination of

videotapes (e.9., held on a single frarne). Sometimes John mouthed

the paln or back of his hand. fn vivo observers could move to see

whether he was doing that (mouthing), or just holding his hand

there (hand stereotypy). In the criterion records, all responses

of this type of topography were included as hand stereotypy. So,

again, criterion definitions were necessarily different from the

in vivo definitions, leading to incomparability. As briefly

mentioned before, my origj-nal intention had been to conduct a

generalizability analysis of the in vivo data, in which case

these minute definitional problems would have been subsumed by

random observer error.

A strong reconmendation to others atternpting accuracy

analysis is that these definitional problems be eliminated before

baseline recordings are started. r suggest that the experimenter

and all observers cooperate to ensure that permanent records are

adeguate for all behaviours recorded. Further, definitions of

behaviours need to be applicable to both in vivo and criterion

recording. Again, cooperation with observers seems essential to

ensure that definitions are sufficiently specific.

4. Availabilitv of software. Some software is now

commercially available

behavioural data (e.9.,

for recording and summarising real-time

Cornrnunitech fnternational, Inc.l) . It was

' 425 Fisk Avenue, DeKalb, rL 60LL5, usA.
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not available before these studies were completed. Although their

software would have been useful for the treatment study (if

convertible frorn Epson to Psion protocol), it cannot perform

accuracy analyses. An1ruay, one could hardly expect highly

specialised software to be available for possibly controversial

research apptications (Chapter 4 and Appendix 3). The point is,

at present, if researchers wish to perform accuracy analyses,

they need to write their own softwarer os I didr or enploy

someone to write it.

Accuracy Analysis by observer Calibration: Summary

The application of instrument calibration methods can bring

behavioural measurement into line with other natural sciencesr dS

far as data guatity assessment is concerned. This cross-science

integration can be viewed as a necessary adjunct to the adoption

of universal units of measurement, which has been facilitated by

computer-assisted continuous recording.

Although some practical advantages to researchers have been

identified, there are disadvantages too. The greatest potential

difficulties exist in the definition of behaviours of interest

and the requirement for adequate permanent records from

observational sessions. These two problems interact, i.e-, a

behaviour analyst can not deal with these issues separately.

The technical requirements for pennanent records of many

behaviours may be so overwhehning that researchers may find it

worthwhile to invest their resources in automated recording
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equipment. Even if that course is chosen, calibration of the

eguipment is stiIl necessary. The method demonstrated in this

dissertation may be suitable for that purpose.

The effect of permanent record-rnaking eguipment on the

behaviours of subjects of direct observation must be considered.

In the present study, the subject did not seern to be aware of a

video camera placed 4 m in front of him. He had been videoed

often previously, and his visual deficits probably reduced

reactivity to such obtrusive observation. Further, it rnust be

recognised that segregated institutions for people with

intellectual handicaps are relatively hospitable to the type of

intensive observations conducted. Whether such intrusion by

equipment would be tolerated by other subjects, or their peers,

in other naturalistic settings is guestionable. To exemplify the

point, by way of a contrast, f recently assisted in a study which

involved the direct observation of socia]. behaviours of clients

in the cafeteria of an adult rehabilitation centrez. observers

(arned only with pencil and paper) were intinidated by non-target

clients, even though the latter had been told that they were not

being directly observed, ot spied on, or psychoanalysed. The

effect of one video camera, let alone a flock of them, to at'tenpt

an accuracy analysis may have resulted in the study (or the

observers) being prematurely terrninated! fn other words, the

practical implications of a general demand for accuracy analysis,

as undertaken in the present study, ildY prejudice applications of

z This was
project conducted
the Auckland
unpublished).

a graduate applied behaviour analysis term
by Ms. He1en Lowes and Mr. John Thorburn from

University Psychology Department (1989,
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applied behavl,our analysis i.n some settings-

f wou!.d LLke to predict that apptr.led behavLour analysts witlr

a conc€rn for the scientific aspects of the field wilL see the

p:.esent studies aft an attenpt at a wOrthwtril.e step torards

coneeptuaL unificatlon of behaviour with other natur.a, phenomena'

Eo the oontra,ry, behavtsutan teghnologists nigbt take tbe vl.ev

that calLhratLon methods ri. . . may be di.smissed as faLrly

cumbefEone, tLne'-coneunJ.ng, and technJ.oal.Ly pretentioqsrr, to

quo ,e, adnittedllt' out of context, RoJahn and Kanoy (1985' p.

LAZ).
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APPENDIX 1-

Cornputer Programmes

Notes

The progranmes listed in this appendix provide sarnples onlv

of the general types written for this dissertation. Except for

the prograrnmes called John and Input, different versions were

produced for the two observer groups, in which case only one, or

the other, version has been listed.. It may not need mentioning

(because it will be obvious to progranming cogniscenti), but

these progranmes rrere written to be functional in the context of

the data collected.: Neither eleg:ance, nor interpretability to

others, was considered. For examPle, there are some totally

irrelevant (non-functional) staternents in rnany progranmes, which

remained after the editing of previous versions.

The Psion data collection progranme, John, was written in

OPL (Organiser Programming Language). AII other listed programmes

were written j.n GWBAStrC. BASIC programmes hlere run under MS DOS

(ver 3.2) on a Cleveland 640 K PC with twin 5 L/4 inch disk

drives.
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Index to Progranmes

John

Input. .

Baspar

Feedback

B3print. .

Durio. .

Disio. .

DV4.

Linreg
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John

JOHN:
cr,oBAL rs$ ( 3 ), A$ ( 1), B$ (2),H2, M8, S8, Alt, A2*, A3?, A48, A5?,A68, A7 Z,

A8*, A9?, ALO*, A1l-8, AL?Z, Al"3t
START: :
cLs
PRINT NINPUT SESS NO.II
INPUT B$
CREATE ilA. r+ilBNrr+B$ rAr A$ r H8 rM8 r S*
POKEB $O07C,O
CLS:PRINTTT G l{ S R rr

DO
CODIN::
A.A$=691'9
IF A.A$:116rr AND A6?=0; AT 3r2z PRINTTT*II' A68=1
ELSEIF A.A$=rt6rr AIID A6?:1: AT 3,2t PRINT rr no A6?=0
ELSEIF A.A$=tt14rr AND A10?=0: AT 7,2t PRINTTT*II' AlO?:1-
ELSEIF A.A$:tt14rr AND Al-O8=1: AT 7,22 PRINTIT rr: A1OS:0
ELSEIF A.A$=ttgtr AND A11t=0: AT 9,2: PRINTTT*II' A1Lt=L
ELSEfF A.A$:ttgrr AND Al-l-?=L: AT 9r2t PRINTIT rr: AL18:O
EI,SEIF A.A$:II3II. AT 1.3,2: PRINT'I*N' PAUSE 5: AT L3,2' PRINTII II

ELSEIF A.A$:rr/rr; PRINT'tEND|!
ELSE GOTO CODIN::
ENDIF
A.H*:HOUR
A. M*=MINUTE
A. S*:SECOND
APPEND
UNTIL A.A$:n7r
cLs
PRINTIITHE ENDII
CI,oSE
POKEB $0O7C,5
PAUSE 50: STOP
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Input

10 BEM pe-organlser ProglraDme: RE!{ CA'LIrED ||:INtr'ItEn

ios cr,slFRrNrrrrixs pioofralstE rs ro rRAN'sFER DATA f"nold psiow to MrcRo-col'tPurER
RINT,:PRITIT
110 DeI'sfR A-F;DEftrNf v-z
3 00 Rs2 329=rr g6" n t2 0o r N, 8' 1. CS65535 r DS55535 t|

4Oo Z$=GHR$(47)3S8D! EoF ctIARAcTER is ase 26
ro,oo i,rr,r8 ixputunurtR FrLts NAIIE ----e-gl" BilCG' x;jFILE$

13gg 11914 **:t &gAD FfI/E FItOlf PSION'
15OO f=OTDEII I"$ (,1OOOo)
1600 OPEN lR'| ,2,!.A.:[+EIIJE9,z
1'650 FIELD 2:1 1 AS A, 2 AS B, 2 AS C' Z AS D

1?,0-O OFUN 8$2329 r,'aR rNPta ASs3
rzso pRxntnRe*ov lro REcEflXA DATA I.ROM PStrON NOWrr

1800 r:r+1:rllPur*3,r,$(f ) :rF tjEFtg(L$(I) ,1)'=Z$ TIIEN 1900
La10 GoTo laoo
LgOO PRINTTTSAIIING llro FILETI ;FII;E$
20oo roB x=tr so r:Ls8T A=r,EFT$ (L$ (X),X) :LSFq EFltKrs(vAL{}tID$(I.,$!Il r3,2) ) )
io,os ir crrr(B)<ro EIIE!{ r,sET e=Msrg(vALG{rDsF"$(x) ,3,21)) ! Goro 2o1o
2007 LsEf G=MKr$ (VAr,(l'IrDg (r,$ (& , 5,2) ) )
2o1o LS.ET D=I{KI$ (VAL(RIGI.{T9 (, S (X) ,2) ) )
2020 PUT 2,XTNEXT X
2100 GgTO 3300
25OO REl! ** ** SEND-FILE TO PSf.Ql'r PROGRAIII{XI l{gEDED HERE

3300 crosE
3350 PRINT'ra1I d,oherr :El{D
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Baspar

].0 REM ilBASPAR-- BASIC PARAMETERS COMPUTATION
110 DEFSTR A-F:DEFINT M-S,U-Z:DEFSNG T!DIM lI(26'2O0):DfM Np6)zDfM O(26'200):
Q(26) :DIM R(L000) :DIM s(10o0) :DIM U(200)

looo CLS:PRINTilBasic parameters of R, G, S in CRITERIONSiI
l-1-50 PRfNT:LINE INPUT'TENTER CRITERION FILE fD, e.9.01,19 >>>rrtFILE2:PRINT
1L60 INPUT"ENTER REcoRD NO. , E. G. I ' LB rr i 23
1300 GOSUB 15000
15OO OPEN',R|t,1,!rA:BASPPI'I:FfELD 112 AS FILEIDT2 AS AFR,4 AS AIR' 2 AS AIHI2 A
IL:REM *** FILEID :+ Or S-FILE, AfR=# OF Rs, AIR : AV. TRT FOR R, AIH = HIGHE
IRT FOR R, AIIF LOWEST IRT FOR R
1600 LSET FILEID=FILE2: LSET AFR=MIGS (a (18) )
17OO FoR X:0 To a(18)-2:REM ***IRT FoR R STARTS
1?50 U (x) :o (l-8, X+L) -O (l-8, X) : PRINT X,O ( L8, X),O (18, X+1), U (X) :REM U (X) s ARE IRTS
1760 NEXT X
l-8OO UL:91-o:FOR Y:O TO X-l:U=U+U(Y) :IF U(Y)>UH THEN UH=U(Y)
l-810 IF u(Y)<UL THEN UL=U(Y)
L82O U(Y)=0:NEXT Y:PRINT 'THIGHEST = trllJl{;rr IPWEST -tt;ULirr MEAN =tt;U/X
19oO LSET AIR=MKSS p/X) :LSET AIH=MKI$(UH) :LSET AIL=MKI$ (UL)
2000 U=0:UL:91-0:UH=O
25OO FIELD L,L2 AS AZ,2 AS AFG,2 AS ADG,2 AS ADGH,2 AS ADGL,4 AS AIG,2 AS AIG
AS AIGL:REM *** AFG=# OF G ONS, ADG:TOT. DUR'N OF G' ADGH=HIGIIEST fNDIV. DIrR

OF G,ADGI.FLOWEST DUR'N, AIG=AV. TRT OF G,AIGH=HIGHEST INDIV IBT, AIGL = LOWES

ET
2600 FOR X=O TO a(7)-1 STEP 2:IF O(7,X+1):O OR O(7,X+1)>900 THEN O(7,X+1)=tQQ
26Lo IF o(7,x+1)=o(7,X+2) THEN U(x/21=-1
2620 v(x/2):1+u (x/2)+(o(7 ,x+1) -o(7,X) ) :PRINT X/2,o(7 ,X) ,o(7,x+l) 'u(X/2):REM 

*
u(x/2) ARE DURATTONS
2700 NEXT x
2800 FoR Y:o To (x/2)-L:U=U+U(Y);IF U(Y)>UH THEN UH=U(Y)

3333 li"yjXl;:lrt$:X.YffiYjllutio'" '(c) =HrGHEsr - n;uHin LowESr: ";uL;" MEA
t'i \I/ (X/2) t r! TOT DUR'N - tr;U
29oo- LS'ET AFG=MI(I$ (Y) : LSET ADG=MI(I$ (U) : LSET ADGH=MKI$ (UH) : LSET ADGL=MKIS (UL)
2910 U=o:UL:9L0:UH=O:FOR X:l To Q(7)-2 STEP 2

2920 tJ ( (x-1) /2):(o (7,x+1) -o(7 ,x) ) :PRINT (x-I)/2,o(7 , X) ,o(7,x+1) ,U( (x-l-) /21zRE
** U(X/2) ARE IBTS
2930 NEXT X
2940 FoR Y=0 To (x/2)-2:U:U+U(Y):rF U(Y)>UH THEN UH=u(Y)
2950 IF U(Y)<UL THEN UIFU(Y)
2960 U (Y)=O:NEXT Y:PRfNT[Inter-bout tines (G) HIGHEST = rr'UH'rr LOWEST= "iULi

MEAN =rr i v/ ((x-Ll/2)
2970 LSET AIG=MKS9 (U/ ( (X_T-) /2) ) Z LSET AIGH=MKI$ (UH) : LSET AIGL=MKI$ (UL)
2980 U:0:UIF9l.0:UH:O
35OO FIELD 1,28 AS A21,2 AS AFS,z AS ADS,2 AS ADSH,2 AS ADSL,4 AS ArS,2 AS Ar
2 As AI5L:REM *** AFS=# OF S ONS, ADS:TOT. DUR,N OF S/ ADSH:HTGHEST INDIV. DU

OF STADSL=LOWEST DUR'N, AIS=AV. fRT OF S,AISH:HfGHEST INDMRT, AISL = LOWE

IRT
3600 FOR X=0 TO O(19)-1 STEP 2:IF O(19,X+L)=0 OR O(19,X+l-)>900 THEN O(19,X+l')
0
3620 U(X/2)=(O(L9,X+1)-O(19,X)):PRINT X/2,O(19,X),O(19,X+L) ,U(X/2);f,f,ltf *** [J(

) ARE DURATIONS
3700 NEXT X
38oo roR Y:0 To (X/2)-]-:U=U*U(Y):Ir U(Y)>ItH THEN UH=U(Y)
3820 IF U(Y)<UL THEN UI-FU(Y)
3830 U(Y)=O:NEXT Y:PRlNT'rDurations (S) HIGHEST - tt;!J!llrr LOWEST=rr,'UL;rr MEA

" i V/ (x/2) i rr ToT DUR'N - rr,'u

39oO- LSET AFS=MKr$(Y) :LSET ADs:MKr$(U) :LSET ADSH=MKIS (UH) ;I"SET ADSL:MKrS(UL)
3910 U:O:UIFglO:UH=O:FOR X=l To Q(]-9)'2 STEP 2

3g2o V( (x-1) /2):(o(l-9,x+1)-o(19,X) ):PRINT (x-I)/2,o(L9,X),o(19,X+l-) 'v((X-l)/2EM *** U(X/z) ARE IBTS
3930 NEXT X
3940 FOR Y=0 TO (x/2')-2:U=U*U(Y):rF U(Y)>UH
3950 IF U(Y)<UL THEN UIFU(Y)

THEN uH:U(Y)

3960 U(Y):0:NEXT Y:PRINTilfnter-bout times (s)
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Baspar (cont)

MEAN -", v/ ((X-L')/2)
396s rF u=0 THEN i'sri ars=r'li(s$(o):LsET ArsH:MKr$(0):LSET ArsrFMKr$(0):Goro 39

3e70 LSET ArS=MKS$ (U/ ( (x-1) /2)):Lssr arsH=MKI$ (UH) :LSET AISIFMKIS (UL)

3980 U=0:UI;910:UH=O
3990 GOTO 5000
4OOO LpRINTTFILEID - r';FILEID:LpRINT"R/N TOT. - n;CVI(AfR):LPRINTIAV. IRT (R)
rr;cVS(AIR):LPRINTIHI IRT (R) = tr;CVI(AfH):LPRINTI'IO IRT (R) = rrtCVI(AIL)
4oLo LpRINTtrc oNS - ';CVIieic):LpRINTnc ToT. DUR.- n;CVI(ADG):LPRINTT HI DUR

=rr;cvl(ADGH) :LpRINT'ILo oun (bl =rriCVI(ADGL) :LPRINTI'AV IRT (G) = rr iCVS(AIG) :L
NT''HI fnf C: n;CVI(AIGH):LPRINT"LO IRT G -rriCvI(AIGL)
4O2o LpRINT'IS ONS -'rr;cVi (A1lS) :LPRINTtrS ToT. DUR-- n,'CVf (ADs) :LPRINT* Hf DUR

-tr;cvr(ADSH):LpRrNT"Lo DUR (3; :";cVI(ADSL):LPRTNT'|AV rRT (s) = rr;cvs(Ars):r,
NTilHI fnt S: ['CVI(AISH):LPRfNTILO IRT S - I;CVf(AISL)
5000 PUT 1,23
8000 CLOSE:STOP
12OOO OPEN xRrr,2rttBzSLrr+FILE1,7: FIELD 2, L AS A' 2 AS B, 2 AS C' 2 AS D: X=2

12050 cB'T 2,x:r=ivr(D)+(cvr(c) *60)+(cvr(B) *3Go0) :Tt=o:AL=srR$(cvr(B) 1+tr n*srR

vI (c) 1+n r+STR$ (CVr (D) ) +" rr: P=ASC (A) -64 :GOTO l'30OO
L2500 x=X*liGET 2,x:ti=cvl(D)+(CVI(C)*60)+(CVI(B)*3600)-T:IF TL<O THEN TL=Tl*
12550 P:ASC(A)-64:IF T1>900 GoTo 140oo
L256O REM ***IF A=rrNtr THEN LPRINT A,Tl
13OOO IF P:-17 GOTo 14000
13100 M(P,N(P) )=Tr:N(P):N(P)+L:GoTo 12s00
t4ooo cLosE:pRrNTlMniBiR oF coDEs INPUT FRoM r"FILEli'r WAS niX-1: FoR X=l To

M(XIN(X))=tT:NEXTX:RETURN:REM***ENDOFINPUTFOROBSl
fsdob 9p!i1 rrgn,2,ttBisrt+FILE2,7t FIF'LD 2, 1 AS A, 2 As B, 2 As c, 2 AS D: X=2

r.505o GET 2,x:T=ilvr(D)+(cvr(c)*60)+(cvr(B)*3500):Tl-=0:A2=srR$(cvr(B))+rr n+srR

VI(C) )+rt r'+sTR$(CVI(D) )+" tr:P=ASC(A)-64:GoTo 19090
rssob-X=X*1:GET 2,xiri-cvr(D)+(cvr(c)*60)+(cvr(B)*3600)-T:rF T1<o rHEN T1=T1*
15550 P=ASC(A)-64!IF T1>9o0 GoTO 17000
15550 REM ***IF A:trG'I THEN LPRINT'A;T1 =

159OO IF P:L4 THEN P=18
16000 fF P:-17 GOTO 1-7OOO

16L00 o(P,Q(P) )=TJ':Q(P)=Q(P)+1:Goro 15500
17ooo cLosEipRINTuNutiBiR <jr copes INPUT FRoM t';FILE2i'r wAS tt;X-L: FoR X=l To

o(x,Q(X)):Tr:NEXT X:RETURN:REM *** END Or INPUT FOR CRITERION
zotioil roi x=o ro r: rF R(x)=l AND s(x)=o oR R(x)=2 AND s(x):1 oR R(x)=l AND s

=2 THEN PRINT X
20010 NEXT X:STOP
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Feedback

10 REM ]IFEEDBACKII

1OO REM *** THIS PROGRAMME PROVIDES SUMMARY I/O AGREEMENT STATS FOR PATD OBSE

RS PSION DATA vs. CRITERION --- usEs REPP',S METHOD FOR 1ST' 15 MINS' DOES LEV

TO +7 BY I SEC STEPS, STORES AGREEMENT ON ||A:PAGDISTTilA:PONDISI,rrAlPOFFDIStr

110 DEFSTR A-F:DEFINi M-S,U-z:DEFsNG T:DIM M(26,2oo):DIM N(26):DIM o(25,200):
0 (25) : DIM R( LOOO) : DrM S ( iOoo) : DrM t"rl (26, 2OO) : DIM 01 (26,2OO) : D1pt AG (48)

1OOO CLs:pRlNT.Inter-observer agreement estirnates comparing in vivo OBS'R 1 tt
CRITERTON
lLoo PRINT: LINE INPUTilENTER FILE NAME FOR OBSERVER 1, €.9., c6 >>>tr;FILEI
1,150 PRINT:],INE INPUT''ENTER SA}4PLE NO. FOR CRITERION RECORD' E'9'O]-'19 >>>IIiF
2: PRINT
].160 INPUT]IENTER SAMPLE NO. ' 

E.G. ).' 
'g'I;231200 GOSUB 12000

l-300 GosuB l-5000
L350 DATA R,STOP/NO
1360 DATA END,Z,'G,HANDS,M,HEADSHAKE'S,SITTING,END'Z: REM *** ORDERED LIST OF

ATION CODES
L37O DATA G,HANDS,M,HEADSHAKETS'SITTING,END'Z: REM *** oRDERED LIST OF DIJRATI

CODES
14OO REM *** I/O AG FOR DISCRETE CODES STARTS HERE

L4O5 y4=O:OPEN 'pii,1,rrA:PAGDISrrrT6:FIELD L,4 AS FILEID,2 AS AR1 ,2 AS AR2r2 AS

i,z es AN2:F9R X=o T6 15:FIELD L,(L2+(x*4)) As Az, 4 As AG(x):NEXT X

1406 LSET FILEID:FILEI+FIIE2
1409 PRINTII/O "gtE..""t 

estimates for DISCRETE CODES based on Maclean et al'
:pRrNT:pRrNT',oBsinvnn l FrtE rs fiFrLEl;tr cRrrERroN REcoRD rs ";FrLE2:PRTNT:P
irpnillr"coDErr, r'# 01', '# cRrr. x, xa AGREEMENT (+ ? sEcs. ) I'tPRrNT

L41O FoR Z:1 TO 26: READ A'B:IF A-rrENDrr GOTO 3000
1420 P=ASC (A) -64 :T=900
1430 LSET AR1:MKr$(N(ts)):LSET AR2:MKIS(O(r.8)):LSET ANI.=MKI9(N(1-4)):LSET AN2=

s(o(14) )
L440 FOR V:O To 7
14sO FoR X=0 To N(P)-L
1460 FoR ?l:u To Q(P)-1
1455 rF 01(P,w)=8888 THEN L49o
L47O rF O(P,W)<M(P,X)-V THEN l-49o
l-47s rF o(P,w)>M(P,X) THEN 149s
1480 R=R*i :ltrip,X)=88e8 :01 (P'W):8888 :U=W+l:GOTO l-495
t-490 NEXT w
r.495 NEXT X
15OO FOR X=0 TO N(P)-1:IF Ml-(P,X)<>8888 TIiEN S=S*1
1-505 NEXT X
1s10 FoR X:0 To Q(P)-1:IF 0L(P,X)<>8888 THEN S=S+l-

1515 NEXT X
isiz -ir N(p)=s AND e(p):o THEN pRrNT A,nNEvER usED'r:LSET AG(Y4)=!rKS$(99se):Y4
+1:GOTO L900
1520 PRINTT,' !ArN(p),e(p), :PRINT USING "###. ##" ; (R/ (R+S) ) *100, :PRINT'l
v
1s4O LSET AG(Y4):MKS$( (R/(R+S) ) *100):Y4=Y4+1
1900 U=0:U1=0:R=0:S-0
1995 FOR X=O TO N(P):M]-(P,X)=O:NEXT X:FOR X=O TO

].999 NEXT Z:REM *** END OF DISCRETE CODES

3OOO PUT L,Z3:CLOSE
3OO2 Y4:O:dPENI'R'"1.,I'A:PONDISN,118:FIELD 1, 4 AS

M1 ,2 AS AyI2,2 AS AS1,2 AS AS2:FOR X=0 TO 23:FIELD

Q(P) :01 (P,X)=0:NEXT X:NEXT V

FILEID,2 AS AG].,2 AS AG2,2 A
1, (L6+(X*4) ) AS AZr4 AS AG(

NEXT X
3OO4 LSET FILEID=FILEI-+FILE2
3006 tsET AGl:MKr$ (N(7)/z\:LSET AG2=MKI$ QQI/2):ISET A}II=MKIS(N(13) /21rl'sEt
=MKr$ (A (r.3 ) /2) zLSET AS1=}1KIS (N (r-e) /2) '-LsE! AS2=MKI$ Q(re) /2\
3oo8 FoR z=t ro 2d:READ A,B:iF'e-n'ENo" coro sooo:REM *** srART DURATTON coDEs

3010 P=ASC(A) -64 :T=9oo
3O4O FoR V:O TO 7
3O5o FoR X:0 To N(P)-L STEP 2

3O5O FOR W=U TO a(P)-1 STEP 2

3055 IF oL(P,w):8888 THEN 3090
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Feedback (cont)

3070 IF O(P,W)<M(P,X)-V THEN 3o9O
3075 rF O(P,W)>M(P,X) THEN 3095
3o80 R:R+L:Ml. (P,X) =8888:OJ- (P,ll)=8888 :U=W+2 :GOTO 3095
3090 NEXT W

3095 NEXT X
45oo FoR X=0 TO N(P)-1 STEP 2:IF M1(P,X)<>8888 THEN S:S+L
4505 NEXT X
4510 FOR X=0 TO Q(P)-1 STEP 2:IF 01(P,X)<>8888 THEN S=S*1
451"5 NEXT X
4s17 rF N(P)=9 AND Q(P)=o THEN PRrNT A,trNEVER USED|':LSET AG(Y4)=MKs$(9999):Y4
+1:GOTO 49O0
4520 PRINTTT'r iArN (P) /2,Q(P)/2, :PRINT USING "###. ##", (R/ (R+s; 1 *1gq
4s4o LSET AG(Y4)=MKs9( (R/ (R+s) ) *100) :Y4=Y4+1
4900 U:0:Ul:O:R:0:S=0
4995 FoR X=o To N(P):M]. (P,x;=6:NEXT X:FoR X=o To Q(P):01(P,x)=0:NEXT X:NEXT V
4999 NEXT Z:REM *** END OF DURATION ONS
5000 PUT L,Z3ICLOSE
5002 U:l:Y4=0'OPENIR|I,1-,trA:PoFFDISrr,l].g:FIELD ].' 4 AS FILEfD'2 AS AGl,2 AS AG
AS 4141.,2 AS Ay!2,2 AS ASL,2 AS ASz:FOR X=O TO 23:FIELD 1, (16+(X't4) ) AS AZ,4 A

G(x):NEXT x
5o04 LSET FfLEID:FILEL+FfLE2
so06 IsET AGI:MKI$ (N(7)/2):LSET AG2=MKI$ Q(7)/2):LSET AMI=MKI$(N(r.3) /2) zLSEt
=MKr$ rc(]-3) /2): LSET ASI=MKI$ (N (]-e) /2) zLsE.T' AS2-MKIS Q(Lg') /2)
5OOg FOR Z=1 TO 26:READ A,B:fF A:rrENDrr GOTO 70OO:REM *** START DURATION CODES

5o1o P:Asc (A) -54 :T:9OO
5040 FoR v=0 TO 7
5050 FoR X:l To N(P)-1 STEP 2
5060 FoR W=U To a(P)-1 STEP 2
5055 IF oL(P,W)=8888 THEN 5090
5o7o rF o(P,w) <M(P,X) -V THEN 5O9o
5075 rF O (P,W) >M(P,X) THEN 5095
5080 R:R+L:MI (P,X) =8888 :O1- (P,W) =8888 :U:W+2 :GOTO 5095
5090 NEXT W

5095 NEXT X
5500 FOR X=l TO N(P)-1 STEP 2:IF Ml-(P,X)<>8888 THEN S=S*l-
5505 NEXT X
5510 FOR X:l TO O(P)-1 STEP 2:IP ol(P,X)<>8888 TIIEN S=S+1
5515 NEXT X
5517 IF N(P):6 AND Q(P)=o THEN PRINT A,TTNEVER USED'|:LSET AG(Y4)=MKS$(9999):Y4
+L:GoTo 5900
5520 PRrNl'tt ttlA,N(P)/2,Q(P)/2,:PRTNT USrNG "###. ##" i (n7 (R+S) ) *19s
s540 LSET AG (Y4):MKS$ ( (R/ (R+S) ) *100) :Y4=Y4+1
5900 U:l:Ul-O:R-0:S=O
5995 FoR X=0 To N(P):ML(P,X)=0:NEXT X:FoR X=0 To Q(P):oL(P.X)=o:NEXT x:NExT V
5999 NEXT Z:REM *** END OF DI,IRATION OFFS
7000 PUT L,Z3zCLOSE:SToP
8000 sToP
9450 FoR W=o TO Q(P)-1:IF O(P,W)<V OR o(P,X)>T-V THEN GoTO 9495
9460 foR X=U To N(P)-l-:IF M(Prx)<v oR M(P,x)>T-v THEN GoTo 9490
9465 IF M1(P,W)=8888 THEN 9490
9470 rF M(P,X) <O(P,W) -V THEN 9490
9475 rF M(P,X)>O(P,W)+V THEN 9495
9480 R=R+1:Ml(P,X)=8889 :01 (P,W):8888 :U-X+l:GOTO 9495
9490 NEXT X
9495 NEXT W

9500 RETURN 1500
12000 OPEN rrR'r,2,ttA?BN'r+FILELrT: FIELD 2, I AS A, 2 AS B, 2 AS C, 2 AS D: X=2
12050 GET 2, X: T=CVI (D) + (CVI (C) *50) + (CVr (B) *3 600) : T1=0 :AI=STR$ (CVI (B) ) +n il+STR

VI (C) 1+rr tt*STR$ (cvl (D) ) +u r'P=ASC (A) -64: GoTo 13000
12500 X=X*L:cET 2,X:TI=CVI(D)+(cVI(c) *60)+(cVI(B) *3600)-T:IF TL<O THEN T1=T1+
12s50 P-ASC(A)-54:rF T1>900 GOTO l-4000
12560 IlEl,I ***LPRINT ArT1,
12900 IF P=L4 THEN P:18
13000 IF P=-17 GOTO L4000



151

Feedback (cont)

13100 !I(F,![(P) )==Tl rN(P] =N(F)*1::eoT@ 125oO
1{000 CIoSE:FRII{T'|N!'uBER or CoDES fNPUtr FRoi{ nlFILEi;r' WAS r;x-trr FoR t(=t fo
U(X,N(X)!=T1:NEXT X:RETURN:REM *** END OF INPUT FoR OBS 1

15000 OPEN rRrrr.2rrB:SF+FII,B2r7: FIELD 2,, L As Ar 2 3,S B, 2 AS C, 2 A5 D: X=2
15050 GE;I zrX:T:cVr(D)+(Cvr(c)*60)+(cvl(B)*3600)3T1=O:A2=S3R$(CvI(B))+" tr+glrR
VI(Cl1+tt ||*aER$(CVI(,D) )+u 'r:tsASe (A}-64:G.sjo 16000
15500 x=rtc+L!GET 2',X;TL*e\tE(D)+(CVr(c)*60r)+(e\rl(B)*3500)-T:rF T1<O fEEN Tt41+
15550 P=AS,C(A)-5/ttItr' T1>900 GOTO 17000
15560 IIEM *'**IF A=rcn lf,HEN LPRINT A,Ti
L59g0 IF P=14 ||[BEN P=1rS
15000 fF P:-17 Gollo 17000
16100 o(PrQ(P) )-T1tQ(P)=A($+1:cOTo 1s5oo
i7OO0 CITOSE:PRfNI0NUMBER OF CODES fNP0lf FROII r!;,FILE2;rt WAS rriX-l: .FOR X=l !O
O(X,Q(X)):T1:NEXT X:RETURN:REM *** END OF INPUII FOR, CR,ITERTON

20000 FoR x=o 30 T3 rF R(x),=1 AtrID 8(X)=O OR R(X)=Z AI|D S(X)=r- OR R(X)=t AND S
-2 IIEEN PRTNT X
?OO1O NEXT X:s3oP



l.52

B3print

10 REM NB3PRINTII
].OO REM *** THIS PROGRAMME PROVIDES SI]I,IMARY T/O AGREEMENT STATS FOR BTG N OBS
psloN DATA --- USES REpp.S METHOD FOR 1ST. 15 MINS, DOES LEVEL TO +-7 BY I S
STEPS, CREATED BY FEEDBACK
L10 DEFSTR A-F:DEFINT M-S,U-Z:DEFSNG T:DIU M(26,2OO):DIM N(26)zDIM o(26,2OO)2.
Q(26):DrM R(1ooo):DIM S(r.ooo):DIM ML(26,2oo):DrM 01(26,2Oo):DIM AG(16):DIM A

24) :DIM AoG(24) :DrM AGI-(L6) :DIM AGol(24) :DIM AOG1(24)
1350 DATA R,STOP-STGNTNTNO-SIGN
6000 LPRINTIIACCURACY ASSESSMENT from TRAINING OFFICER observers vs. CRTTERTON
ta. The cornputations hrere performed using the algorithn recomnended by Maclea
t al. and used by Repp et a1 . .tr
500L LPRINT: LPRINTTT THIRD SESSIONTT: LPRINT
6002 LPRfNTttEight estimates are tabulated ranging from v. strict (+- 0) to la
+7 secs.).":LPRINT
6010 LPRINT nFILEIDTTiTAB(Lo);ncoDEr';TAB(L7) 'rr+ orr;TAB(24) 'rr+ 1tr;TAB(31) 'tr+ 2rl
B(38);1r+ 3rr'TAB(45);rr+ 4rr;TAB(52);11+ 5i"TAB(59) 'r'+ 6rrrTAB(65) ')t+ 7tl
6020 LPRTNT rr# O1r1 ;TAB(5);" CRIT.rl
6026 OPEN rrRrrr2rrrA:PAGDIS|irT5:FIELD 2r4 AS
2 AS AN2L:FOR X=0 TO 15:FIELD 2,(L2+ (X*4))
6028 LPRINTilDISCRETE CODE : R - NO/STOP|i
5030 FOR Y=l TO 3:GET 2,Y:LPRINT FILEIE
6032 LPRINT Cvr(ARlr-) rTAB(s) rCVI(AR2l-);ten(10);n Rr':rF CVI(ARL1)=0 AND CVI(A
)=o TBEN LPRINT TAB(25) irrAccuracy Cornputation N/A":GoTo 6036
6034 FOR Z=0 TO 7:LPRTNT TAB(Ls+(Z*7)) r:LPRTNT USING ,,###.##r';CVS(AG1(Z));:NS
Z: LPRTNT
6099 NEXT Y:CLOSE
6],26 OPENI'RII ,2,IIA:PONDISII ,l]"8:FIELD 2, 4 AS FILEIF,2 AS AGL?,2 AS 4G22,2 AS A
,2 AS Ayl22,2 AS AS12,2 AS AS2Z:FOR X=0 TO 23:FIELD 2, (L6+ (X't4) ) AS A212,4 AS
L(x):NEXT X
6128 LPRINT:LPRINT'TONSETS of DURATION codesrl
6l-30 FOR Y:1 To 3:GET 2,Y:LPRTNT FILEfF .

6132 LPRTNT cVI(Ac12);TAB(5);cvI(AG22);TAB(l-0) rI Gilt:IF cvl(AG12)=0 AND cvI(A
):o TEEN LPRINT TAB(25);"Accuracy computation N/Atr:GoTo 6L36
6134 FOR Z:0 To 7:LPRTNT TAB(15+(U,7r);:LPRINT USING "###.##'r;CvS(AGOI(Z) );:N

Z: LPRINT
6Ls2 LPRINT cvI(AM12);TAB(s) tcvl(A!'122) tTAB(10) 'n Mrt:IF cvl(AM12)=0 AND cvl(A
):o THEU LPRINT TAB(25) lrrAccuracy conp tation N/Ar':GOTO 6156
6154 fOR Z=8 TO L5:LPRINT TAB(j.s+((Z-8)*7)) r:LPRINT USING ',###.##,';cVS(AGol(Z
:NEXT Z:LPRINT
6199 NEXT Y:CIOSE
5226 OPENIIR'I ,2,IIA:POFFDISII ,118:FIELD 2, 4 AS FILEIF,2 AS AG12,2 AS AG22,2 AS
2,2 AS Ayl22,2 AS AS12,2 AS AS22:FOR X:0 TO 23:FIELD 2,(I6+(X*4)) AS A212,4 AS
oL(x) :NEXT x
6228 LPRINT:LPRINTIOFFSETS of DURATION codesrl
6230 FOR Y=1 TO 3:GET 2,Y:LPRINT FILEIF
6232 LPRTNT CVr(AG12) 

'TAB(5) 
rCVI(AG22);TAB(10) '11 Grr;:IF CVr(AGl-2):0 AND CVI(A

)=o THEN LPRINT TAB(25) irrAccuracy Computatj-on N/Ar':GoTo 6236
6234 FOR Z=0 TO 7:LPRINT TAB(15+(Z*7));:LPRINT USrNG "###.##";cVS(AGOL(Z));:N

Z: LPRINT
6252 LPRINT cVI(AM12) ;TAB(5);cVI(Pfl122) ;TAB(10) 'rr Mrr;:IF CVr(AI{L2)=0 ANo cvf (A
)=0 THEN LPRINT TAB(25) irrAccuracy Cornputation N/Alr:GOTO 6256
6254 FoR Z:8 TO 1s:LpRrNT TAB(15+((Z-8)*'1)),:TJPRTNT USrNG "f##.##";CVS(AGOL(Z
:NEXT Z;LPRINT
6299 NEXT Y:CLOSE
8000 cLoSE:sToP

31r.ErE12 AS ARlL'2 AS AR2 1r2 AS AN
AS AZ1, 4 AS AGL(X):NEXT X



L53

Durio

10 REM *** IDURIO'I
loo REM *** Computes I/O agreernent between paid observers as a 5 x 5 x 8 tole
ces matrix frorn +- O to +- 7 secs. For discrete code G. -- Produces a separat
utput file for PAID observer 1 and each sarnple of form trlDPil+obs. 1 fileid+Bl
sarnple #

Ll-o DEFSTR A-F:DEFINT lt-s,U-z:DEFSNG T:DrM M(920) :DIM o(920):DfM ML(920):DIM
920) :DIM M2 (920) :DIM 02 (920)
830 INPUT ttBIGN sarnple no., e.g., 7 ' I' or 9 rri Fl
840 INPUT rrPAfD sarnple no., e.g., 9, 1. or 2 ui F2
900 DATA C,E,G,J,r,T
910 FOR Z8:1 TO 6:IF Z8:1 THEN Fs=rrPDCrl
911 IF Z8:2 THEN FS=nPDErl
912 fF Z8=3 THEN Fs-trPDGtl
9L3 IF Z8:4 THEN Fs-rtPDJ'rl
9L4 IF Z8=5 THEN Fs-r'PDFrr
915 IF Z8:5 THEN Fs=r'PDTrl
920 FILE1=F5+F2
950 GOSUB 1sO00
960 PRINTTT * * ************* ********* *** ******* *tt*r! ; FILE1
990 FOR Z9:L Ta 6
]-OOO READ F
1010 FILE2-rrPDrr+F+Fz
r-200 GosuB 12000
2OOO OPEN uR,,,1rtrA:IDP||+FILE1+FL,36:FIELD 1, 4 AS FILEID:FOR X=0 TO 7:FIELD 1
+(Xit4)) AS AZ,4 AS AOCC(X):NEXT X: REM *** AOCC : AG. ON OcC.
2010 LSET FTLEID:FILEz
2440 FOR V=o TO 7
2450 FOR X=0 TO Nl
2460 FoR W:U TO QL
2465 IF 02(W)=8888 THEN 2490
247O rF 01(W)<M]-(X)-V THEN 2490

. 2475 IF Or-(W)>Ul(X)+V THEN 24ss
2480 R:R+1.:M2 (X)-8888 :02 (W)=8888 :U=W+l:GOTO 2495
2490 NEXT W

2495 NEXT X
2500 FOR X:0 TO N1:IF M2(X)<>8888 THEN S=S+1
250s NEXT X
2510 FoR X=0 TO QI:IF 02(X)<>8888 THEN S:S+1
2515 NEXT X
2520 PRINT'' Rrr,,,O2 # r;Nl_+l;r OBS1 # rreL+1,:PRINT USINGtr###.##,r;(R/(R+S))*1
: PRINTTT AT I'iv
2540 LSET Aocc(V):MKS$ ( (R/ (R+s) ) *100)
2900 U=0:UL:o:R=O:S=0
2995 FOR X:O TO N1:M2(X):O:NEXT X:FOR X=O TO Q1:O2(X)=O:NEXT X:NEXT V
2999 PUT L,Z9:CLOSE
4000 FoR X=0 To N:M(X)=0:NEXT X:N=o:FoR X:o To Nl:ML(X):0:NEXT X
4500 NEXT 29
4600 FOR X=O TO Q:o(X):0:NEXT X:q:g:FoR X:0 To Q1:oL(X)=O:NEXT X
47OO RESTORE
4800 NEXT 28
5OOO BEEP:STOP
6000 sToP
12000 OPEN rtRrr,2,ttB: tr+FILE2,7: FIELD 2, l- As A, 2 AS B, 2 AS C, 2 AS D: X=2
12Oso GET 2,X:T:CVI(D)+(cvl(c)*60)+(cVI(B)*35o0):TL=g:AI'=STRS(cvr(B))+'r n+STR

VI (c) 1+tt tt*STR$ (cvl (D) ) +" tr ; P=ASC (A) -54 : GoTo 1300o
12500 X=X+L:GET 2,X:TI=CVI(D)+(CVr(C)*60)+(CVr(B)*3600)-T:rF T1<0 THEN TL=Tl+
12550 P:ASC(A)-64:IF TL>900 THEN GOTO l-4000
l-3000 rF F-17 GOTO L4000
13050 IF P<>7 THEN GOTO 12500
l-3100 M(N):1'1'g=N+l:GOTO L2500
I-4OOO CLOSE:PRINT"MruBER oF CoDES INPUT FROM n;FILE2irr WAS Iix-l: M(N)=TI:REM
* END OF INPUT FOR OBS 2
14LOO Y=0:FOR X=0 To N STEP 2:rF M(X)>900 THEN GOTO 14800
1410s rF M(X+l)>9oo THEN M(X+t)=ess



Durio (cont)

14110 lt!].(Y)=1119):Y:Y+L:,IF !{(X+l-)-$,(X):O TIIEN GOTO 14700:REttt *** etr\t8s DERAIiIO
F 1S. TO CODE ON At{D OF't I}t s^AuE sEc.
14120 FOR Z=M(X)+l TO t{(X+l):M1(y}=[:v=Y+1:f{EXT'BrRE!{ *** GI\'ES ON rN OFFSET
14I3o IF !i(X+2):M(X+1) TIIEN Y=t-l
14700 NEXg X
14800 Ntr=Y-1:REDURfi,3f,[!{ ***QI{-TI}E > 900 $qD OF INPUT, tfl=# OF l[1s
15000 OPEN nRnr2,nB:rr+FtrtELr7: FIELD 2r l. AS A, 2 AS B, ,2 AS C, 2 AS D: X=2
15050 6Et 2,X:[:CVI(D)+(CVX(c)*691+(C\lI(B]*350,0):T,1:0;AZ=ST.R$(CVI(n)1+n r+gTR
Vf (q ) +r! !++STRS (CVI (D) ) +t, t' ' P=ASC (1,) -54 : GOJO 16000
15500 x=x+13GET ?,X:T1=CVr(D)+(C\rr(c)*,60)t(CItf(B)*3600)-T:IF T1<0 TTIEN T1=T1+
15550 pts=ASC(A)-54:IF T1>900 TIEN GOTO 17000
1600,0 IF t=e17 GOTO 1?OO:O
1605'0 IF P<>7 TIIUN GOTO 15500
15100 O (Q) i#T1: Q=Q+l:GOtrO 15900
17000 CLOSETPRINET',IIUIBEII OF COD.E$ INqUr FRO!! u;IIi,E].;n $AS riix-L: O(Q)=T1:REII!* END Otr' INPU|I FOR tst. oBS

: 17100 I=O:FQR X=0 1IO Q srEF 2rrr O(X)>9O0 EEEN cO{r$ 1?8OO
17105 rF O(X+1)>90o THEN o(X+11=9s6
17110 01(Y)=O(X):Y=f*1:IF O(X+1)-O(X)=q TItEll GOTO l7?oO:RElt *** GIVES DI'RAIIo
F 1S. TO CODB ON A!{D OFP IN SAIIE $EC.
L7A2O FOR Z=O(X)+l !!O O(X+l):O1(Y)=8:I=Y*1.:NEIC[ Z:RE]i *** GIVES ON IN OFFSEI'L713o fF o(X+2)=o(X+1) THEN Y=1-1
17700 UEXf, X' 178,,0O Q1=I-1:REEURN:REM ***Ol[-Tf]lE > 9OO END OF INPEE, q1=f, OF O].s
2OOO0 FoR X=0 TO 15:PRIlrT X,I4(X) rM1(X) TNEXt X!$TOP
2100,0 FOR X=O IlC 16:PRXNT XIO(X),O1(X):NEXI X:SIIOP

x54



1s5

Disio

10 REM *** IDJSIOTI
LOO REM *** Q6lnpstes I/o agreement between paid observers as a 6 x 6 x 8 tole
ces matrix from +- 0 to +- 7 secs. For discrete code R. -- Produces a separat
utput file for each observer L and each sa:nple of fornrrlOPrr*obs. l fileid+Bl
sample #

110 DEFSTR A-F:DEFfNT M-S,U-Z:DEFSNG T:DIM yl(26t1O0):DfM N(26) zDIM O(26,100):
O(26) :DrM R(1000) :DIM S(1oo0) :DIl.l ul- (26 t2OO) :DIM 01(26,2oo)

830 INPUT rrBfGN sanple no., e.9., 7,8, or 9 rri Fl
840 INPUT I'PAID sample no., €.9., 9, 1, or 2 ni F2
9OO DATA C,E,G,J,F,T
9i.O FoR Z8=1 TO 5:IF Z8=1 THEN FS=rrPDCrl
gLl- IF Z8:2 THEN Fs-nPDEil
9L2 IF Z8=3 THEN Fs-rrPDGn
9L3 IF Z8=4 THEN Fs-xPDJrl
914 IF Z8=5 THEN Fs-trPDFrl
9L5 IF 28:6 THEN Fs=rrPDTrl

' 920 FfLEI-=FS+F2
950 GOSUB L5000
960 PRINTTT *******************************:r****'ttt ;FIE1
990 FoR Z9=1 TO 5
1OOO READ F
L010 FILE2='rPDil*F*F2
1200 GOSUB l-2000
2000 OPEN trRrt,l,rrA:IOP|I+FILE1+F1,36:FIELD 1,, 4 AS FITEID:FOR X:O TO 7:FIELD 1
+(X*4)) AS AZ,4 AS AOCC(X):NEXT X: REM *** AOCC = AG. ON OCC.

' 2010 LSET FILEfD=FILE2
2420 P_IA:T=9LO
2440 FoR V:0 To 7
24s0 roR X=o To N(P)-1
2460 FoR W=U To a(P)-1
246s IF OL(P,W):8888 THEN 2490 ...:
2470 IF O(PfW)<M(P,X)-V THEN 2490' 2475 rF O(P,W) >M(P,X)+V THEN 2495
248o R:R+1:Ml(P,X):888e :01 (P,W):8888 :U=w+1:€oTo 2495
2490 NEXT W

2495 NEXT X
2500 FoR X:o To N(P)-L:IF M1(P,X)<>8888 THEN S=S+1
2505 NEXT X
2510 FoR X=0 To a(P)-1:IF 01(P,X)<>8888 THEN S=S*L
2515 NEXT X
2520 PRINTI Rrr, 'rol- # ";N(P) i x CRIT # ";Q(P) , :PRINT USING u###. #*"; (R/ (R+S1 1*1
: PRINT'I AT II;V
2s40 l,sET Aocc(v):UKSS ( (R/ (R+S) ) *100)
29O0 U:O:UL:O:R:O:S:O
2995 FoR X=0 To N(P):Ml(P,X;=g:NEXT X:FoR X=0 To Q(P):ol-(P,X)=O:NEXT X:NEXT V
2999 PUT L,Z92CLOSE
4000 N=N(18):FoR X=0 EO 25:N(X)=0:NEXT X:FOR X=0 TO N:M(18,X)=0:NEXT X
4500 NEXT Z9
4500 Q=Q(18):FoR X=0 To 2s:Q(x):0:NEXT X:FoR X=0 To Q:o(L8,X)=0:NEXT x
47OO RESTORE
4800 NEXT 28
5000 BEEP:STOP
6000 sToP
L2000 OPEN rrRx,2r'tB'.rr+FILE2r7: FIELD 2, 1 AS A, 2 AS B, 2 AS C, 2 AS D: X=2
12050 GET 2,X:I:CVI(D)+(cvl(c)*60)+(CvI(B)*3600):TL=0:A]-=STR$(CvI(B)1+tt tr*STR
VI (C) 1.u't tt+STRS (cVI (D) ) +" tr'P:ASC (A) -64 : GoTO 130oo
12500 X=X*t-:GET 2,X:T1=CVr(D)+(CVI(C)*60)+(CVI(B)*3600)-T:rF T1<O THEN T1=T1+
L2550 P=ASC(A)-54:IF T1>90O THEN GOTO L40OO
13000 IF P=-17 GoTo 14000
l-3050 IF P=14 THEN P=18
L3L0o M(P,N(P) ):rr:N(P):N(P)+1:GOTO 12500
L4OOO CLOSE:PRINTITNUI4BER OF CODES INPUT FROM tr;FILE2iI WAS tt;X-1: FOR X=]. TO
M(X,N(X) )=TT:NEXT X:RETURN:REM *** END OF INPUT FOR OBS 2

15000 oPEN trRtr,2r"B?tr+FILEl.r?: FIELD 2, L AS A, 2 AS B, 2 AS c, 2 AS D: X=2



1.56

Disio (eont)

15959- csl ?,X:T-C\':[(D)+(C\rr(C)*60)+(cvr(B)*3500):Tl,=O:Az=SrR$(C\rf (B) )+" [+SBR
\rx(c) )+" r+srR.s(evx(D) )+r r:pr=ASG(A)-.64:GoEO 16000
l.s5OO X:X+L : GEtr 2 r X ; TI:C,VI (D) + (C\fI (c) *60) + (CVr (B) *3 600) -T: IF T1<O TnE$ T1=T1+
L5550 F=ASC(A)-64:IF E1>9oO THEN GorO 17000
l.6600 IF tsl? 1I'HEN F=18
t 60'00 XF P:-17 GOTO ]'7ooo
rL6troo o(P,Q(P) )=lI1:Q(P)-Q(P)+1:Goiro, t55Oo
x7oo0 closE:PRr!flfrDlIrMBElR oF coEES rNPIrf FRolr rfiFtrtrEliil lfAs xiX-l; FoR X=1. lto
O(X,Q(X)l=Tl:NEXt X:RHrtIRN:REM *'** END oA II|PUI FOR ]. t. O.ES

?90'oo FOR X*O Bo T: XF R(X):J. AIID g(X)*o oR R(x)=2.AIID s(X)er. OR R(X)=l A!(D S
=? THEN PRTNT X
a,oono NExr x:sFoP
210'00 FoR x=o To L5:pRINT XrM(prX) ro(prx):NgxT x:.s!op
22OO:O l.OR. X=0 fO T3PRINT X,R(X)rs(x)rNExT tr:s op



L57

DV4

10 REI,I rDv4 rt

Li.O DEFSTR A-F:DEFINT M-S,U-Z:DEFSNG T:DIM *r(25,200):DIM N(26),DrM O(26,2OO)r
Q(26):DrM R(1000) !DrM S(LOOo):DrM U(200)

]-OOO LINE TNPUT'IENTER OBSERVERS SAMPLE NOII;F2
].100 LTNE INPUT'IENTER BIGN #I'iF3
L200 OPEN rtgttr3,r'A:PDPT2rrr11.:FIELD 3,9 AS A,2 AS 33y=(VAL(F3)-1)*3:y1=3+y
1500 OPENIIR",l,rrB:BASPAPPII+F2:FfELD 1,2 AS FIr.EID,2 AS AFR,4 AS AfR, 2 AS AIH
AS AIL:REM *** FILEID =f OF S-FILE, NFR=# OF RS, AIR - AV. TRT FOR R, AIH : H
EST IRT FOR R, AfIF LOWEST IRT FOR R
1600 OPENtrSrr,2,rtB:BASPPITT:FIELD 2,2 AS FILEIDC,2 AS AFRC,4 AS AIRC, 2 AS AIHC
AS ATLCTREM *** FTLETD =f oF s-FrLE, AFR:# oF Rs, ArR = AV. rRT FoR R, ArH :
ITEST fRT FoR R, AIIF LOWEST rRT FOR R
25oo FIELD Lt]-z AS AZ,2 As AFGr2 AS ADG,2 AS ADGH,2 AS ADGL,4 AS Afe.2 AS Afc
AS AIGL:REM *** AFG=# OF G ONS, ADG=TOT. DUR,N OF G, ADGH=HIGHEST INDIV. DUR

OF G,ADGIFLOWEST DUR'N, AIG=AV. IRT OF G,AIGH:HIGHEST fNDMBT, AIGL : I,6WES
BT
2600 FIELD 2'12 AS AZC,2 AS AFGC,2 AS ADGC'2 AS ADGHC,2 AS ADGLC,4 AS AIGC,2
ArGHc,2 As ArcLc:REl't *** AFG:# oF G oNs, ADG=TOT. DUR'N oF c, ADGH=HrcHEST rN
. DUR'N OF G,ADGIFLOWEST DUR'N, AIG:AV. fRT OF G,AIGH:HIGHEST INDMBT, AIGL
LOWEST IBT
3500 FIELD 1,28 AS A21,2 AS ArS,2 AS ADS,2 AS ADSH,z AS ADSL,4 AS ArS,2 AS AI
2 As AISL.REM *** AFS=# oF s oNs, ADS=ToT. DUR,N oF s, ADSH=HfGHEST INDIV. DU
oF srADSr,FLoI,rEsT DUR'N, Ars=AV. IRT oF SrArsH=HrcHEsT INDrv IRT, ArsL: LowE

IRT
3500 FIELD 2,28 AS AZ1c,2 AS AFSC,2 As ADSC,2 AS ADSHC,2 AS ADSLC,4 AS AISC,2
ArsHc,2 As ArsLc:REM *** AFS=# oF s oNS, ADS:Tor. DUR'N oF s, ADSH=HrGHE51 rV. DUR'N OF S'ADSIFLOWEST DUR'N, AIS=AV. IRT OF S,AISH=HIGHEST fNDMRT, AIS
LOWEST TRT

5000 INPUTilWHICH CRITERION RECORD No. l-9u i23
5100 GET 2,23
52OO PRINT FILETDC;TAB(13) ;CVI (ATRC) ;TAB(32) ;CVI (ADGC)
5210 XL=CVI (AFRC) :X2=CVf (ADGC)
53OO PRrNT STRTNG$ (60, "-',;
5400 FOR X=1 TO 6:GET L,X
5410 X3=CVI (ArR) :X4=CVI (ADG)
5s0o PRINT FILETD;TAB(13) rCVI(AFR) rTAB(24)i (((X3-X].),/Xr1*1s.r,.TAB(34),CVr(ADG
( (x4-x2) /x2) *1OO)
5550 RSET A=STRS((((x3-xl)/xt) *100)):LSET B=SHR$(1"0)+SHRS(L3):PRINT A,',REc f
1:PUT 3,vl-:YL:Y1+27:RSET A=STR$((((x4-x2)/Xz1t1sar):LSET B:CHR$(10)+cHRg(13):
NT A, IiREC # r' iYl: PUT 3 , YL: Y1:Y1+27
5600 NEXT X
6000 CLOSE:STOP
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Linreg

10 IIEM*** LTNEAR REGRESSION
],OO DEFDBL YI_Z:DEFINT A
200 x (1) :8a : x (2) :6:x(3) =15 :X (4 ) =80 : x (5) =L8 :X (6) :1g :x(?) :24 2X(B) :32 : x (9) =1s93O0 FOR A=L TO 9:PRfNTIINPUT y(rr;A;'r) r';:INPUT y(A) :NEXT A400 FoR A:l- To 9:XToT=X(A)+XToT:yToT=y(A)+yToT:NEXT A
50 0 XBAR:XToT / 9 : YBAR=YToT/9
600 FoR A:1 To 9: XDEV(A)=XBAR-X(A): yDEV(A)=YBAR-y(A): NEXT A
700 FoR A=1 To 9: XDEV2 (A):XDEv(A) *XDEV(A) : yDEv2 (A)=yDeV(A) *yDEv(A) : NEXT A800 FoR A:1 To 9: xY (A) =Ans (xDEv(A) ) *ABs (yDEv(A) ) : NEXT A
9Oo rOR A:1 To 9: SUMXY=StIMXI+XY(A):NEXT A
1000 FoR A=L To 9: SIIMXDEV2:SUMXDEV2+XDEV2(A):NEXT A
L Lo0 SLOPE=SUMXY/SUI'fXDEV2
1150 PRfNTTSLOPE =rr; SLOPE
1200 FoR A:1 To 9: YHAT(A)=YBan+sIOpEir(X(A)-XBAR): NEXT A
1300 FOR A=1 To 9: YnATDEV(A)=Y(A)-YHAT(A):NEXT A
1400 FOR A=1 To 9: YHATDEV2(A):YHATDE$(A)*YEATDEy(A):NEXT A
1450 FoR A:1 To 9: YHATToT=YHATToT+YHATDEV2(A):NEXT A
l-500 STDDEV:YHATTOT/7:PRINT I'STD DEV = rr,.STDDEV:PRINTISQR(STD DEV) -nrSeR(STD
):PRINT'i958 CONF. INT = */- rt r1.96*SQR(STDDEV)
16 00 STDDEVSI0PE=SQR (STDDEV/SLMXDEV2 )
1700 PRINT'TSTDDEVSLOPE ='r ;STDDEVSLOPE
1.750 PRINTT'I-. 96ITSTDDEVSLOPE =" ; 1. 96*STDDEVSLOPE
L8O0 T=SLOPE/STDDEVSLOPE:PRfNT trT = niT
1900 PRrNTtrNote critical T 2-tailed at alpha=.01, df=7, is 3.499x
2000 FoR A=L To 9z x2(A)=X(A)*x(A): Y2(A):Y(A)*y(A):NEXT A
21o0 FoR A=1 To 9: X2Tor=x2Tor+xz(A):y2Tor=y2Tor+y2(A):NExr A
2200 FOR A=1 TO s: yX(A):y(A)*X(A):NEXT A
2300 FoR A=1 To 9: YXToT:YX(A)+YXToT:NEXT A
2400 RToP:YXToT- ( (xToT*YToT) /9J
2500 RBOTIFX2ToT- ( (XTOT*XToT) /9')
2 600 RBoTR=Y2ToT- ( (YTOT*YTaT) /9 ) _.-- : =

270O R=RTOP/SQR (RBOTL'IRBoTR)
280O PRINT" PEARSON CORRELATTON COEFFICTENT (R)
2900 PRINTTTfNTERCEPT = tt,.YBAR- (SLOPE*XBAR)
3OOO PRINTtrSTD. DEV. OF TNTERCEPT = ,'i:STDI=SQR(
rNT STDI
30L0 PRINTrrgst CONF. INT. AROUND fNTERCEpT = r;1.96*STDf
3020 PRfNTilINPUT Xr';:fNPUT X
303o PRfNTrrYc = r'; (YBAR- (SLopE'IXBAR) ) + (X*SLOPE)
3040 PRlNTrrConfidence intervals around yc (p<.05) = +/- ".3050 pRrNT 2.365*SQR(STDDEV)*SQR(1+(L/9)+(((X-XBAR)*(X-XBAR))/STJMXDEV2))
3060 coTo 3020
4000 sToP

= ltiR

(STDDEV*XzTOT) / ( 9*SUr,rXDEV2 ) ) :
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APPENDTX 2

The Effects of a Change of Curriculum and

Reprimand on the Stereotvpies of

an Adolescent with an Intellectual Disability

Abst,ract

Eight classes of the stereotl4pic behaviours of a 1-4-year-old with

a developmental disability were measured by observers using hand-

held cornputers programrned to record behaviour in real-time. The

first treatrnent phase involved assessment of the collateral

effects on stereotypies produced by a change from an educational

to a functional curriculum. An alternating treatments analysis

established that the change had lirnited effeets on the rates or

durations of stereotypy, except for an increase in mouthing of

objects. The second phase investigated attempts to reduce

stereotypies by conditioning rrNorr and rrstoprr as punishers within a

rnultiple baseline across stereotlpies experimental design.

Contingent manual gruidance was employed to condition the

suppressive effects of the punishers. There was evidence that the

durations of bouts of some behaviours was reduced, but the rates

of treated behaviours increased. Low interobserver agreement

reduced the confidence with which conclusions could be drawn. Low

Ievels of treatment integrity and an apparently weak back-up

punisher were cited as likely reasons for failure of the

treatments.
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The Effects of a Change of Curriculum and Reprimand on the

Stereotypies of an Adolescent with an Intellectual Disability.

Stereotypy, apparently functionless repetitive behaviour, has

received considerable attention as a target for reduction (Gorman-

Smith & Matson, 1985; Lacrow & Repp, l-984). The usual rationale

for treating stereotypy has been that it rnay interfere with the

learning of appropriate functional behaviour (Chock & Glahn, 1983;

Klier & Harris, L977; Koegel & Covertt L972; Watkins & Konarski,

L98?). Review of these studies strongly suggests that while this

may be good reason to intervene with the stereotypies of low

functioning people, i.e., the severely and profoundly retarded,

the case is considerably weakened when less disabled clients

engage in stereotypy.

Strongman (l-984) has pointed out that much acceptable human

behaviour can be viewed as stereotypic, e.9., finger-tapping,
pencil-chewing, and going to church regularly. However the more

bizarre topographies exhibited by people described as autistic are

generally considered as socially maladaptive, in that they are

likely to reduce the availability of potentially reinforcing

social int,eractions. This may not be the case in segregated

settings where as many as two-thirds of the retarded residents

engage in abnormal stereotllpy (Berkson & Davenport, L962).

From the arguments so far, it seems that there is no

justification for atternpting to treat the stereotypic behaviours

of less than severely retarded people in institutional settings.

However, if an effective treatrnent for an individualrs behaviour

could be demonstrated and evaluated in such a setting then
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subsequent generalisation to more public community settings could

be programmed. Of course the to-be-generalised treatment shouLd be

acceptable in the community, i.e., it should be seen as effective,

fair to the subject, and natural (Kazdin, 1980). The naturalness

criterion seems to rule out consideration of treatments of unusual

appearance, a dicturn perhaps contravened by many apparently

popular treatment topographies: for example, water rnisting (e.g',

Bailey, Pokrzlnrrinski, & Bryant, L983)i most forms of

overcorrection (e.9., guided exaggerated arm movements, Maag'

Rutherford, Wo1chik, & Parks, 1986); and visual screening (e.9.,

McGonigle, Duncan, Cordisco, & Barrett, L982). Although these

treatments may be acceptable to institutional workers, the wider

cornmunity has not been surrreyed on these issues (Mudford, 1987a) .

Further, the treatment should be siurple to apply (Fave1l & Reid,

1"988), because behaviour change agents in the community are likely

to be less hiqhly trained than those in institutions. Thus complex

DRO schedules (e.g., Barton, Repp, & Brulle, L985) cannot sensibly

be included.

There are some treatment alternatives which can be

considered, as they are relatively natural and sirnple. Vigorous

exercise, jogging three miles, has been shown to reduce

stereotypies (e.9., Baumeister & MacLean, L984). Unfortunately,

while exercise does seem to reduce the abnormal behaviour by a

significant amount, it has not been shown to eliminate the

behaviour or reduce its occurrence to a negligible level. That is,

the etinical significance of the treatment effects has not been

established (Kazdin, L977a). In seeking a treatment which has the

best chance of rnaking a presently institutionalised person
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acceptable in a future community setting, it is necessary not to

compromise by choosingr an alternative which has not been shown to

be sufficiently effective. The same problem can be seen with

treatments which employ the stereotyped behaviour as the

reinforcer in differential reinforcement progranmes (e.9., Sugai &

White, L986; Wolery, Kirk, & Gast, L985). The subject still

engages in stigrnatising behaviour unless, by extreme good fortune

in subject and behaviour selection, the reinforcing stereotypy is

relatively acceptabler ds in the case described by Foxx, McMorrow,

Fenlon, and Bittle (L986).

A form of treatment which would fit the criteria of

effectiveness, naturalness, sirnplicity, and consequent like1y
generalisability is the establishment of a conditioned social
punisher, for example, the reprimands rrNorr or rtstoprr. The

punishing effect is established by contiguous presentation of the

verbal stimulus with a previously established or unconditioned

punisher contingent on the occurrence of the responses to be

reduced. In theory, with sufficient pairings of the stimuli across

a sufficient number of responses, the effects of the reprimand

generalise to other new responses without consistent need for

adrninistration of the established punisher. In practice, the

quantities required to be I'sufficientrr probably depend on the

strength (aversiveness) of the backup punisher and the amount of

reinforcement obtainable from performing the target behaviour.

The range of aversive stinuli which have been used in
conjunction with verbal punishers for stereotyped behaviours is
Iarge and has included: Shouting (Baumeister & Forehand, L972,

Experiment 2I i Slapping hands (Koegel & Covert, L972i Romanczyk,
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L977') , Vigorous shaking (Risley, 1969) t Overcorrection (Martin,
WeIIer, & Matson, L97'7; Sinpson & Swenson, LgBO); Water mist
(Bailey et al., 1983); Visual screening (Dick & Jackson, L983,

watson, singh, & winton, 19gd); 3o-sec physical restraint
(Paniagua, Braverman, & capriotti, 19g6; shapiro, Barrett, &

orrendick, 19go); 3o-sec positive practice, i.e., manuar guidance
to task (Shapiro et al., l_9gO); and, 3-sec sirnple correction,
i.e., manuar guidance of hands to sides or rap (Richmond & Belr,
r-983 ) .

rn none of these studies has the acguisition of the
conditioned punishing effect of the verbal stimulus been assessed.

fn most cases there has been no explicit rationale for including
the stimulus. only in one of the studies has the unconditioned
punisher been appried contingent on the subject not stopping
stereotyping following the presentation of the verbal stimulus
(Koegel & covert, a9'72). However, no data were given on the number

of pairings of the stirnuli to enable assessment of the learning of
rrNorr. The present situation with regard to assessment of the
acquisition of conditioned punishers for stereotypy is very
similar to that identified by waddell, singh, and Beale (19g4) in
respect of self-injurious behaviours. These researchers assessed

the acguisition of the punishing effects of trNorf with and. without
consistent, i.e., Fixed Ratio 1, backup punishment with ammonia

capsules.

Along with the issues of naturarness, sirnplicity, and

effectiveness go two further considerations in selecting a

treatment for aberrant behaviours: (a) The restrictiveness of the
treatment and; (b) The alternative behaviours to be increased to
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replace the targeted behaviours.

(a) The doctrine of the Least Restrictive Alternative
reguires that evaruation of non-aversive methods be formally
conducted and, onry if the data show these to be ineffective,
should aversive treatments be considered (Morris & Brown, 1983i

Turnbull, 1981-). It should be noted that this doctrine has

recently been questioned by many (e.9., Evans & Meyer, L985;

Taylor, 1988) and rejected by sorne (e.9., McGee, Menolascino,

Hobbs, & Menousek, L987) while continuing to receive support from

others (e.9., Jordan, Singh, & Repp, l-989; Van Houten et aI.,
]_e88) .

(b) In educational facilities, the curriculum provides part
of the setting for treatment. fn the last ten years, a

chronologically age-appropriate and functional set of teaching
goals has been reconmended for mentally retarded adolescents

(Brown et al., L979; Reid, Parsons, McCarn, Green, Phillips, &

Schepis, L985). Appropriate interaction with the materials
prescribed by the curriculum must be considered as the class of
arternative behaviours to be increased at the expense of time

spent engaging in stereotypy.

The present study investigated the effects of a curriculum

change, followed by attempt,s to condj-tion natural verbal punishers

for the multiple stereotypies of a l4-year-old boy in an

institutj-onal training setting. The curriculum changre was fron an

inappropriate rreducationalrr model to the currently recommended

rrfunctionalrr model. The back-up treatment for stereotypy was 3-sec

manual guidance to appropriate task, which was similar to the

brief restraint treatments evaluated by Barton et al. (i.995) and
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Richmond and BeII (l-983). Manual guidance to task was judged as

less restrictive than brief restraint. Shapiro et aI. (1980) had

found these treatments egually effective, although the duration of

each treatment application was 30 sec in their study.

Method

Subj ect

A L4 year-old boy, who had been described in his nedical

files as moderately or severely mentally retarded, participated

in the study. John (not his real name) was also described as

having unguantifiable hearing and sight loss as well as [marked

autistic featuresrr, as a result of pre-natal maternal rubella.
Loca1 sensory metricians, to whom he had been referred, ltere

unable to satisfactorily test his hearing and sight, being

apparently unaware of recent advances in this area (Koegel,

Rincover, & Egel, L982), however he had been prescribed

corrective lenses and had been trained to wear them in his
classroon (Scott, L987). Owing to Johnts rather unusual, but by

no means unique, combination of deficits it was rather difficult
to apply any of Grossmanrs (L983) classifications to describe his
level of intellectual handicap. He lived at his parentsr hone on

weekdays and attended a training centre of a psychopaedic

hospital during the day. At weekends he lived in a residential

ward of the hospital. A nurse from the ward, who had been

designated as Johnrs prinary nurse and knew him weI1, completed

the Aberrant Behavior Checklj-st (ABc; Aman, Singh, Stewart, &

Field, 1-985a). She was familiar with the use of this instrument,

having taken part in investigations of its psychometric
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characteristics (Aman et al., l-985b). John was scored at 18 on

the Irritability subscale (within 1 SD above the New Zealand mean

for his age and gender of residents of psychopaedic hospitals),
32 on Lethargy (4 SD above the mean), 2L for Stereotypy (the

maximum possible score, 3 SD above the mean), 22 for
Hyperactivity (within L SD above mean), and O for fnappropriate
speech (he does not talk). His parents reported that Johnrs self-
injurious and stereotyped behaviours were of extreme concern to
thern and gave written consent to conduct the study. The

hospitalts ethics committee gave their consent. John was chosen

for this study because he displayed rnultiple stereotypies which

were considered to be detrimental to his and his two (or

sometimes, three) crassmatesr learnj-ng. These behaviours were

also stigmatising and their bizarre nature could reduce benefits
to be gained frorn any future educational or vocational community

integration. His self-injurious betraviours, e.g., pulling out

toenails, picking scabs, and skin-breaking hand-biting, occurred

at extremely low frequency (less than once per month) in the
classroom and were not of concern in this setting.
Settinq

The study was conducted in Johnrs classroom (1J_ x 9 rn) at
the training centre. John and his crassmates sat at separate

desks for individual work and together around a large table for
rrgroup activitiesrr. The daily tinetable was divided into four
egual sessions with 20 min of individual work, followed by 20 urin

of group activities, and then morning tea, lunch, afternoon tea,
or preparing to go home, depending on the time of day. The

students v/ere taught by a training officer (Graham & Ahrens,
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L985; Mudford, 1985) who was in his third and rast year of
training, He had been working with this group for tvro months

prior to the start of observations. observations were made during
five afternoon sessions per week: observers were not available at
other times. Three obserrrers and the author were present during
observations. The latter operated a video camera to record Johnrs

and the training officerrs behaviours for another study
concerning accuracy of observational records (chapter 4). Both

John and the training officer had considerable experience of
being observed in their classroorn. The other students became

accustomed to the non-interactive observers and camera before
data were collected.

stereotypy occurred in other settings (horne and ward). rf
the treatments proved successful in the classroom and acceptable
to caregivers, generaLisation to these other settings wouLd have

been progranrmed subseguent1y. similarly, Jotrnrs serf-injurious
behaviours would arso have been treated by a method which had

been demonstrated as effective with stereotypy.

fnformal attempts had been made to identify the controlling
variables for Johnrs stereotypies in the manner demonstrated by

Durand and Carr (1987). The positive reinforcernent hypothesis was

excruded from consideration for stereotypies, but not for his
self-injurious behaviours. Both the negative reinforcement and

sensory reinforcement hypotheses seemed relevant to both
behaviour classes.

Observers

Five rromen and one man, who were enrorled in a third-year
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undergraduate psychology course on applied behaviour analysis and

mental retardation, participated as observers. They were all in

their early ZOs, and none had previousty observed human behaviour

in a forrnal way.

Recordinq equipment

Hand-held computers (Psion Organiser 2, model XP) were

progranmed to operate as continuous behaviour recorders. Tlrese

computers weigh 30O g and have external- dimensions of L4 x I x 3

cm. They have a two-Iine LED screen above a 36-key keyboard. A

rigid protective cover for the keyboard is retracted for use. A

list of allowable alphabetic codes and the corresponding class of

behaviour, alongr with the type of record for that behaviour

(discrete or continuous), was pasted to the cover to assist

observers. A list of code-letters was displayed along the top

line of the screen during observation sessions.

When a key for an allowable code was pressed, the time

(hours, minutes, and seconds) vtas stored in sol-id state memory

along with the letter-code. Key presses to unallocated keys hlere

ignored by the software. For codes representing discrete

behaviours, a single key press recorded the occurrence of the

behaviour and a star (*) appeared below the corresponding letter

on the screen for .2 s. For continuous behaviours, the first key

press (and odd-numbered cumulative responses on that key) denoted

the start of a bout of the behaviour. A star appeared below the

corresponding letter on the screen. The bout and star hlere

terminated by the next response to the same key.

After each observation session raw data were transmitted to
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an lBM-conpatible personal computer (Pc) via a RS-232 cable

(Psion link-up pack) and stored on disk for immediate and

subseguent analysis.

Obserrred behaviours

observers and the training officer listed all stereotypic

behaviours which occurred over two weeks of inforrnal observation.

In some cases these lrrlere combined for recording purposes. For

example, placing objects in nose or mouth hrere combinedr ds were

several stereotypies which involved the hands, but of different

topography. A neutral behaviour (sitting) was recorded, as was

the tlpe of activity which had been provided to John by the

training officer. When intervention began, the use of ilStoptr and

rrNorr in total communication form (spoken and signed) by the

training officer was recorded, along with his use of nanual

guidance to task following stop or no. The definitions of ttrese

behaviours are shown in Table 1(a).

Table 1 about here, please

Readers may wonder why no appropriate behaviours were

formally observed and measured. It had been obselrred that ilohnts

total behavioural repertoire during these sessions could be

divided into two classes: appropriate on-task behaviour and

stereotypic behaviour. Although noise stereotypy could, and did,

co-occur with on-task behaviour, all the other stereotypies hrere

incompatible with being on-task. To anticipate further

description of the context in which the study vtas conducted, on-
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task behaviours ltere being measured by the training officer

throughout the study.

Obse:rrer traininq

A11 observers recorded from four lO-min videotaped samples

of a mentally retarded person (not John). Their records were

compared to a criterion record produced by the author as a pilot

project for [Chapter 4]. Two behaviours were recorded for each

sample (sitting and rockitg, or sitting and self-hitting). By the

end of this preliminary training, all observers reached in excess

of gOZ agreement on occurrence within 2 s for discrete events

(hitting) and the onsets and offsets of continuous events

(rocking and sitting) . Obserrrers were never made ahlare that a

criterion record for these training tapes existed, rnerely that

they had had enough experience to start developing their otrtn

recording system for John. Further training consisted of

recording of a 3O-rnin sample of videotape and five 3o-min samples

in vivo of John during the observation system development phase.

The guality of their recordj.ngs during training with Johnrs

behaviour rras judged by the.interobserver agreement methods used

in the present study. The standard criterion of 80t agreement on

occurrence was not attained during training for any of Johnrs

behaviours except sitting.

Observation system develonment

Although there have been reports of hand-held computers

programmed to assist in quantification of human behaviour

(Mudford I L987bt Repp, Harman, Felce, Van Acker, & Karsh, in
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pressi Repp, van Acker, Felce, & Harman, in press) there is a

dearth of information about human-computer interaction (Norman &

Draper, l-986; Salvendy, L987) as applied to behavi.our recording.
There are several likery reasons for this: (a) This is a

relatively new apptication for computers; (b) Hand-held computers

are a very recent technological innovation; and (c) Method

sections in published papers would be greatly extended if authors
tried to describe the development stages of their systems. In the
present context, however, it seems worthwhire to describe
development in some detail to assist future system developers.
Several types of choj-ces must be rnade during development: Should
coding be mutually exclusive or concurrent (sackett, Lgrgl,
should behaviours be recorded as discrete or continuousi Hov, are
code-keys allocated to behaviours; and, How are codes allocated
to observers?

Mutual exclusivity. ft should be noted that the definitions
of hand stereotypy and headshaking were mutually exclusive, with
priority given to the former (sackett, Lg78'). The reason was that
observers found coding these behaviours concurrentry too
stressful in early practice sessions. This priority rule was not
incorporated into the software, i.e., headshaking had to be

turned off and the hand stereotypy had to be turned on when the
behaviour changed from the former to the latter and vice versa.

A further rule was that no behaviours lrere to be recorded
when John was not sitting in his chair. observers did not fol1ow
John when he left the room to go to the toilet or for an

unprogrammed walk. Thusr ary behaviour recorded had to be

concurrent with sitting. In effect, this reduced the setting for
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observations to times when he was seated in the classroom.

Discrete or continuous behaviours. Decisions about the type

of recording for each behaviour were made by discussion between

observers and the author and trial-and-error recording sessions.

For some behaviours the choice was obvious t e.9., Stop and No

were discrete and sitting was obviously a continuous behaviour.

However for mouthing and nosing $re found that it was difficult to

see if ,lohn had an small object (e.g., a bead, block, or nail) in

his mouth or nose. This produced a problem if this behaviour

class was to be recorded continuously, so it was racorded as

discrete. Spitting was also recorded as a discrete behaviour,

even though John could maintain strands of spittle outside his

mouth for measurable periods of tirne. The type of record for each

behaviour is shown in Table 1(b).

Allocation of code-Ietterslo behaviour classes was

performed by the obsela/ers. Behaviours perceived to be frequent

from infonnal observation were allocated to keys close to the

edge of the keyboard where observersr thumbs could operate the

keys without taking a hand off the Psion. Examples of their

decisions were that hand stereotypy was given the code G and

headshaking was given M (G is directly above M on the extreme

left of the keyboard so they found it relatively easy to switch

between codes according to the priority rule for these

betraviours) . We did try a systern in which the initial letter of

the behaviour class was the code r Q.9. t S for sitting, but some

classes had the same initial letter and some letters were in

inconvenient positions on the keyboard. Observers appeared to

have no difficulty in learning codes which had no alphabetic
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relation to class names. The codes appear in Table 1(b).

Allocation of codes to observers. fn spite of claims that
obserrrers can continuously record in excess of LOO behaviour

classes (Evans & Voeltz , L982) or ttz9 or 3orr (Repp, Harman et
dI., in press), the present group found concurrent recording of
Johnrs nine behaviours too difficult as judged by their comments,

stressed appearance when recording, and very low interobserwer

agireement during the system development stage. As a result it was

decided to split recording between two prirnary observers. Bearing

in mind the reguirements of the accuracy study, the author

instructed observers that hand stereotypy and headshaking must be

recorded by one observer but, apart from that, they could divide
the codes as they saw fit. Later in the study Stop, No, and

treatment 2 were added to the same observerts list. The observers

were not informed about the other study or the reasons for the

edict. AlJ.ocations are shown in Table 1(b). Both observers had to
record Johnrs sitting to enable rnerging of their separate records

by the PC. Allocations trtere based on the number of pre-baseline

occurrences of each code in an attempt to equalise the workload.

Observation procedure

Three observers were present for the rnajority of observation

sessions. These teams of observers were varied depending on

individualst availability. One was appointed as primary observer

L (O1), one as prinary observer 2 (O2) , and the third as

interobserver agreement checker for either 01 or 02 (fO). AIl
observers were interchanged through these roles on a semi-random

basis. OL and 02 were kept unaware of which set of codes fO was
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checking. In the classroom oL and 02 viewed from one side of the
vj"deo camera and ro from the other to further ensure independence

of observers. observers stood or sat during observations and were

encouraged to move around to maintain the best possible sight of
the subjectst behaviours. There was no communication between

obserryers or between them and any other people present.
sessions were begun rvhen John was first seated for his

individual work. Recording was started by the authorrs command

Itone, two, three, startr, at which tirne aIl observers pressed s

on the Psion keyboard. If any of the observers pressed the wrong

key or anticipated or delayed their start, the session was

restarted.

After the start, observers pressed keys as recorded
behaviours occurred, started, or terminated. when the training
officer was instructing the students to start clearing away the
group activity materials, the author announced to the observers
that they should prepare to end the session. observers did not
press any more keys until the author said rone, two, three, endr,
at which tine observers input the code for end of session.

Observations extended over 33 to 42 rnin. on two afternoons a

week, observations !/ere made in both afternoon sessions and, on

another day, only the second afternoon session was recorded.

Measures of behaviour

For discrete codes, the number of
conputed by taking the total number of

responses per hourl was

occurrences of the code in

1 Responses per minute wourd have been a bett,er measure.
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a session and multiplying by 36OO; the product was divided by the

number of seconds in the session. For continuous codes, the

relative duration of the code was computed by nultiplying the

total duration of the code (in seconds) in a session by LOO; the

product was divided by the duration of the session, also in

seconds. The rate of occurrence (per hour) of eontinuous codes

was also computed.

Interobserver agreement

Interobserver agreement was assessed for Ol-rs codes on 2O

occasions (598 of sessions) and, for O2rs codes, 7 occasions (zLZ

of sessions).

An agreement on occurrence method was used to coutpute

interobserver agreement on every code separately. The rnethods of

computation described by Maclean, Tapp, and Johnson (1985) were

used. For discrete codes, a tolerance of *-2 s between the time

of entry by o (1 or 2) and Io was allowed for agreement. Any

occurrences of the code which were not accounted for by

agreements in either observerrs record were d.isagreements.

Percentage interobserver agreement was computed as (#

agreemenLs/ (S agreements + # disagreements) ) * LOO. For

continuous codes, the raw data for O and IO were converted to L s

intenral data and compared second-by-second, with no tolerance.

Agreements were counted when both observers had the code on in a

second. Disagreements hrere counted when only O or IO had the code

on for a second. Percentage interobserver agreement for

continuous codes was computed by the same algorithm as for

discrete codes.
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The rnethod described above was considered appropriate as a
measure of interobserver agreement for codes which were turned on

for less than half the total observation time in a session. For

behaviours of greater duration, an agreement on non-occurrence

method vras considered more appropriate (following the

reconmendations of Hopkins & Hermann, 1-977'). In this method, which

was enployed for continuous behaviours on1y, dn agreement was

counted when O and Io agreed that the behaviour was not occurring

in the same second. Disagreements and the algorithn were the same

as above.

Both occurrence and non-occurrence percentage agreement were

computed immediately following each session and printed for
feedback to obsenrers. Despair expressed at low obtained values

for appropriate statistics was nollified by the author who

explained that observers rdere using a new recording technology for
which the rrreasonablenessrr of interobsen/er agreement computations

had yet to be established.

At completion of the study, interobserver agreement

appropriate to the rates of continuous behaviours was computed.

onsets were treated as discrete events and agreement on occurrence

was produced in the same manner as for discrete events (above).

The agreement measures for discrete codes and onsets of continuous

codes were re-computed usj-ng a more lenient (5 s) tolerance
(Maclean et aI., 1985).

Observer accuracy

The relationship between interobserver agreement and accuracy

of observational recording has yet to be established for
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continuous data-colrection. This was the primary purpose of the
accuracy study (chapter 4). However, there $rere several safeg,uards

built into the present observational procedure to maxirnise

accuracy of recording. Most of the reconmendations from reviewers
of empirical research in the area of observation bias reduction
were taken up (Harris & Lahey, L9g2; Kazdin, LgzTbr: observers

were kept independent during sessions; conservative methods of
cornputation of agreement were employed; obsernrers were

interchanged through roles and teams to prevent the learning of
idiosyncratic coding styles; agreement checks were very frequent;
checks were random; observers were unaware that they were being

checkedi accuracy could potentially be checked through subsequent

use of videotapes; the agreement computations $rere not perfonrred

by the observers, but by a computer; and, behavioural definitions
were specific, not requiring a high degree of inference. Further,
about half-way through the study, all observers were brought
together for retraining in the interpretation of the definitions
through discussion of behaviours from a videotape of an earlier
session.

Procedures

No doubt due to lack of available space in the setting
section of most pubrications, the full context in which

intervention studies have been conducted is not typicarly
available to the reader and would-be replicator. In the present

case those aspects of the environment which nay have relevence to
the results of the study wiII be described first.

General context. Johnts two or three classmates wourd
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undoubtedly have scored higher on the active subscales of the ABC,

i.e., Irritability, Hyperactivity, and Inappropriate speech, but

somewhat lower than John on Lethargy and Stereotypy. Concurrently

with the present study, the training officer was conducting a

formal differential reinforcement progranme to increase the tirne

that one student spent in her chair, using a changing criterion
design to evaluate the programmers effectiveness. This required

stopwatch timing, recording of her tirne in seat, and arrangement

of access to preferred activities. Also he was conducting

progranmes to increase the proportion of speech which was

appropriate by another student by attending to appropriate speech

on a continuous reinforcement schedule. Further, he was teaching

all pupils to interact appropriately with the materials provided

to them and recording their progress. He was conducting this
programme as a study to be written up to fulfil the final
reguirement for his teacherrs certificate (Pratt, 19BB). When,

after 2O sessions, a fourth student was introduced to the class,

he was reguired to perform a visual screening procedure contingent

on severe self-injury with this student. This occurred about two

or three times per session and occupied about 2 min each time. A

psychologist, unconnected with the present study, supervised and

recorded data for this prograrnme. About two or three times per

session the training officer would have to leave the classroom to
retrieve students who had left the room for one reason or another,

e.9., going to the toilet or for a walk.

Throughout the study, the training officer g:ave John praise

for task completion or approximations thereto. This consisted of
the thurnbs-up sign for rrgoodtr, a stroke of the cheek, or a ruffle
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of the hair. These events seemed to be effective reinforcers.

This training officer was well organised. Materials for
activities and data recording were always available. He could be
described as a natural behaviour modifier (Foxx, r_987) in that he
was able to conduct alr these progranmes concurrentry while
informally using individualised differential reinforcement,
shaping, and pronpting strategies to keep the crass busy at
individually selected activities. Throughout the study it was not
observed that he received any assistance or supervision from more
senior training staff. He was consulted at all stagres of the study
about aII aspects.

Procedures for each of the phases of the study wirl be
described in relation to the activities provided to John during
individual and group work and the prograrnmed contingrencies in
effect for stereotyped behaviours.

Baseline. There were no prograrnmed contingencies for Johnrs
stereotypies. occasionally, the training officer interrupted
stereotypies which were interfering with teaching by giving
manual guidance to the task at hand. Materials provided could be
described charitably as appropriate to an I'educationar curriculunn
(singh & Ahrens, l-980; Ahrens & Mudford, 1984). The individual
work materials incruded puzzles, pegboards, counting frames, and
toy objects for sorting. Group work materials incruded the various
processes of making papier mache for coating inflated ba1loons,
crayoning, and dough p1ay. These activities had been continued by
the training officer forrowing the model of Johnrs previous
teachers and the requirements of the training centrers existing
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educational curriculum. Tasks were changed approximately every 5

nin. Baseline levels of stereotypy were measured at eight sessions

over nine days.

Alternating treatments phase - Treatment 1 vs Baseline

conditions. Again there lilere no specif ic consequences for John I s

stereotypies. This phase investigated the effects of a curriculum

change on Johnrs behaviours. Age-appropriate functional pre-

vocational materials were provided: sorting, counting, and packing

nails; assembling cardboard partitions for bottle cartons; and

hand-weaving on a loom. The selection of activities was based on

observations of the types of work performed by local conmunity-

based sheltered workshops. Johnrs parents and nurses as well as

training staff considered future workshop placernent as a

worthwhile, but challenging, goal for John. Thus the social
validity of the activities was established (Brown et, a1., L979;

Kazdin, L977a; Reid et aI., l-985).

Taking account of the possibility of a change in activities
constituting a treatment for stereotlpy (Horner, 1980), the new

materials were progranmed to be introduced for 50? of each

session. The educational activities were continued for other

portions of the session. The type of activity (educational or

functional) was alternated on a random basis through each session

by the training officer with John spending about 5 min on each

activity. Observers recorded whether the activity was functional

and the data analysis separated the levels of stereotypy in each

condition. Data were collected in nine sessions over 12 days. The

training officer was instructed to continue with this regine when

observers r{ere not present. fnfornal observation suggested that he
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complied.

Treatment 2. Educational activities were discontinued
entirely for John while being rnaintained with the other students.

[The effects of a curriculun change lrere being evaluated for the
whole class in a multiple baseline across students exlrerimental

design (Pratt, L988), I Functional activities were changed about

every 5 rnin.

Programmed contingencies for hand stereotypy and headshaking

were introduced. The training officer was instructed to sign and

say nStoprr to John when he started to exhibit either behaviour

class. The Australasian sign Language (ASL; Jeanes & Reynolds,

L982) sign for stop was similar to that used by traffic officers
for stop and was made about .5 m in front of Johnfs face. ff John

did not stop within 2 s, manual guidance to return to the activity
was to be given until the training officer felt no resistance to
this prompt. rf there was no activity available, i.e., John was

between tasks, the hands were to be held on the desktop for 3 s or
until resistance ceased. The treatment was observed for L3

sessions over 18 days until the end of the training school term.

After five observed sessions over nine days, the treatment
was introduced for mouthing behaviours. This h/as continued across

three observed sessions over six days. During sessions in which

observers were not present, the training officer was instructed to
continue the treatments. There are no data on his compliance.

A third treatrnent, consisting of brief physicar restraint
contingent on not stopping, had been sanctioned by Johnts parents

and the hospital authorities if treatment 2 was unsuccessful. This

was considered to be at the next higher level of restrictiveness
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(Morris & Brown, 1-982). The third treatment was not instituted for

reasons to be explained in the Discussion.

Treatment 2 (revisedl . The ASL sign |tstoprr for rnouthing was

discontinued and rrNort was substituted. The data and infonnal

observation indicated that mouthing was increasing. The sign for

No was a quick movement of the training officerts right hand frorn

Johnts right shoulder to left hip, passing about .3 m in front of

Johnts face, and accompanied by a firmly spoken rrNorr. Stop was

maintained for hand stereotypy and headshaking. The data and

informal observation indicated that mouthing was increasing. ft

was believed that rrNorr had been previously established as a

punisher. Because the rnajority of mouthed objects were rusting

steel nails, it lras necessary to reduce the behaviour for reasons

of health and avoidance of possible self-injury. This treatment

was observed for five sessions over five days before the training
centrers term ended.

Follow-up. For the next school term, the training officer and

his students, including John, were moved to a different classroom

and three further rrdifficult" students !/ere added to it. The

functional curriculum was continued for John and introduced across

all other students. rrstoprr and rrNorr were progranmed to continue as

treatments, but no data on treatment integrity were collected.

Four further sessions were recorded in this new setti.g, after 1

week and 4 weeks. The treatment progranme was discontinued shortly

afterwards as the training officer was replaced by several

inexperienced trainees in guick succession who demonstrated their

inability or unwillingness to maintain the studentsr progranmes.

In the case of the present programme, the dat,a indicated that
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substantial revision was required anyway.

Experimental desiqn

Following baseline, an alternating treatments design (Barlow

& Hayes, 1979) was enployed to evaluate the effects of the change

from educationar to functional activities. The beginnings of a

multiple baseline across behaviours analysis of the effects of
treatment 2 were evident in that treatment was introduced to two

behaviours then one further behaviour while continuing recording
of untreated behaviours. If treatment had been effective, then

intervention wourd have been instituted seguentially across

behaviours until the generalised conditioned punishing effects of
rrstoptr were evident. This would be recognised when a newly treated
behaviour responded to stop without need for contingent manual

guidance. This procedure for assessing generalisation can be seen

in the context of trtraining sufficient exemplarsrr (Stokes & Baer,

te77r.

Results

Interobserver aqreement

The results of interobsenrer agreement assessment for
behaviours measured as discrete events are shown in Table 2. OnIy

the percentage agreement on occurrence for trstopn and rrnorl

consistently exceeded 8Ot and only at the more lenient tolerance
of *- 5 s. Agreement on coding of spitting was very low at 9t.
Except for that code, agreernent increased with increasing

tolerance from the 2 s to the 5 s level.
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Table 2 about here, please

For the continuous behaviours, agreement on occurrence was

exceeded by agreement on non-occurrence for aII codes except

sitting and functional activities (see Table 3). It will be seen

from relative duration data that these two codes were the only

ones turned on for more than 508 of sessions. So, the appropriate

conservative statistic did not, on average, reach 80t for any

codes. Average agreement on the onsets of continuous codes always

increased with increases from the 2 s to 5 s tolerance level.

However, even the less stringent allowance did not increase

agreement above a mean of 70* for any behaviours.

Table 3 about here, please

Stereotvped behaviours

To avoid excessive detail in presenting results, the data

for bruxism, object stereotypy, spitting, and eyepressing, have

been sumrnarised in Table 4. These behaviours did not receive

direct treatment and interobserver aglreement was particularly

Iow. Although the low leveIs of interobserver agreement preclude

confident interpretation of the results for these behaviours, it

appears that there may have been a decrease in their rates and

durations from baseline levels in most cases.

Table 4 about here, please
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The data for the treated behaviours and one collateral
behaviour (noise stereotypy) are shown in Figure 1. Both rate and

duration measures are plotted for continuous behaviours, but only
rate for mouthing, as its duration was not measured. The

alternating treatments (activity-type) phase was introduced
following an eight-session baseline for aIl behaviours. In Figrure
I' separation of the data-paths between types of activity has not
been illustrated. This is shown in Figure 2, in which the
principal measures for each behaviour are plotted according to
activity-type for the nine alternating treatmentsr sessions. To

the right of the alternating treatments phase in Figrure 1 are the
various treatment phases invorving stop and No. Missing data
values in both figures were due to non-avairabirity of a full
team of observers or to computer-corrupted raw data (one

session) .

Figures L and 2 about here

The baselines in Figure l" show variation for both paraneters
of behaviours. Trends in data s/ere not evident for headshaking
and noise stereotypies but hand stereotypy may have been

increasing, and mouthing decreasing, before the alternating
treatments phase was introduced. overall data for the alternating
treatments phase continued to vary without trend. when the
session was divided into its functional and non-functionar
components (see Figure 2), only rnouthing behaviour appeared to
show a differential effect over the last four sessions of the
phase, with more mouthing occurring during functional activities.
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Stop did not reduce the rate of hand stereotypy or
headshaking, but may be seen to have reduced the relative
duration. Whereas in the first two phases the rate and duration
measures covary, in the stop phase the correlation appears less
strong. so, whire the number of bouts of these stereotypies did
not decrease, the averalte duration of the bouts did decrease. The

data for noise stereotypy (Figure 1) did not suggest a

generalisation effect from any of the other behaviours.

ft can be seen that mouthing increased dramatically after
the end of the alternating treatments phase. observation

indicated that, when John was sorting nail-s, he had incorporated

tasting each nail into the seguence of actions. Some nails hrere

galvanised and some were not so it nay have been possible for him

to sort them sorely on the basis of fravour. stop appeared to
have no effect on this behaviour but No reduced the behaviour to
baseline levels until the follow-up obserrrations.

Independent variables

The relative duration of functional activity is shown in
Figure 3 (top panel). Throughout baseline, this hras consistently
zero. During the alternating treatments phase the mean was 63.58,

which was higher than the 5o? programmed. when the educationar
materials were abandoned at the end of that phase, the training
officer maintained a high level of functional activities through
to the follow-ups.

Figure 3 about here, please
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The rates of Stop and No by the training officer are also

shown in Figure 3. By comparison with Figure 1 these rates varied

with rates of treated behavioursr ds would be expected. Further

analysis using the measure of treatment integrity described by

Billingsley, T,7hite, and Munson (l-980) was performed to compare

the rates of treated behaviours with the rates of Stop and No.

The formula used was: Treatment integrity = (number of Stops or

Nos x 1OO)/nunber of occurrences of treated behaviours. For Stop

the integrity averaged 53.22 over the first eight sessions

(sessions L8-25) but declined to a mean of 3L.O? over sessions

26-30, and to 28.42 over the last four (follow-up) sessions. For

No, the mean treatment integrity was 69.82 for sessions 26-30 but

reduced to a mean of 26.02 at follow-up.

Comparison of the rates of Stop/No $/ith recorded rates of

rnanual guidance to task (treatment 2) was performed by

calculating the percentage of Stops or Nos which were followed by

treatment 2. In session 18, the first Stop-session, 75.8? of

Stops !,rere followed by manual guidance. This percentage rapidly

reduced to a rnean of l-6.0? over sessions 26-30 and further to a

mean of 5.92 at followup. These data should be interpreted with

particular caution, taking aceount of the low agreement.

Discussion

This treatment study had two principal goals: changing Johnrs

curriculum to one judged more appropriate and, subsequently,

conditioning No and Stop as generalised punishers for stereotylgy

by a method low on the dirnension of restrictiveness. The first ain

was achieved in that an educational curriculum was replaced by a
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functional one. Further, by the end of the study, revels of
stereotypy had not increased beyond the range measured at baseline
(except for mouthing). Thus, the change in activities ha4 very
Iirnit'ed negative side-effects. The second goal was not achieved:

Relative durations of the treated behaviours were reduced somewhat

but the rates of occurrence were not reduced by Stop and manual

guidance to task. As the treatment was not obviously successful
with the first three behaviours to whieh it was applied, there was

no reason to investigate the generalised effect as there was no

significant effect to be generalised.

The success of the currieulum change requires little
discussion. Pratt's (l-988) data indicated that John learned to
complete a1l the new tasks correctly by the end of the present
study. Also, his data showed that high Ievels of on-task behaviour
hrere maintained throughout arl phases of the study. The

contributj-on of the present study was in monitoring the collateral
effects (Voeltz & Evans, L982) of the change in activities (which

were slight) and the treatment integrity of the curriculun change,

which was high.

The apparent failure of the treatments for stereotypy needs

extensive analysis. competing broad hypotheses are: (a) That

measurement methods resurted in uninterpretabre data, i.e.,
distort or disguise the effects of treatmenti and (b) That the
treatments really were largely ineffective.

(a) Low levels of interobserver agreement reduce the
berievability of experimental effects (Birkimer & Brown, L97gr, or
lack thereof. Kazdin (L977b, has cautiously reported that
agreement levers of 70 to 8ot are generatly considered as
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ninimally acceptable. The obtained interobserver agreement data do

not approach this criterion when agreement on occurrence measures

for stereotypies are examined (Table 3 ) . The non-occunence

agrreement data do reach the criterion but, given the low levels of

occurrence (Figure L and Table 4), this finding is neither

surprising nor indicative of rrgood datarr. ft must be acknowledged.

that the data for untreated stereotypies (particularly bruxism,

object stereotlpy, and eye pressing) are especially suspect. Did

the behaviours reduce over the course of the study (as suggested

in Table 4), or did obsenrers neglect to record them as the study

proceeded? When observers are not naive to the purpose of the

study, perhaps there is a bias towards not recording what turn out

to be minor collateral behaviours. Unfortunately the low leve1s of

interobserver agreement do not assist analysis on this point and,

even if agreement had been high, observer drift towards non-

recording would remain undetected (Harris & Lahey, L982; Kazdin,

1977b'). Rather than extend discussion of the quality of the data,

suffice it to report that the issue is covered extensively in the

accuracy study (Chapter 4) 1,, although these particular questions

could not be answeredl.

(b) Restricting further discussion to the treated

stereotypies and assuming that the data are accurate enough for

interpretation, possible explanations for the failure of the

treatments are reguired. These are: (1) The treatment was not

carried out as prescribed; and, (2) The consequences of not

stopping stereotypy following Stop/No were insufficient to

condition the signs as punishers. These hypotheses bear on the

issues of integrity and strength of treatrnent (Yeaton & Sechrest,
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r-e8r") .

l-. That the treatment prograrnme was not instituted as

prescribed is supported by the treatment integrity data. For both

Stop and No the proportion of stereotypic episodes which received

the sign was relatively high at the start (greater than 5Ot) but

declined over time to 28.42 for Stop and 26.0? for No at follow-

up. There were two rnain reasons for this decline. First, during

the treatment phases, the mean duration of bouts of treated

behaviours hras reduced. It appeared that John learnt that short

duration bouts did not receive conseguences from the training
officer because, unless the latter was standing close to John, he

was unable to reach John in tine to consequate the bout before it
concluded. This interpretation suggests that Johnrs stereotypy was

on a ttdifferential reinforcement for short boutstr schedule. This

may be supported by considering the data showing the reducing

proportion of bouts which received both the signs and subsequent

manual guidance to task, i.e., John would stop stereotlping when

signed to do so but this did not reduce the probability of future

short bouts of stereotypy. Secondly, as the study progiressed,

more pupils s/ere added to the training officerrs c1ass, He,

therefore, had to spend increasing anounts of tine attending to

other pupils. Considering both reasons for reduced treatment

integrity, it did not seem advisable to institute the more

restrictive treatment of brief restraint, which had been planned

and approved.

2. That the punisher selected for use as a conditioner for
Stop and No was of insufficient strength is supported by the data

and by inforrnal observation. Freguently John was obserrred to laugh
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when receiving manual guidance although sometimes he resisted the

prompt. It could not be said that he usually appeared to find the

treatment aversive. In view of this, it is unsurprising that the

treatment was relatively ineffective, the selected punisher hras

not a punisher to Johnrs stereotypy. In comparing the present data

with those of Barton et aI. (1"985), Richmond and Bel1 (L983), and

Waddell et aI. (1984), upon whose studies the present study was

based, several differences should be noted. Barton et aI. did not

include a verbal stimulusr so their students only received brief
restraint and stereotypy was reduced to about 3 bouts per hour.

Further, the reinforcers used in the DRO component of the

treatment package were not specified, except that they were

individually selected. The data in the Richmond and BelI study are

not readily comparable with the present results as their dependent

measure was percent of L-min intervals in which stereotypy

occurred. It is quite possible that the rate and duration during

treatment phases was actually higher than those in the present

study. Their reinforcer was ice cream. In the WaddeII et al. study

the punisher was anrmonia capsules. Even so, the amount of
behaviour during treatment was similar to that in the present

study although their interval data are not directly comparable to
the real-tirne data of the present study.

It may be that low levels of undesired behaviour are

difficult to elininate, as in the present and above studies, even

if differential reinforcers (Barton et aI., L985; Richmond & BeIl,
1983) or contingent punishers (Waddell et al., 1994) are

relatively powerful and/or unnatural. Increasing the strength of
the back-up punisher to condition Stop or No for John may not
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achieve elimination of his stereotypy. Although the other studies
have achieved spectacular results, in terms of reduction of
stereotlpic behaviour from high to low leve1s, the present study
has started at a baseline level which may be cornparable to their
post-intervention revels. Birnbrauer (19gL) noted that the
nagnitude of effects of treatment rnay be spuriously inflated by
selection of baseline conditions which are correlated with 1ow

rates of appropriate responding and high rates of inappropriate
responding. In Johnrs case, the effects of treatment rnay have been

demonstrated clearly if a setting associated with high levels of
stereotypy had been chosen, e.g. , free tirne after lunch.

Given the failure of treatment and considering the relevant
setting variables that have been described, it is required that
alternative treatrnent options be considered. The first option
would be not to treat the behaviours at arr in the present
institutional settingr ds they did not prevent John learningr new

tasks and did not overly intrude on his classmatesr learning. The

second option would be to perform a formal functional analysis of
the stereotypies (Durand & Carr, t-987). This should be followed by
a progranme designed to teach appropriate alternative responses
based on the data from the anarysis (carr, 19g8; Evans & Meyer,
L985; Lavigna & Donnellan, L986). However, even after many hours
of observation during the present study, the functions of the
stereotypies were uncrear. on occasions a treated stereotlpy
appeared to function as a means to obtain manual guidance to the
task at hand- At other times the same response seemed to function
as a means of avoidance of a task or, especiarly between tasks, as

a neans to obtain the sensory consequences of the behaviour.
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Type Code Obsenrer Baseline?

Discrete

Continuous B

Continuous

Continuous

Continuous G

A

1&2

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

no

no

yes

no

yes

yes

c

F

2

1

1

L

Discrete

Continuous

Continuous

Continuous

Discrete

Discrete

Continuous

Continuous

yes

yes

H

L

l{

1

1_

2

s

R

N

T

x

Table llbl. Type of recording method, code used, which obsenrer
recorded, and whether behaviour lras recorded throughout study for
each class in Table 1(a).
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CIass +-2 s +-5 s

Mouthing

spitting
trStopn

fiNorf

s]- (14-67)

e (o-17)

8s (7e-1oo)

8r. (5O-r.OO)

s8 (L4-7s)

e (o-17)

8e (82-1oo)

ee (e8-1-oo)

Table 2. fnterobserrrer agreement on occurrence for behaviour
classes measured as discrete. Mean (range) percentage agreement
Wittr Z s and 5 s tolerance, explained in text. If the code for a
behaviour class was unused by either obserrrer in a session, that
sessionrs data did not contribute to the means.
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sec-by-sec Onsets

CIass Occurrence Non-occ +-2 s +-5 s
Noises

Bruxism

Object st'y
Hand stty
Eye press

Headshake

Sitting

Functional

Treatment 2

52 (44-7L)

27 (11-54)

22 (o-72)

sl_ (27-6sl

33 (0-82)

23 (o-5e)

ee (e8-1o0)

eo (68-L0o)

2a (o-s4)

85 (80-e4)

e6 (ez-ee)

e9 (es-1"00)

e6 (eL-ee)

ee (e4-10o)

e6 (66-LOO)

7L (1e-e6)

69 (4e-eo)

e8 (e4-100)

37 (26-49'

2e (0-61)

24 (0-L00)

64 (43-87)

28 (0-r_00)

34 (o-6e)

s6 (2e-l_00)

s7 ( r_7-100)

34 (0-57)

43 (34-so)

32 (o-51)

28 (0-100)

68 (43-871

s2 (0-L00)

36 (o-86)

70 (2e-Loo)

6r. (33-100)

4L (0-7s)

Table 3. Interobserver agreement for behaviour classes recordedcontinuously. Percentage agreement on occurrence and non-
occurrence computed by second-by-second comparisons of observersl
records; percentage ag'reement on occurrence of code onsets at 2 s
and 5 s torerances (see text). rf a code was not used by either
observer in a session, the sessionrs data did not contribute tothe means. where agreement on non-occurrence was l-oot and
agreement on occurrence htas less than 100t, the fornrer figure was
produced by rounding up from 99.52 and greater.
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Mean rate (relative duration)

CIass Baseline

Alternating trments

FunrI Non-fun I I Stop/No

Bruxism

Object stty
spitting
Eye press

Sitting

63.2 (e.7)

r_3.0 (r..8)

2.o (n/a)

2.3 (0.8)

n/a (e4.21

n/a (6.7) n/a (6.8)

n/a ( r.. 8 ) n/a (2 .2)

0. s (n/al 2.5 (n/al

n/a (1.1) n/a (0.3)

n/a (e8,71 n/a (e6.7)

t-3.8 (2.3)

2.6 (0.3)

2.9 (n/a)

0.5 (>.1)

n/a (e7.e)

Table 4. The mean rate (occurrences per hour) and mean relative
duration (percentage of observation session) for Johnrs untreated
behaviours which were measured but not graphed. Data are shown
for four conditions: Baseline; alternating treatments phase for
functional and non-functional activities; and when the Stop/No
treatments were being given for other behaviours. only the
duration measure was computed for continuous behaviours in the
alternatinq treatments phase. Where a measure v/as not computed
n/a has been inserted in the table.
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Fig"ure Captions

Ficrure 1. Rate (responses per hour) and percentage relative

duration for the treated behaviours and one collateral behaviour

(noise stereotypy) across all phases of the study. The duration

measure was not available for mouthing. The alternating

treatrnents phase data are for the whole session, the division of

behaviour according to activity-type is shown in Figure 2.

Fiqure 2. Principal measures of behaviour separated according to

type of activity (functional or non-functional). For behaviours

measured with duration, the relative duration is shown. For

mouthing, a discrete behaviour, the rate (responses per hour) is

plotted.

Fiqure 3. Independent variables: Relative duration of functional

activity through the study and rates of Stop and No during the

treatment phases. Data for treatment 2 (manual guidance) are

sumrnarised in the text.
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APPENDIX 3

Tolerance in the Computation of Interobserver and

Observer./Criterion Aqreement $/ith

Continuously Recorded observational Datal

Abstract

Two groups of observers used hand-held computers to record

behaviours of a boy with a developmental disability and his

teacher from 15-min video samples. The real-time records

produced by six experienced observers and twenty-six trainee

observers were compared with previously established criterion

records to obtain obse:rrer/criterion agreement. fnterobserver

agreement was computed also. The agreement on occurrence

measures vtere produced for eight conditions in which the

tolerance for counting recorded events as agreements was

varied from zero to seven seconds. Taking account of

differences between observer groups, behaviours, samples, and

measures of agreement, a 4-sec tolerance was justified for

these records of behaviour. Issues concerning the generality

of the findings were discussed.

t This chapter had been submitted to Behavioral Assessment
for review. Subsequent to three blind reviews, the associate-
editor asked for a revision. Instead, a composite of this chapter
and Chapter 4 has been subnitted. The version presented here is
the original paper, with revisions as suggested by reviewers.
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Tolerance in the Computation of Interobsetrrer and

Observer/Criterion Agreement with

Continuously Recorded Observational Data.

Collecting behavioural data by continuousr o! real-time,
methods has been highly recommended (e.g., Foster & Cone,

l-986; Johnston & Pennypacker, 1"980). The principle advantage

has been seen as removing the sources of error inherent in the

traditional pencil and paper methods of time- and inte:nral-

sarnpling (Ary, L984i Bass &. Aserlind, l-984; Green, McCoy,

Burns, & Snith, L9A2). Further, the basic parameters of
behaviour can be computed from the record produced: Frequency,

duration, inter-response and latency times can all be derived

in standard units of measurement (Barrett, Johnston, &

Pennlpacker, L986; Johnston & Pennypacker, L98O).

Improved data-storage technology, particularly its
rniniaturisation, has increased the practicality of using

continuous data-collection systems to record obsenrations of
behaviour in naturalistic environments. The most recent

innovation has been the use of commercially available hand-

held microcomputers for this purpose (e.9., Repp, Haman,

Felce, Van Acker, & Karsh, l-989) .

Whether the new or traditional recording methods are

used, the guality of the data obtained must be assessed

routinely (Hayes, Nelson, & Jarrett, L986; S. M. Johnson &

Bolstad, L973). While this is usually reported in terms of
interobserver agreement, a more accurate assessment of quality

can be obtained by comparing observersr records of behaviour
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$tith an objective record known variously as a criterion
protocol (Bass & Aserlind, L984), or calibration standard

(Barrett et al., L986). The relationships between these

measures of guality have been assessed ernpirically (Boykin &

Nelson, L98L; Cunningham & Tharp, L98l-; DeMaster, Reid, &

Twentyman, L977; Dorsey, Nelson, & Hayes, 1986t Kapust &

Nelson, L984; Wolfe, Cone, & Wolfe, l-985), but not with real-
time recording.

A percentage agreement on occurrence statistic has been

reconmended by Maclean, Tapp, and W. T. Johnson (L985) as

appropriate for assessment of agreernent between two continuous

records of the same series of events. t{hen rates or relative
durations of behaviours are relatively 1ow, this statistic has

Iong been considered sensible as it avoids the problem of high

spurious interobserver agreement due to chance (Bijou,
Peterson, Harris, & M. S. Johnson, t969). The eguation is:
percentage aqreement on occurrence : (agreements on occurrence

/ (agreements on occurrence + disagreements on occurrence) ) *

100. To compute this statistic from real-time records, each

record is divided into intervals of 1- sec and the occurrence

of behaviours is compared on a second-by-second basis between

the records. However, with discrete event data, a tolerance is
allowed when the records do not agree exactly. Thus, a

tolerance of L sec allows the counting of an agJreement when a

second of occurrence in one record is matched by an occurrence

within + or - L sec in the other record. It should be noted

that an occurrence in a record may be counted as an agreement

only once. No similar allowance has been recomrnended for
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behaviours recorded as having duration, although the

computation method is the same for these behaviours (Maclean

et aI., 1985). Disagreements on occurrence are counted when an

occurrence in either record has not been acCounted for by an

agreement.

This method has been adopted by Repp and his colleagues

(Repp et aI., 1-989), who have recommended and used a tolerance

of +- 2 sec for discrete event data. Maclean et al- (1985)

have presented illustrative data for 2, 3, and S-sec

tolerances and suggested that a conservative user night opt

for the 2-sec leeway. W. L. Johnson, Baumeister, Penland, and

Inwald (L982) used a 3-sec allowance, but without apparent

justification.

In the present study, a comparison of agreements allowing

tolerances between zero and seven seconds was made to

demonstrate empirical justification for tolerance. A class of

behaviour recorded as discrete and one recorded as having

duration were analysed for agreement between observers and

agreement between observers and criterion records. Tolerance

for both types of recording (discrete and duration) were

investigated. Preliminary data on the relationship between

interobserver agreement and agreement between observers and

criterion records were derived for continuous recording with

hand-he1d conputers.

Method

The same obserlrer records as litere described in Chapter 4 were

used as data for this studY.
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Results

Analyses

Examination of the frequencies and durations of

behaviours in samples (Table 2, Chapter 4) indicates that the

agreement on occurrence measure of agreement is appropriate

for these data (Kratochwill & Wetzel, L977). Hand stereotypy

and Stop/No occur for less than 2O? of all samples.

To determine the effects of tirne-tolerance on levels of

agreement between obserlrers and agreement between obserrrers

and criterion records some low-Ievel analyses were performed

using the PC. The output was transferred to the universityrs

mainfrarne IBM 434L for further analyses using SAS packages.

The output from the low-Level analyses consisted of

separate data on percentage agreement on occurrence for two

observation codes: R (Stop/No, a discrete behaviour IrrDISIOrr,

Appendix 1l ) and G (Hand stereotypy, a behaviour with rneasured

duration IrrDURIOtr, Appendix 1]). There were individual data

for the eight levels of tolerance (+-O to +-7 s) and for each

sarnple (nine for the experienced observers and three for ttre

trainees). For agreement with criterion records, there was one

surnmary statistic for every observer x code x sample x

tolerance combination. However, for interobserver agreement,

this matrix was output for every possible pair of obserrrers

within a group. The six experienced observers thus forned 15

pairs and the 26 trainee observers formed 325 pairs-

Four multivariate analyses of variance (I.{ANOVA) ltere

performed for the measures of performance (agreement between
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observers and agreement between observers and criterion
records) and observer-groups separately. The effects tested in
each were Torerance, sample, and their interaction. The two

dependent variables were performance on the different
behaviour-codes. Significant effects in the I,IANoVA sumrnaries

were subjected to univariate analysis of variance (ANovA). The

significance of overall effects srere tested by the Hoterling-
Lawley Trace. Significant main effects in ANoVAs were further
anarysed using scheffers procedure and interactions by Tukeyrs

honestly signi-ficant difference test. rn ANovAs where the
samples effect was found to be significant, but the sampre x

Torerance interaction did not reach significance, further
analysis of the Sample effect has not been reported because it
is the Tolerance effect which is important in the context of
this paper. Arso, the means for samples incrude all revers of
Torerance, thus producing trivial effects for sampl_es. rn aIr
analyses, the conventional alpha-revel of .05 was chosen to
test significance.

To anticipate criticism of the use of inferential
statistical procedures to analyse these data, two guestions

ought to be answered: What probable departures from the tests'
assumptions occur in these data; and what effect would these

departures be likeIy to have on the resurts and their
subsequent interpretation? The inferential statistics computed

here have been found to be robust with respect to non-

normality and heterogeniety of variances, but not when the
non-independence of errors vioration is present (Glass,

Peckharn, & sanders, L97zl. sourees of non-independence in the
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present data include: Within the Tolerance effect' agreements

at *-L s may include those at *-0 s, +-2 s agreements may

include those at *-1 and f-Os, and so on; and creating every

possible pair of observers produced non-independent data for

interobserver agreement analysis. Violating the non-

independence assumption has been shown to increase the alpha-

level by an unknown amount when data are positively correlated

and reduce it when data are negatively correlated. rn both

above-mentioned sources of non-independence, the data are most

likely to be positively correlated leading to an increased

chance of Tlpe L errors (incorrect rejections of the null

hypothesis). This seems unimportant in the present study.

The results will also be presented graphically to aid

interpretation or for the sole means of analysis for those who

prefer not to read statistical summaries.2

Interobserver aqreement

For the experienced observers, MANOVA indicated

significant overall main effects for Sarnple and Tolerance, The

Sample x Tolerance interaction did not reach significance.

Univariate ANOVAS for both codes produced the same significant

effects: for Stop/No Tolerance F(7, l-0081 = 215.8L, p < .0001t

andforhandstereotypy,ToIeranceF(7'1008)=23.45'p'<
.oo01. Examination of the Tolerance effect for Stop/No

2. Three reviewers and an associate editor (Bruce E.
Wampold) of Behavioral Assessrnent have commented on the
statistical procedures employed in this study. They vtere not
convinced about the unimportance of variable alpha-Ievels, €.g.,
rr ... structural dependencies are an anathema to the type of
analysis you have conductedrr (Wanpold, personal comrnunication,
7/89). AIf stated that visual analysis was sufficient. Some would
have preferred a generalizability analysis.
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indicated that agreement did not increase above a tolerance

Ievet of +- 2 s. That is, by Scheffers test, agreement at the

maximum tolerance of *-7 s was not significantly greater than

it was at +-2 s. Hereafter, the tolerance at which agreement

levels-off will be labelled ltthe no gain levelrr. The no gain

level for hand stereotypy was +-1 s.

MANOVA for the trainee observersr data indicated

significant effects due to the main effects and the Tolerance

x Sample interaction. ANOVA for the Stop/No code produced

significant main effects and the interaction: Tolerance x

Sample F(L4, 7776) = L0-95, P ( .0001. Further analysis, bY

Tukeyrs test, showed that there was no significant gain in

agreement above *-3 s in two of the samples, and above +-2 s

in the third sample. The interaction was not significant for

the hand stereotypy code: Tolerance F(7' 7776) = 76.68, p <

.ooo1. Agreement did not increase above +-4 s.

Aqreement with criterion records

with the experienced observerst data, a significant

Tolerance effect was found for Stop/No F(7, 360) : 222.2Lr p <

.000L and for hand stereotypy F(7, 360) = 56-09r p < .0001-.

There was not a significant increase in agreement above +-2 s

for either behaviour code.

Analysis of traineesr data produced the same significant

effects as for the interobserver agreement data. For Stop/No

(ANOVA Tolerance x Sample F(1-4, 600) : 7.56r p < .OOOI) ' two

samplesr aglreement did not increase above +-2 s and, for the

third, *-3 s. For hand stereotypy (Tolerance F(7r600) : 33.58'

p < .0001-), the no gain level was +-2 s.
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A summary of the results described above, along with more

detailed statistics, is presented in Table L. The means of

agreement for observers and samples combined, but with

observer-groups and behaviour-codes separately, have been

plotted against time-tolerance and are shown in Figrure 1.

Table 1 about here, Please

Figure L about here, Please

Visual analysis of the data-paths in Figure l- supports

the results of the statistical analyses performed. Agreement

tends to increase only by srnall amounts beyond the no gain

levels (from Table 1).

Further analvses

Agreement between observers and agreement with criterion

records compared. In Figure 1" it appears that, for both groups

of observers and for both codes, interobserver agreement was

higher than agreement with criterion records at tolerances

below the no gain level and that the reverse was the case for

the rneans at higher tolerances. Correlated t-tests between the

two measures were performed for gtroups and codes separately at

tolerance levels from +-O to +-4 s. Levels above +-4 s were

not considered because there had been no.significant increase

found above that level for any of the measures. Because the

original datasets for the measures lrere incomparable in terns
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of the number of observations contributing, pairs of observers

were randomly formed within each group for the interobserver
agreement measure. Thus, each observer contributed one score

for ag:reement with the criterion record for each sample x

tolerance combination and one score for interobserver
agreement for each combination. For the experienced observers,

interobserver ag'reement was significantly greater than

aglreement with criterion records for both codes at tolerances

of +-0 and *-1 s, however there were no significant
differences at higher levels. For the trainee obsen/ers, all
visible differences between the two measures (in Figure L,

Iower panel) were significant except for the Stop/No code at
+-2 s.

Correlation between measures of acrreement. In order to
test the relationship between interobserver agreement and

agreement with the criterion records, the two measures were

correlated using Pearsonrs method. The datasets created for
the above t-tests were used for these analyses. The form of
the results was found to be different depending on the code

being analysed, although sinilar for both groups of obserrrers.

Significant correlations are shown in Table 2. For the Stop/No

code the relationshi"p between the measures increases from +-O

s tolerance to *-4 s. For the hand stereotlpy code, however,

correlation between the measures appears to peak at *-1 s.

Table 2 about here, please

Acrreement for codes compared. Correlated t-tests using
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the original datasets htere performed to compare the agreenent

means of the two behaviour codes at tolerances up to +-4 s.

AII visible differences between the levels of both

interobserver agreement and agreement with criterion records

for both codes were significant for each group (i.e.,

agreement was, in all cases, lower for the Stop/No code at +-O

s tolerance and the opposite was true at +-2 s).

Discussion

Both experienced and trainee obsenrersr data showed that

interobserver agreement and agreement with criterion records

increased as the tolerance for counting recorded events as

agreements rras j-ncreased. The tolerance value at which the

increase levelled off varied somevrhat across obserrrer groups

and behaviour codes. Taking a general overview of the

experienced observersr data indicates that only insignificant

increases occurred above a tolerance of +- 2 sec. For the

trainee observers, the corresponding cutoff point was +- 4

sec.

fnterestingly, little difference was found between the no

gain levels for interobserver and observer/criterion

agreement. It rnight have been expected that a J-onger tolerance

would be neccesary for the latter measurer ds obsenrer

responses would be delayed when compared to the real-time

criterion records.

These data tend to support the selection of +- 2 sec

tolerance aS a conservative allowance in computing agreement

on occurrence for discrete codes (Maclean et a1., 1985). In
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the present study, the experienced observers were paid

relativeJ-y well to record carefully, had considerable

experience with the recording equipment, and with definitions

associated with the codes. For these reasons their records can

be seen as approaching the best that could be expected from

the observation system employed. Again, for the discrete code,

the trainee observersr no gain tolerance level did not exceed

+- 3 sec. Given their somewhat minimal training these data do

not support a reconmendation for any greater tolerance,

although with further training, one night expect the no gain

level to be reduced to 2 sec.

A different conclusion regarding the tolerance time for

discrete codes can be drawn from consideration of the

correlations between agreement measures in Table 2. Their

value reaches a maximum at +- 4 sec, the highest tolerance

level for wtrich these computations were perforrned. If

assessment of interobserver agreement is used as a short-cut

to assessment of accuracy (in terrns of agreement with

criterion records), the selection of an appropriate tolerance

level ought to be governed by the nature of the relationship

between the two measures. By this criterion a 4-sec tolerance

would seem more appropriate.

Regarding the behaviour with duration measured (hand

stereotypy), the data suggest that some tolerance can be

justified. Maclean et al. (1985) did not include this
possibility. From Table L it can be seen that a 2-sec

tolerance may be viewed as conservative and *- 4 sec is not

unrealistic with less experienced observers. From the
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correlation data in Table 2 different recommendations arise:

+- l- sec may the best tolerance value to use.

ft should be noted that agreements at the various levels

of tolerance can not be cornpared across the two observer

groups. Although it appears that the reeords obtained from the

experienced observers may have been more precise, this could

be due to the different procedures employed. The data for the

trainee observers sras obtained from only three sarnples and

these were found to be the most difficult ones by the

experienced observers.

This analysis has revealed differences between observer

groups, within the trainee group across samples, and across

measures. overall, a tolerance of *- 4 sec is empirically

justifiable for these data. The only disadvantage is that, 4t

this level, the maximum correlation between measures on t'he

duration code is rnissed, although ttre coefficient values are

still reasonable (at .67 and .68). Although +- 4 sec is the

highest no gain level found in the data, it can not be said to

be artificially inflating agreement as, both statistically and

visually, the agreement levels at this tolerance are little or

no higher than at no gain levels.

The generality of the foregoing findings for other

subjects, behaviors measured, and obserrration protocols can be

questioned. As stated earlier, the subject in the videotapes

r.Jas chosen partly because his behaviours had proved

particularly difficult to measure in the past. The low

absolute levels of interobserver agreement obtained even by

the experienced observers (mean across obserrrers and samplest
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68.3 Z at no gain level for hand stereotypy) reflect this
probrem. Table 2 (chapter 4) indicates that the reasons for
the difficulty were the low relative duration of the
occurrence of the behaviour (nean across sanples, 5.4 t) and

the relatively high frequency (mean, L4 occurrences per

sample). Thus, mean bout length was only 3.4 sec. Dorsey et
aI. (L986) found that frequency, as well as complexity of
obserrration protocol, was related to agreement levels when

observers were using a partial interval recording system. As

yet, no data are available on the relation between bout

duration, freguencyr and agreement levels for real-time
recording of behaviours with duration, although it could be

anticipated that average bout duration and agreement would be

positively correlated. The discrete code did not provide such

difficulty: Both types of agreement for both obsenrer groups

exeeeded 8Ot at no gain levels.
It may be argued that the findings regarding agreement

for the duration code has very limited generarity due to its
low average bout duration. applied researchers more often
measure stereotyped behaviours at high durations with,
presumably, longer bouts. However, in any successful

intervention to reduce or eliminate these behaviours, the
parameters relevant to difficult recording will be obtained at
some tine.

The visible excess of criterion agreement over

interobserver agireement at no gain levels and greater, which

was statistically significant with the trainee observersl

group, deserves comment. Other studies have obtained the same
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result (Boykin & Nelson, l-981-; Dorsey et aI., l-986), but some

have produced the opposite (DeMaster et aI., L977 ) or

inconsistent results (Kapust & Nelson, L984; Wotfe et aI.,
l-986). These findings have usually been explained in terms of

the type of instructions or feedback given to observers. ff
crj-terion agreement or accuracy is emphasised, then that
measure will produce higher agreement than interobserver

agreement, and vice versa (Boykin & Nelson, l-98L; DeMaster et
dI., L977'). In the present case, observers received

instructions to record accurat,ely and, in the case of the

trainee group, rtere given feedback on agreement with the

criterion records. Thus, this result was to be expected.

However, the finding has a further and irnportant irnplication.
It increases confidence in the quality of the criterion
records produced as the standard against which the observersl

records are judged. In the present case obsenrers v/ere rnaking

errors in recording but these errors were random with respect

to one another. ff errors had been made in producing the

criterion records, e.9., bouts of stereotypy had been rnissed

by the criterion'obse:rrers (or added), then, regardless of
instructions, a€treement between observers would have been

higher than agreement with criteria.
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Measure
No gain
ToI. (+-s.) MsD

tatno
gain Tol.Interaction HSD Explanation

IO ag.
Exp. obs.

Code R
G

Tr. obs.
Code R

G

Ag. Cr.
Exp. obs.

Code R
G

Tr. obs.
Code

2
1

3
4

6.3
4.3

2.5

11.0
8.L

85.4
68.3

8l_.3
57.4

87.8
7L.7

87. O

63.2

yes
no

no
no

yes
no

L5.27

no
no

4-ER ?_ 2- ? sJ,

el:

2
2

3
2

R
G

3, ,!, s

Tab1e L. Tolerance level above which mean agreement did not
increase significantly (No gain To1.), Scheffers Mininum
Significant Difference (l{SD), percentage agreement at critical
tolerance level (t at no gain ToI.), Tukeyts Honestly
Significant Difference (HSD) if Tolerance x Sample interactLon
significant, and an explanation of analysis of interaction as No
gain ToI. for samples L, 2, & 3 respectively. These data are
presented for interobserver agreement (IO a9.) and aglreement
with criterion records (Ag. Cr. ) for the Stop/No code (R) and
ttre hand stereotlpy code (G) and for experienced (Exp. ) and
trainee (Tr. ) observers.
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Tolerance (+- s)

Measure O

Code R

Exp, obs. n.s. n.s. .44 -68 -69

Tr. obs. n.s. n.s. .24 .59 .68

Code G

Exp, obs. . 63 .77 .67 - 6'7 .67

Tr. obs. .68 .69 .66 .67 .68

Table 2. pearson correlation coefficients between interobserver

agreement and agreement with criterion records at five Levels of

time-tolerance for the Stop/No code (R) and ttre hand stereotlpy

code (G) for obsenrer grroups, experienced (Exp. ) and trainee

(Tr.). An alpha-level of .O5 was used to deterrnine significance.

Non-significant coefficients are entered as n-s-.
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Figure caption

Irl.gnrr,e -1. Perqentage agreenent on occurrenqe for interobsarf.ilfl

and Es*sewerleriterion agreement incasuies plott-ed agalne-t

tsl,eranee (t-, sec) " The er<perJ.enced obsenrers I d'ata is paresented

i.n the up€er pane1n the trAineesr data in the Lower. Stop/fe uae

,recordgd aF a diserete be*ravlou!. Hand ste.reotllpy sag record€d

as having duratiori.
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